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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1960

SANITATI N WORKERS SET TO STRIKE
Kicked Off
Land For
Registering

Fayette, Haywood Counties

SCEF Asks End
•Of Oil Boycott

$41,000/n Grants

'Ministers,
Students Aid
Registration
FORCED OUT —Herman
Holmes and his 14•year-old
son, Narvel, wonder what
comes next as they ponder
how they were forced to leave
their tenant farm ip Haywood
County recently. The family,
which consists of Mrs. Holmes

and a daughter, plats Holmes
and his son, were sent packing after the foreman of the
farm on which they stayed,
saw his wife standing in line
to register for voting. "You're
through because your wife
was seen at the wrong place,"

Forty college students have
Mr. Holmes said the foreman
told him. They were forced volunteered to aid in the camoff the land with nothing more paigning for more registered
than what they could get in a voters by working the housing
suitcase, leaving furniture rrojects throughout the city of
behind. (Staff photo by George Memphis.
The students, most of them
E. Harding)
engaged in the sit in campaigns here in Memphis, will
be carrying signs "We Sat
Down For You,, NowStand Up
For Us," said W. C Patton, Luke J. Weathers, jr., son of in one of the 37 interesting FAA
head of the registration drive Mrs. Luke Weathers, sr., 3020 stations, some of them in the
Yale at., Memphis, will soon Southeast where the climate aphere.
Mr. Patton said the students complete his training with the proximates that in the northare very enthusiastic sbout the Federal Aviation Agency in western states, and some north
employment opportunities for plan and are working without Anchorage and be assigned to of the Arctic Circle in interior
some point on Alaska's 8,000 Alaska or along the Bering Sea
pay.
Negro radio announcers: HowJuly 2 is the date for the miles of airways as an Airways coast.
ever, the local branch cannot
ccnfab of the Tennessee Coun- Operations Specialist.
As a military pilot with the
reconcile these contributions
cil of Registration and Voting. Weathers, 39, after flying with USAF, Weathers served with
with the
station's
proposed The meeting will
be held at military fighter groups and re- the 99th Fighter Squadron and
racially segregated show.
LeMoyne. It is chaired by Rev. ceiving the Distinguished Flying the 332nd Fighter Group. He
HUMILIATING
Charles F. Williams and is corn- Cross and eight Air Medals, be- holds the permanent rank of
"WDIA's presentation of this pr•sed of local leaders.
gan training for the civil avia- Lieutenant Colonel in the USAF
racially segregated show be- Rev. S. S. Seay of the Monttion job June 6. His course will Reserve. During 1959, he was
comes more humiliating to the gomery Improvement Associalast about seven weeks.
instructor in military science
Negro in his march toward Von will ba on hand as a guest
His
family,
consisting
of
his
and
tactics at Manassas High
first-class citizenship when one seeaker for the one -day seswife, LaVerne; Luke J., 10; School in Virginia. He graduated
realizes the position to which sion. Discussions will include
WDIA has risen in the Negro's "How To Plan A Registration Wanda Lynette, 8; Andre M., 4, from the Booker Washington
and Renee A., 2, are in Mem- High School at Memphis and atadvertising market. An adver- Campaign."
tisement by WDIA currently On July 5 the ministers will phis and will join him in Alaska tended Xavier University in
appearing in a national 'aga- take an active part in the reg- when he has been assigned a New Orleans and Lane College
rine states: "Through active istration campaign. They have permanent post. They will live in Jackson, Tennessee.
public service and civic leader- been asked by the campaign
ship, WDIA has become a part leaders ID solicit at least 10
of its listeners (Negroes) daily people for registration purposlives. — When the Negro buys es. Each and every minister of
he selects the products he has all denominations are asked to
heard about on WDIA."
participate. It is called a State"The Negro — to whom all wide Minister Day.
of WDIA's programs are beam
ed and, as a result of which,
WDIA receives all of its income
— will be shocked to learn that
WDIA has so little respect for
the Negro's drive for freedom
that it will use the position of

LeMoyne College has awarded ships valued at $355 each were
215 scholarships amounting to offered to Mary Louise Ayers,
$41,746.50 to high school grad- Melrose; Maxine Crivens, Douguates n the Memphis area, it lass; Zella Mae Carothers, Melwas announced this week by rose, and Clarence Cleaves,
John C. Mickle personnel coun- Booker T. Washington,
The four-year scholarships
selor for the college.
valued at $1,420 each were ofThe scholarships offered in- fered
The Memphis branch of the
to Ruth J. Boone, Father
clude 12 for four years and four
NAACP has lodged a formal
Bertrand; Shelia Stiles, Father
for one year. Partial scholar- Bertrand;
protest to radio station WDIA
Ronald Roby, Booker
ships offered high school graduobjecting to the pz-ipt sed seg
T. Washington; Evelyn Wade,
ates are: $200 (74), $177.50 (1), Hamilton;
regaled seating arrangements
Willie Robert Chap$150 (2C), $100 (44) and $75(46). man,
Booker T. Washington; Mrs. Alberta B. Jones, of 3477 during the station's annual starBooker T. Washington gradu- Ernest Lee Miller, Manassas; Parker
revue,
scheduled for
has been named an in- light
ates received the highest num- Louivenia Clayton, Booker T.
Crump Stadium, July-1, 1960.
surance
counselor of the Old
ber, 74. Others were: Manassas, Washington; Leo Fields ThomThe NAACP's protest w a
44; Melrose, 31; Hamilton, 20; as, Booker T. Washington; Ma- Equity Life Insurance company fled in the form of letters to
Father Bertrand, 15; Geeter, 9; rian Nell Evans, Booker T. of Evanston, Ill. in Shelby Ergmont Sonderling, president;
Shelby County Training School, Washington; Willye Ruth Nor- County of Tennessee.
Burt Ferguson, executive vice
7; Lester, 6; Douglass, 5; Ber- nett, Booker T. Washington;
president; A. C. Williams,
The
appointment was an- WDIA's
retta Chapel, 2, and Mt. Pisgah, Valrie Hollowell, Manassas, and
public relations direcnounced recently by Lee M.
tor and signed by Jesse
2.
H.
Carolyn J. Dukes, Booker T. Smith, state
manager of Old Turner, of Tri-State bank and
The four one-year scholar- Washington.
Equity. Mrs. Jones will handle chairman of the executive comall forms of life, health and ac- mittee of the local branch. Text
cident, and sickness insurance of the letter is as follows:
issued by Old Equity, Mr. Smith
"It has come to the attention
said.
of the Memphis branch of the
Mrs. Jones has more than 11 NAACP that radio station WDIA
years of experience in the in- Is planning to present its
surance field. She is a member "Starlight Revue" this year at
of the Shelby County Business Crump stadium with separate
Women and of the Veterans of facilities for Negro end white
patrons.
Foreign Wars Auxiliary.
"The NAACP is familiar with
the contributions made by
WDIA (1) the goodwill home
and flunkies . . . but as heads
DARK EMISSARY
(2) transportation of crippled
Biblical lore tells of Noah's of states and spokesmen for
children (3) its athletic program
sending out a dove to see wheth- millions of people who are their
for Negro youths and (4)
followers and admirers.
er peace had returned to the
SEE NAACP, Page 2
pioneering, locally, in providing
Added to the list of contributroubled waters of the Flood. It will he something new in
our
modern world. The past tors to the most worthy cause
III II III ••II •II II II II 0 V II •I II IR II IN IN I
And the dove returned with a
twig of re-assurance that the several generations of mankind of the erection of a community
waters were beginning to sub- have been conditioned to think center in the Walker Homes
of black men as anything but vicinity are:
side.
A 0-year-old boy, Frankie
persons of prestige, power, pc). Jack Keith, $1.50; P. Jones,
The dove became a symbol of
drowned early SunPatterson,
•
•
•
•
II
II
II
II
11
II
•
111
II
IN
II
IR
•
II
sition, and dignity. Black men .50; Miss D. L. Studway, .20;
good tidings . . . and emissary
have been traditionally thought Willie Fitzpatrick, $2.00; Harry A 17-YEAR-OLD girl was ar- tee tsar he heads will interview day afternoon as he tried to free
. and the return of of as
of peace
a snagged fishing line in Nonany-thing but respectable. H. Haysbert, $10.00; James rested Tuesday night on a Mem- candidates and endorse a slate
calm and good will from God
connah Creek, near Airways
all have been qualified. blvd.
to man and from man to man. Mrs. Watson is among that Toney, .50; James Ross. $2.00; phis Transit Company bus after after
fortunate group of persons who James Moore. $1.00; James a "name calling" incident. The There are 60,057 Negroes regis- lie was fishing
with his 12The ancient story returns to
will be present to see present- Strong, $1.00; Rodell Sallie, .50; Tri-State Defender learned that tered to vote in Memphis and year-old brother,
Sam, and some
mind when one considers the day
black men shed the rags of Miss Margaret C. McCullough, a group of Negro employees of 9,339 in the county which com- other boys when his fishing line
symbolic role in which a widely
servility and contempt, and don $5.00; Fateless Harris, $2.00; one of the City's hospitals was pares with 132,79G whites.
snagged. Young Patterson took
known Memphis school teacher, the
robes of pomp and power Jasper Coburn, $1.00; Freeman boarding the bus and found one WILLIAM HODGE and An- off his clothes and waded
in to
religious and sorority leader,
which have been handed to Robinson. $1.00; Joe L. Jones, vacant seat and a couple of drew Barrow were among 80 untangle the line from submergand civic worker, Mrs. Carlotta them out
only
occupied
by
one
seats
white
of the swirling welter $1.00; Mrs. Ethel Dodson. $1-00;
employees honored this week by ed brush. He walked into a five
Stewart Watson, has been cast of
nationalism which is sweep- Jeff Morman, $1.00, Wilbur person. One of the riders asked Illinois Central Railroad. Mr. and a nalf feet deep "step-off."
for this summer of 1960.
ing black Africa today. Some Nance, $5.00; Frank SPikner, a white lady if she would move Hodge lives at 1233 College and The older brother
hailed W.
This week Mrs. Watson, na- people decry the spirit of naB. Butler, .50; C. K. up. Instead of moving up she Mr. Barrow at 561 Edith. Each D. Hall of 5055 Neely, a motorJ.
$1.00;
flying
Memphian,
tive
will be
tionaliarn, because they say it Jackson, .50; Mrs. C. Coats, .50 moved back and occupied the was given a gold pass.
ist who was passing by. He
to West Africa to be present at makes a nation and a people
empty seat. This started the in- WALTER H. MARCEILLOAR, dived in the creek and found
and M. L. Pruitt, 50.
the ceremonies announcing the think only in terms of themcident. The girl was arrested 44, of Chicago was
fatally in- the body on the bottom.
anniversary and independence selves and their own interests.
and taken to Juvenile Court and jured when the car in
which he Unsuccessful attempts to reof several governments that are But it may also he observed, SUITS SET
held over night on a charge of was riding struck a
bridge
rail- vive the youngster were perowned and operated by black that hationallani Is an aspect Two very important integra- threatened breach of peace.
arceilloar and other mem- formed by Mr. Hall. a Fire DeSI
ing.
men. She will join a world-wide of self-respect ard determina- tion suits are coming up next FRANK KILPATRICK, chairpartment rescue squad and Vicconcourse of people of all races, Hon to demand respect from week in Federal court. The bus man of the Shelby County Dem- bers of his family were on their
attend a relative's fu- tory Funeral Home ambulance
to
way
colors, and creeds, who want to others. That see II
to be the integration case comes up June ocratic club said in a recent neral at Lexington, Miss.
attendants.
be present at the historic event major emphasis
the nation- 27 and immediately following meeting, "I am confident that PATROLMAN
G.
E.
PITTS He was the son of Mr. and
marking the emergence of black alism of black At. -a today.
that the suit concerning the we will reach our goal of 80.000
City
in
testified
Court
that
Oliver Mrs. Sammule Patterson of
men on the world stages of inmain Cossitt library on June 28. registered Negroes in Memphis
But back to
s' Watson.
charles
Davis.
Atkins,
and
Ar- 2400 isaPaloma. He leaves three
ternational relations . . . not as
Both cases are expected to be and Shelby County before the
brothers, three sisters, five
lackeys, beggars, cry babies,
SEE SHADOW' Page 2
heard by a three judge panel. July 15 deadline." The commitmy MEMPHIS, Page 2
uncles, and eight aunts.
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•,

Memphian
Gains Top
Ins. Post

o
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NAT D WILLIAMS

Long Way To
Go On Center

*

Men Impatient;
ant To Strike

A Negro tenant farmer and
his family were forced to leave
home with little more than they
could pack in a suitcase recently
A letter of willingness to strike out," he repeated.
when the wife was seen in a against
the City was mailed to
The letter reads: "This is to
line for registration in Haywood the
Teamsters Union, Local 984
notify you of the committee
County. Herman Holmes was recently by
the Sanitation Emmeeting that was held at the
told by the foreman of the prop- ployees
committee. The letter
home of Mr. 0. Z. Evers (our
erty on which he stayed that he was signed
by 0.
was "through," because his Z. Evers,
spokesman), Tuesday nigh t,
spokesMay 24, 1960. The entire comwife had been seen at "the man for
the
wrong place,"
mittee was present at this meet. group. The stateThe Holmes family, consisting ment was
ing. It is the unanimous opinion
adof Mrs. Holmes; Holmes, 53;
of this committee that we should
dressed
to
R.
E.
son, Narvel; and a daughter,
strike now. And by saying this
had to pack what they could Farrell, pres
we sincerely believe that we are
and leave rather hurriedly from dent of the local.
voicing the sentiment of the maThe sanitation
the strife ridden county.
jority of our fellow employees.
Mr. Holmes said the trouble workers have
"We believe that the proper
0.
Z.
Evers
started when Shelby Dixon, been engaged in
amount of publicity will be in
a
running
fight
with
Commisfarm foreman on which he share
cases immediately following the
cropped, saw his wife, Mrs. sioner of Public Works Bill Far- start of the strike. We truly beris
on
the
unionization
issue.
Holmes. waiting in line to be
lieve that any further delay will
registered. The next day Dixon The workers want to unionize; hurt the cause. We have done
Commissioner
Farris
thinks
told Holmes his wife was seen
exactly what the union required
at the "weong place," he said. they can get just as good treat- of us, and that was the signing
The foreman then told Mr. ment without a union.
of Union cards-700 or 800—the
In this latest appeal to the
Holmes -you're through."
majority of the sanitation emMr. Holmes said he inquired Union, Mr. Evers expressed ployees.
fear
that
the
Union
has cooled
as to what he meant and the
off in its efforts to get the sani- "It would be unfair to you as
SEE KICKED, Page 2
tation -workers into their union. President of Teamsters 984, if
we didn't tell you about the im"I think the Union has sold
patience of the men, also the
the men down the river," Mr.
decrease in confidence by the
Evers said heatedly. "We have
men in the sincerity of the
done everything we could to- Union.
ward unionizing," he said, "and
"We fully understand that
now that hundreds of the men
you have more people to deal
have signed cards (for unioniwith than us, and at the same
zation) and put their jobs in
time we cannot understand your
jeopardy, the Teamsters seem
decrease in interest. At our last
to be backing down on their
proposal. Someone has sold us SEE SANITATION, Page 2

SOMERVILLE, Tenn.—Major What steps can you take to elimoil companies have been asked inate discrimination against Neto end a boycott against Negro groes and to insure gas for Nefarmers who register to vote in gro farmers in Fayette and
Fayette and Haywood counties, Haywood Counties?"
Tennessee.
Fayette and Haywood CounSpecial target
ties are in the southwest corner
of this boycott
of Tennessee near Memphis.
has been John
Both are cotton-farming areas
McFerren, ownand have large Negro majorier of a combined
ties. It is only recently, under
grocery and fillfederal pressure, that Negroes
ing station, who
have been allowed to register
has been leading
there at all. About 500 have
the registration
registered in Fayette and about
drive in Fayette
100 in Haywood.
County.
John McFerren
McFerren says that lists of
McFerren also testified before those who register are being
the Volunteer Civil Rights Com- circulated among merchants and
mission in Washington in Jan- gas dealers, who then refuse to
uary, regarding reprisals against sell to them. His brother had
Negro voters.
operated the grocery and filling
The request to the oil com- station for 10 years, handling
panies was sent by Aubrey Wil- Gulf gas. McFerren said that
liams, president of the Southern recently Gulf representatives
Conference Educational Fund. came back and took up his
Williams wired the companies tanks.
that he had been advised that
John McFerren then investthey were cooperating in the
ed his own money to install his
lisycott and added:
"Result of the boycott is Ne- own tanks at the filling station.
They have a 12,000-gallon capagro farmers are unable to buy
city—enough to permit him to
gasoline for their tractors, merservice Negro farmers denied
chants are refusing to sell food
gas elsewhere. But McFerren
and clothing while Negro chilsaid representatives of every oil
dren and their mothers face
company doing business in the
' literal starvation because of
county refused to supply him
their fathers' efforts to vote.
gas. He went to Memphis and
"Please advise re policy of
your company in this situation.
SEE SCEF, Page 2

p .LeMoyneAwardsOver

Sanitation Workers

MemphisDEC Winner
Set For Alaska Post

NAACP Attacks WDIA
Revue Arrangements

Memphis-This Week

Boy Helpless
As He Watches
Brother Drown

•
I.

To Place Your Want Ad.
Cull "Miss Results" — JA. 6-$397

Shadows
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I
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(Continued Front Page 1)

Jim* 23 1960

HE

CALLS YOU BAD
WHEN
NAIIIESA DON'T PLAY WITH
. IP YOU'RE KIND AND
Halitt.
POLITE TO YOUR FRIENDS
'PZU KNOW WHAT THEY'LL
TH I
DON'T
AX.)?

MArnaL
ad*

•

"MEV.LL THAW<
1
THEY GAN

LfC'A° P4EV
V

Vtitai on& he wiellblit to tilei • HEAR() YOU THROUGH The
scene el Ilhi drumlin aid
WINOOW, YOUNG MAN AND
off• 'alas* events eat *it *hams,
Nigeria, and Liberia. Mrs. WatB.. BLrr 8/LIBAD TALK
son has the unique distiaction
EC.ME
CALL
of being one of the few women VOOR 0.40
SAC 114AMeRff
from the Mid-South, black or ATTEND To
white, who will attend the
YOU WI-IEN HE
independence ceremonies of
these nations.
COMES HOME
•
Soethland Rating Corp, form- Ankton't award winning name She is going as the official
IR'MY
NIG)4T
'arty opened its beautifully ap- was the K-9 Club, he was also representative of first, herself.
MAyme11
'pointed new chub house witia awarded a hfe-time pass to the As a teacher of history and othhouse.
club
night,
Saturday
party,
fabulous
er wild studies
the city
Sooddand's racing seams schooas of Memphis
June 18.
he a
The club house, features wal- opens Friday Jane 24 and this aumber of years, Mrs. Watson,
most
be
the
to
promiide
season
white
brown
nut panel calls,
has a keen persona and made,
and yellow decor, was the set- thrilling and exciting ever. A sional interest in
historical
ting in which more than 208 capacity crowd is expected *vents in the
!liable. Ste alh
•
to
watch
t
opening
night,
eaterialsguest were lavlithily
ready has a reputation as a
ed with cocktails and "Queen" of sports at the popwideiy-trameied individual, who
for d' ouvers. Members of the ular race track in West Memhas
visiled histerie sinrires and
will
patrons
club
Associates,
K4
Ark.
phis,
firm of Arnold and
Southland's Public Relations find the entrance to the club irist itutione in Tarmac Asia,
agency, were host for the event. house at the extrenae west end South America, and all over
North America. This will be
On hand to award a $100 of the track.
her first trip to West Africa.
prize to the winner of the reII.,is seeking to be a direct repShe has visited some areas of XilaSlahl,LLE, Tenn. — Mrs. record to aiummea* as a
cent name the club house cony, from
Davidson
Eva L. Bowman, well knamse, date for ,.le.lfo to the
Africa
before,
viewing
historic
test was Mr. Charles J. Upton,
Genial Anin
the
1981
Leader
here,
civic
ban
bomelliel
Lettullablot•
scene in the Holy Land, Egypt,
President of Southland. Mr.
subject to the August
the first Negro woman a heseeni Mrs. Deamman, of 122S Vila
and elsewhere.
Upton was very impressive as
44reeratie Primary.
From
Page
(Continued
1)
)
he presented the award to Mr.
NATIVE MEMPHIAN
Bowman ts a him-Long
LeRoy Anktok local watch
lawyer ask- It is a fact that more Maas
the
Union
meeting
of Nashville, having atman.
Mr.
business
maker and
ed for two weeks delay. It has her travels, teaching experitend*" public school hen; Walbees more than two weeks and ence and other interests, Mrs.
den thiversity, once located is.,
yet not a word from the Union Watson's greatest claim to fitSoutheast Nashville; and Tenofficials. We feel that we have ness to serve as emissary of
,nossee All State College.
too much at stake, or have gone goodwill from the Mid-South to
:mutt rtssrscrea
too far with Teamsters to the dark nations of Africa is
Foe nearia 10 years l'Itrs- TOP SALESMAN—Being the
the uniqueoess of her personalchoose any other Union.
lkoviman was a State Inspector
Negma salesman foe A&
-We are hoping that it won't ity. She is a native of Memphis,
of Cosmetology, during adminr only
aociaMd
Southern hulssaits,
a
product
of
the
public
schools
be necessary to petition Teamsistrations of Gov. Prentice Coopdealers of Weatingbastio ailr
ters headquarters. What more in which she now teaches. She
er, Gov. Jim McCord and Gov. I
aeuditioseee ass& ksalsrs. Ala
can we do? We are willing to wasn't born with the silver
Gordon Browning. Supervisor of
thur Mobs Jaws has boosted
cooperate and collaborate in any spoons of money, position, and
about 5,000 cosmetologists while
the, sales of that company in
way you suggest. We are also family prestige. She is the
Willing this positinn, Mrs.
die Miid.Soulb area. Net oski
daughter
of
a
hard
working,
willing to pay Union dues now.
Drowning organized the Tenpeople enjoy doing bedew
We sincerely hope that you rec- typical Negro mother of a past
nessee Beauticians Association; do
a Negro but also the
with
era
.
.
.
a
mother
who
pets
caused installation of a course
ognize the potent of our group
iit which he handle,
in beauty culture and coemetoh manner
and fully understand our posi- emphasis on such things as
customers. Mr. Jones is a
his
self-help,
self-rehance,
respecttion
ogy in state high school curricuID
native Memphian and a prodThe letter is signed, Sincerely ability, ambition, and effort
lums; and started the annual
uct of Groggs guasin.ss Collage
yours, 0. Z. Evers, spokesman. With this as a spur, Mrs.
cosmetology institute at MU
Ibe attends St. Andrew AXLE
R. E. Farrell was out of town Watson came out of obscurity
State University.
cherab. (publicity)
when called by the Tri-State to make hearse& one of MemMrs, Bowman is president
phis' best-loweirs personalities.
Defender for comment.
the Women's Unity League and
at HOME in one
She has heroes* see the city's
the South Nashville Civic Club.
most effieient and respected
She is marshal for the State
easy application!
teachers. Sae is an outstanding
Federation, of Colored Women's
On
Now you can have easy-tomember of one of the nation's
Clubs; finance committee mem- (Continued From Page 1)
manage, easy-to-style straight
leacher sororities, the Zeta Phi
ber of the Tennessee Council
hair that won't go back even
Weiths9s
(Coed prom Page 1) Beta, for vriaose local chapter
for Registering and Voting: was turned down everywhere
in hottest, humid weather.
she
has
spearheaded one of
Easy-to-follow directions,
member of the United Council there, although he was prepared
Ansiversories
money-back guarantee in foreman told him to make his the South's best promotions. the
of Church Women. and the to pay cash.
Junsita
Jordan,
thanghter
ef
present
crop
and
then
hunt for Holiday On Ice show. She is
SAMMY
D.
Mt.
AND
M.
every package.
Nashaille Coin/flunky Relation
an
In replies to Aubrey Wita home.
Churches
outstanding church woman. a WOODS eat the first dire et the UM Mrs. hese imams. Council.
hams' telegrams, top officials
GENTLE strength for WOW,' sad
of
greens
is
the
see
Mr.
The
Mr. Holmes said Mr. Duos member of Mt. Pisgah ChM their weddhig cake ahoy they
of
Esso
Texaco,
and
Gull
all
deShe
is
a
Spruce
member
of
cAlikiren's longer, finer hap.
left and then came back later church. She is a life member were married meetly at the and Mrs. I. IL Woods of
Chib
Street Baptist Church; the City rued participation in a boycott.
REGULAR strength for men's
in the day and, with the help el of the YWCA. She Is widely St. Augustine Catholic church. 19ts S. Barksdale, The tenpin
Federation
of
Colored
Women's
0.
V.
Tracy,
president,
Esso
showier, coarser Mir.
the sheriff, took Holmes' mule. Imown as a Ireturer. She beads The bride is the farmer Miss wilt Its, at ns• Caseate Nu 'Clubs;
the Multarry Medical Standard Division of Humble Oil
2.
1, Mr. Holmes them said he elected a Master's &Vet. with a Inasvis
CAKE
im
TWO
Collage-Hubbard Community Re- and Refining Co., 15 W. 31st.,
BM
to leave immediately, before icy in Guidanae. from the 11nitrtt wootralion
lations Council; the Imperial st., New York City, said his
making the crop. He said the ,versity of Michigan. As said
Nos F. tax
Coterie Club; and a board mem- company
was
looking into
Comalole
foreman told him if be wanted before, she is widely traveled,
ber
of the Grace Eaton Day the situation and a d ct e d:
How Kit
to stay on the land he would with two trips to Europe, a
Homir
''Our policy is to service every
$1.95
have to sign papers turning Chrietmas Time pilerimag,e to Thirty-five Negroes from the R. Robinson, Negro PresbyterIn her announcement, Mrs. customer, regardless of race,
complete ownership of the crop the Rely Land, and trios lay
North and South will be includ- ian minister who has founded Bowman said, -For all of my color and creed in the most
over to him (foreman).
AT ALL
boat and plane to South Amer- ed in a group of iso American many community center pre adult life I have been actively prompt, courteous and efficient
COStA(TIC
When the foreman found out ica mad other areas.
college students who are gong grams, on the Eastern coast interested in the civic better- manner."
COWERS
Holmes was going to leave,*rrritarvor, ouALrFir) to Africa this summer to work of the United States. He is pas- ment of my city and state. It in The president of Texaco, J.
W.
Dixon said Holmes owed him Se, it is at once, aroarent, along side college students et tor of the Chun+ of the Master
this same fundamental in- Foley, 135 E.'end at., New York
$600 which had to be paid before that if any one is qualified by lo African countries.
in New York City and the terest to serve the public good City, wrote: "It is Texaco".
he cooed move his furniture. exiserience, tastes, interests. Those involved will be partici- founder of the Morningside that I have decided to seek eleclong standing policy not to disHolmes said be had only bor- and training to represent this pating in a student work and Commuoity Center which ad- tion to the 1961 Legislature."
WORLD'S LARGEST
criminate against any eusto
rowed $75 in March; $109 in Ap area at events such as those study project called Operation- joins the church.
"If I am successful in winning or potential customer became
ril; and $75 in May; $60 in June: soheduled in West Africa. Mrs_ Crossroads Africa. It was con- This
will be the second sum- a seat in the General Assembly, of race, seligion, color, or naFORD DEALERS
l and bought 300 pounds of cotton Watson is it. And, that fact ceived by the Rev. Dr. James mew Dr. Robinson.
has led an it will be my aim to give un- tional origin."
'seeds at $8 per hundred.
seems to be pretty generally
interracial and interreligious ceasing attention to all legisla- William K. Whiteford presia
Mr. Holmes said he had al- recognized in some important
group of American students to tion and to give my support to dent of Gulf Oil Corporation,.
ways been a good worker and places.
Africa. in 1958, the pilist pro- that which offers the best for Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 30t
hadn't had any trouble with She was Invited to be present
ject of Operation-Crossroads our state and people."
Pa., said his company was conhis foreman until his wife was jin Ghana for the anniversary
Africa saw him lead about 60 "I will be especially interest- ducting an -on-the-ground inseen in the Registration line. of Prime Minister Kwame (Continued From Page 1)
American students to that ed in legislation offering hope vestigation" in Haywood and
Ho said his wife amid daughter Nkrunaah's elevation to office.
for relieving problems facin& Fayette Counties. He stated:
continent.
have moved to Chicago. They She will serve as an official thur Davis, jr., were in a mob
our children and senior citizens,
can assure you that the
'had lived on the Haywood cams- retoeseritative of Radio station that showered him and patrolmid, for measures to give sub- Gulf Oil Corporation has not ,
ty farm for 10 years. He has WDIA in the African econstries. man C. H. Balof with rocks and
stantial salary increases to our adopted and will not adopt
any
two brothers living is Haywood She is a radio personality at bottles when they were arrestpublic school teachers."
policy that discriminates
Third at Gayoso
WDIA, serving as "Aunt Car- ing two other Negroes for liquor
also.
against its valued Negro custoa giver of counsel en Law vioiatioos. The Davis broMr. Holmes said he was forced•
mers
. I can assure you that
Phone JA 6-8871
(Continuo.
From
Page
1)
thers
and
Atkins
scuffled with
any necessary steps will be takto leave behind four what nets, 'marriage and other family the officers, who shot over the
problems. She has filled that
en to carry out this policy ..."
leadership that it has attatasd
two rugs, a radio and a bed.
role for several years at tlfDIA. mob's heads to scare off the in the Negro community to fur
Meantime, M eFerren's tanks
TNI SMOOTHER ROIJRSON
Now, she will carry tokens of others. The inandriat happened ther the cause of segregation
remained
empty, and he was
xmcse
rroot..ara
cAnc
t As. Dilate
evmdwill from the "Goodwill during a baseball game near and racial dlocrimination.
atioueeee
,.co.
siiuF•60*,O4
still
waiting
for
some
company ,
VETTRAN'S MATTRESS & UPHOLSTERING CO.
nod
Station" to the building nations Ifilonclike school.
to
agree
to
sell
him
gas.
"This
is
particularly
alarm
I
—
H. R. JAMISON, manager of
of West Africa.
Rawavistiebg
Uplalstitriog
Refinish's,
tag
since
it
comes
at
a
time
the Food Center on Redeem.,
LITTER FROM MAY02
Meerimits Of 1./abelstefing Association Of heampliis
when hundreds of Negro stitH
Mrs. Watson has been garde told police that two teenage Nea dents here and in other southTel. WM. 6-1678
H. W. Reed
groes
attacked
him
after
he
a special letter from Mayor
em communities have been hu833 E. McLemore
Henry Loeb to serve as a token caught one of them shoplifting mlliated beaten and jailed for
of the goodwill of the city of a shirt. Jamison was pushed no other reason than that they
Memphis to the people of the through a glass door cutting his desire equal participation in
countries Mrs. Watson will vis- elbow. G. D. Morris, special, of- industry and government as af
41411111800.1*.4
sultalsoprisormses
it. And this is fittiag since the fice?' on duty in the store, chas- lorded persons in other racial
name, Memphis, is of African ed the youths and fired his re- group.. The feet that the proorigin. There was an ancient volver at them three times in ceeds from the segregated recity in Egypt called Memphis. an effort to step them. Beth of vue will go to charities does mat
Mrs. Eva L. Bowman
Memphis, is of African origins. them escaped.
alter the fact that this performto osteopath* elinisei teaks Ise mead *Dates1
There was an acient city is
ance will serve to perpetuate from the radio station and it is Tvery case tested got striking re- that tension, irritability aren't
Egypt caned Memphis.
son will certainly be in positio• the discrintimatiory
patterns not known at this time what lot from awful discomforts of relieved with Pinkbana'a Bee d
r
ai:iiesosn't escape suffocating "hot
In Africa Mrs. Watson will be to give local folk some first that the Negro is new teaming bearing the protes*. will have on twinge-of-life. Nervousness was
"that made change-of-We
-educed for as many no 5716 .
the guest 4 the rulers of the hand information about what's to olineiaMe.
the staging of the event. How- 'hot dashes" 75%!
so hard to bear. Today, get Ladig
Vegetable Contpotind
three countries she will visit. happening in a rapidly changing
Pinkham's
"Accordingly, the Memphis ever, ticket, are stilt being sold
No Costly %els Noodami-at ad drug stoma
The wife of the President of "Dark Continent," where aow brach of the NAACP ledges a throughout the city on a segRelieved,
Ail000nts
Fonaolia
At Less Than 1 2 Price — TERMS
Liberia is an entbusiastie soror the light of day is waking 01P vicious protest against WD/A's regated basis.
SUE? $ HOURS— %PAIR UP MOO
Results were credited entirely to
of Mrs. watsee's sorority. Ske sleeping millions of black men proposed segregated "Starlight Me. Sonderling could sot be Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
When due to simple iron dell4 Groves $140.00 — Single Graves $40.00
through the
ctency anemia, Woe Pinkharn
will be an official omit if the and women. Mrs. Watson will Revue" which is scheduled to reached for comment by the -..7iimpoun4. Acting
nervous system, It
iympathetic
Tablets lila in iron, they
F. M. Mitchell
When she returns . . . travel- he in a position to tell hew it be presented at Crump Medians, Tri-State Defender and the has remarkable power to relieve
BR 6-6194
start to strengthen your ironFirst Lady of Liberia.
looks to watch a continent July 1, 1960."
other gentlemen declined to his functionally-caused distress.
starved blood within one day
See if
ing by heat and jet. Mrs. Rat- awake Now, whatchuhett
There has been no comment'comment on the issue.
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Nashville's Mns. Eva Bowl=
Seeks lags Legisktere Salt

Sanitation

•

Get Complete

Pictorial
Coverage

Straighten
your hair

The

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

SCE F

'Kicked

•

Events
Banquets

Coil: _IA. 6-8397
Awl Ask For
The Picture Editor

35 Negroes To Africa

Memphis

New And UsW
Can And Trucks

Hull - Dobbs

NAACP

•I 10 WOMEN
ET REUEF FROM
CHANGE-OF-LIFE

Few Select Graves Is

NEW PARK CEMETERY

1

RACING SEASON STARTS

FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 24
P0)1

TIME - 7:45 P.M.

RAIN OR CLEAR

NEW K-9 CLUB

ACRES OF FREE PARKING

. NOW OPEN

Entrance - West Ettd of Track - New Concossions - Areas

Southland Greyhound Park
AMERICAS NEWEST and FINEST TRACK?

ON Ill-WAY

l

ADMISSION 25c

•

It will show Its strength by
walking the streets here SunSAVANNAH. Ga. — (UPI) — day, July 10, in full regalia.
The Knights of the Ku Klux
Grand Dragon Lee Davidson,
Klan, Inc., announced Tuesdays jr., said Klansmen from all

Muscle Flexing

Georgia counties will meet here
and walk the streets in pairto counter reports the Klan 1,
losing strength.

OEFENDEP
Sat, June 25, 1960
rd.

SUMMER TIRE SALE
Buy No
Prices TENANT ASS'N. OFFICERS—
Last week tenants of Tenessee
Housing project No. 17 elected
their offcers. Seated (I to r).
David Quarles, president;

Percy McKay, vice-president;
Mrs. Eva Tillman, secretary;
Onita Booth, correspondng
secretary; Mrs. Sarah Booth,
public relations director; and

H. C. Bridges, project manager. Standing are, Rochester
Pope, chaplain; Mrs. Mary
Rainey, campaign co-chairman; Mrs. Ernestine Hughes,
- -

GULF TYREX BLACK-WALL TIRES

campaign chairman, a n d
Henry Johnson, treasurer Tennessee Housing Project No. 17
has 280 families. (Staff photo
by George E. Hardin)

Race Institute Held
- Skin Lover
un university Campus Hits Book Stands
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Batteries $13.95 Each

fly

NEW YORK — "Lily-Skin eighty-seven-foot-long
epistle
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — will discuss various facts of inLover," a novel of a philander- penned to his wife when he was
The seventeenth annual Race tergroup problems at the Insti- ing Negro whose passion for
a GI in Munich—began writing
Relations Institute sponsored tute. Members of the Institute lieht-complexioned
women
"Lily-Skin Lover" in 1948 after
jointly by the Board of Home have been receruited from all'leads him to destruction was
being graduated from Schofield
Missions of the Congregational parts of the country from uni-'published on May 20 by Exposition Press of New York. Barracks high school in HonoluChristian Churches and Fisk versity campuses, government
(Price: $2.50). The author is lu. A school teacher, as is his
University will open at the uni- service and busineses.
'George Cunningham, jr.
wife, the author was born in
versity here on June 20.
A "clinic" on religion and The book opens with Rod
1927 in Selma, Alabama, and
Problems of Negro-white rerace will be conaucted during'Reese, married for thirteen of
lations will claim a major share
the Institute by the R - v. Dr. J. his twenty-eight years to jet- attended Alabama State college,
of the time of this year's InstiOscar Lee, New York City, di- skinned Gloria, planning to kill Wayne State university in Detute, according to Dr. Herman
rector of the Department of her for the love of a venal, troit, Selma university and
14. Long, Nashville, secretary of
Racial and Cultural Relations coffee-colored cabaret singer. Newburgh Free academy, the
race relations of the missions
of t h e National Council of From this explosive beginning, latter in Newburgh, New York.
board and director of the pro- Churches.
"Lily-Skin Lover" follows the He is a member of the National
ject. "Pressures in this area
lust - driven Rod down a dark Congress of Parents and Teachare growing in all parts of the
and violent path to shattering ers, the NAACP, the Buffalo
nation," Dr. ...ong said, but addinvolvement with another high- Teachers
Federation, Alpha
ed that the two week long semiyellow charmer—the voluptuous Phi Alpha and the Wayne State
ar will also study problems
Nett Jordan of the Detroit university Alumni Association.
faced by Puerto Ricans, IndianCHICAGO, Ill —
numbers racket.
He also is an official of Guild
Americans, and other minority A S250,000 personal injury
Mr. Cunnicham, the author of '60, a theatrical group that progroups.
suit has been filed against the what is believed to be the duces plays in western New
Participants in the Institute Chicago Transit Authority in world's longest letter — an York State.
will come from both North and the wake of an accident a year
South. Advance registrations in- ago.
clude 120 persons from 20 states, Plaintiffs are Char:es Nelson,
according to Dr. Long.
Alma Nelson, and their three
Most of the registrants for the minor children, Basil, Charles,
Institute are teachers, ministers, jr., anc Darryl.
social workers and other inter- The family lived at 1119
group workers, Dr. Long said. Cleveland ave., at the time
More than a score of experts the accident last June 28.

CIA Faces Suit
For $250,000

e

ALL SIZES
VALUE PRICED

RED TAG

ULF
RUE
IE

Black-Wall
Tube Type
6.70 x
7.10 x
7.60 X
6.00 x

15
15
15
15

. . $11.88
.. $13.88
.. $16.88
. . $10.88

•

White-Wall
Tube Type

wen Librarian To
6.70 x 15 .. $14.95
Nof Attend Canada Meet 7.10 x 15 .. $16.95

GO BY BUS„„„„„„„p,
•

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

2' NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
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OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Em"
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds

•

911c per Lb.
Tye Year Old Country Hams
60c per Lb
Sht Month Old Country Horns
90c per Lb.
One Year -Old Country Hems
$1 10 per Lb.
Throe Year Old Country Hams
55c per Lb.
Real Country Hickory Smoked Sausage (3 to 4 Lb Bags)
55c per Lb.
Lean Hickory Smoked Bacon 14 to 10 Lb. Slabl
$1.35 and $1.55 per Lb
Sliced Country Ham
(PLUS POSTAGE)

Librarian William "E. Jones
will represent Owen college and
Henderson I usiness college at
the joint meeting of the American and Canadian library associations t o be
leld in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada,
June 19 - 25.
The conference
schedules meetings with such
groups as the
American librar y associations
council, associa- Wm. E. Jones
tions of college
and research libraries, and library administration division.
Mr. Jones, a graduate of
Morehouse college and Atlanta
University, joined the Owen college faculty in January 1957.
He has been very instrumental
in the rapid growth and expansion of the Owen college library,
which houses more than 8,000
volumes. In November, 1959, he
wrote an article, "The Development of the Library in the Small
A most inspiring program is
expected when Young People's
Day is held at the Progressive
Baptist church, Sunday, June
26. It will begin at 3 p. m.
Rev. 0. C. Collins is the pastor.

WE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER

JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152; Business Phone, VI 2-5141
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152

Junior College," which was published in the Junior College
Journal.
Mr. Jones is married to the
former Miss Andrewnetta Hawkins and they are the parents of
a son, William, jr. They reside
at 250 Alston.

Miss Lollar
Receives MA
Miss Elizabeth Ruth Lollar of
Kingsport, Tennessee, has just
been awarded the degree of
Master of Arts in Bible by the
Presbyterian School of Christian
Education in Richmond, Virginia. Later this month she will
begin her duties as Field Representative for the Board of
Women's Work of the Presbyterian Church, U. S., working
out of Atlanta.
Miss Lollar graduate cum
laude from Stillman Collage in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in 1958,
with a major in English and a
minor in Religious Education.
While at Stillman College, Miss
Lollar was active in all phases
of campus life, including Westminster Fellowship, the student
religious organization. She is a
member of two honor societies,
Theta Nu Omega and Alpha Mu.

PAUL'S SUNDRY — 1023 MISSISSIPPI
it

STARTS SUNDAY
4

BIG DAYS

4

AVE.

COLONIAL ICE CREAM
Notions — Cold Cuts — Ice Cold Beer
Telephone WH. 8-9235
Delivery Service

AN UNF0RGE7TABLE'''
SPEaAtiEl

TASTE THE
GREATNESS

of historic
hi CINETOTAISCOPE mnri COLO?

OLD
CROW

Plus 2nd Hit!

deal
haw ts
pay tsr
this jsit

OfThe,
Worid5
/11051.
14tiouS,

hi cash."

MARK TWAIN
Beloved author
and humorist

America's
preferred
bourbon

("Mina'

xAwveARtYtF

1

7.60 x 15 . . $19.95
•

Your Old Tire
May Be Your
Down Payment
•
Plus Tax and
Recappable Tire

•

ihe GUIS

SWS

EASY...
1014
EASY... CUSI4
TERMS..
TIRE NON-SKID DESIGN

tax
trade-in

670%15", plus

Size
recappable
ond

PLUS
10
MONTHS
BUDGET
PLAN

BANK RATES

"MEAD •
FLAI
SIDEWAI.I.,
WIDE
BLACK
4141111r

EVERY GULF TIRE AT BIG SAVINGS
SEE YOUR NEAREST GULF DEALER LISTED BELOW:,
••••••••

GULF SERVICE STATIONS

z

CONVENIENT LOCATIONS --- FREE PARKING SPACE
•

TAYLOR'S GULF
Service Station
1731 Castalia
Castalia Heights
Telephone
WH 8-1390

CAIN BROS.
Gulf Service
1552 Breedlove
Telephone
JA 6-9988

PRESLEY
McCLANDON
Gulf Service
Gulf Service
8 So. Parkway
3241 Chelsea
East
Avenue
Telephone
Telephone .
WH 8-9203
FA 3-1600

S

a

Light• Mild• 90 Proof
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO.,FRANKFORT.KY.,DISTR.8Y NATIONAL DIST.PROD.CO.

Call or Visit Your Gulf Station For Courteous Service

v
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VISIT TH CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE THIS SUNDAY
able each of us should strive to
make the most out of life. We
can only do this when we put
the most into it. There must be
a "contagious enthusiasm" on
the part of each of us that will
enake our being here worthwhile.
The count down not only has
significance from a military
point of view, but also for each
of us. Men who work with
launching satelites know that
the nearer the count approaches
We live in a day of "Count Whatever has been our livves zero the nearer the time of exDown." One thing we are learn- until now, we must alert plosions. In the same token of
more pains we
ing to do now is to count back- ourselves to the fact that thinking the
have and the more frequent
be
and
we
doing.'
'up
must
wards. This is not something
these pains the nearer we are
new—in the book of Second Whatever we think about it the to the day of explosion. To that
in
is
sight.
end
Our
dim
eyewe
Kings the twentieth chapter
extent each of us must hurriedread that according to Isaiah's sight, faulty sight, and shorten- ly do our best that not only will
tell
that
ed
all
are
us
we
steps
prophecy the life of Hezekiah
life be meaningful for us but
was extended fifteen years. At not what we use to be. Each
(Continued on Page 14)
fainty
time
we
a
or
have
pain
this point Hezekiah could always count backwards as far spell we know that these are
as the remaining years were only evidence that alert us to
the fact that time is running
concerned.
out.
Not only was this true for
Hezekiah, but it is also true for On one of our local radio
each of us. People who have stations time and time again
lived for a certain number of the man starts counting: five, For the first time science has found
years can now start counting four, three, two, one, and then a new healing substance with the asbackwards because it is a fore- he yells what has happened, tonishing ability to shrink hemorrelieve pain — without
gone conclusion that many of why did not it go off? When he rhoids and toease
after case, while
surgery. In
us will not live as long again reaches the last number some- gently relieving pain, actual reducas we already live. Many of us thing is supposed to happen. tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
were so thorhave a sneaking suspicion that Hezekiah knew that when he amazing of all
that sufferers made astonishinz
time is runing out. As we now had gone from fifteen to one ough
statements like "Piles hays ceased 1.4
start counting we become something was supposed to be a problem!" The secret is a nol
to
was
happen.
supposed
He
nealing substance (Bio-Dyne•)—di.
aware of the fact that time beof a world-famous metre!
comes an all important factor. die. When time runs out for :overy
institute. This substance is now avail
Something is going to happen all of us, we too will pass off able in suppository or ointment fora
the scene.
called Preparation HO. At all drill
and that is very evident!
guarantma.
Knowing that this is inevit- eountere —money back
eam-Ssthnia

•

Perhaps you have noticed this The main speaker will be one
week that we have added who has made himself known
"something new" to our page as a stirring gospel singer as
.. . . a "Visit The Church of well as forceful preacher. He
Your Choicl" column. Your is Rev. E. L. McKinney of the
Pleasant Green Baptist church,
church editor
Memphis and the Bush Grove
would be deBaptist church, Brunswick,
lighted to list
Tenn. Rev. McKinney once
your church
sang with the Southern Wonders
there. Contact
gospel group, which will prome now at WH
vide music for the hour.
2-3548 for deRev. McKinney will speak at
tails. Do not
forget to mail
3 p. in. Appearing on the program, also, will be Paul Finley,
In to the office
Little Miss Devora Hall, Mrs.
news of allA
Eva Partee, Mrs. Annie Smith
your church acand C. Hall. Mrs. Geraldine
tivities, giving MclaNNEY
the names of those members Williams will be mistress of
who work so hard on the var- ceremonies.
ious committees to carry on Officers of the Usher Board
are Mrs. Ressie Bonner, presithe church program.
No news has reached us of dent; Pearlie Johnson, vicethe proceedings of the many president; Mrs. Wilma Sharp,
conventions being held in var- secretary; Mrs. Irene Fant,
ious parts of the country. Guess assistant secretary; Mrs. Matwe will have to wait for dele- tie Hamblin, treasurer; Bennett MANY HANDS, MANY administrator, William H. Van- Vaughn, Group 1 winner,
school;
elementary
gates and ministers to return Garrett, chaplain, and Jessie SKILLS — Themed Meharry stone. Present for the happy Pearl
W. A. Mason, II, Pearl Art
college Hubbard hospital's event, occasioned by Huh. . . . meaning we will have Broom, chief.
Rev. R. S. Ruckett is the poster competition in the bard's participation in the Na- Instructor; Robert Harris,
news "a plenty" concerning
pastor.
them in our next issue.
Nashville public schools, of' tional hospital week observ- Group II winner, Cameron
Meanwhile in our churches. AVERY CHAPEL AME
which three winners were ance were (1 to r): Mrs. junior high school, and Mr.
A program by the blind this enthusiastically presented $10 Eleanor Winder, director of Vanstone. Group III winner,
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
services; Brenda Willie Cross of Pearl senior
Sunday, July 3, will be the Sunday, June 28, is claiming checks by Hubbard hospital nursing
high school, was not present
64th church anniversary of the much interest at the Avery
for the picture-taking cereMetropolitan Baptist church of Chapel AME church of 882 E. and Miss Curruthers of the is the pastor.
mony.
767 Walker ave. The church Trigg ave. It will be given at Taystee Bread company. Rev. BEULAH BAPTIST
which has been at this site foi 3 p. in. Proceeds from the A. McEwen Williams is the
The past Children's Day at
31 years, added the present endeavor will benefit the church pastor.
Beulah Baptist church was
the
the
is
Singleton
Robert
beautiful sanctuary with a seat. fund.
CHRIST TEMPLE
chairman.
quite enjoyable. Mrs. Marie
ing capacity of 1500 in 1950.
Plans are presently in the Approximately 82 students at- Services at the Christ Temple'Scott was chairman.
making for a building which tended the Vacation Bible the past Sunday was rendered Those who worked to make
Include offices for administra- school at Avery Chapel. The by Rev. C. H. Harris and his the Day a success were Mrs. L.
tion and facilities for fellowship teachers were Mrs. Daisy Nor- church. The youths of the Bailey, Mrs. Earline Holmes,
and recreation. It will be added man, Mrs. Blanche Crumby, church sponsored this service. Mrs. Sarah Collins, Mrs. Clayto a near-by lot adjoining the Mrs. Catherine Price and J. D. A pm-Woman's Day program born, Dave Collins, Mrs. Alta
King. Mrs. Annette Edwards will be held at the sanctuary Lemon and Martin Miller.
Bethlehem Center.
this Sunday, June 26. The
This Sunday, June 26, mem- was in charge.
speaker will be Mrs. Lillie M. ST. JAMES AME
bers will make a special effort COLLINS CHAPEL CME
Youth Day is Sunday, July
cause.
this
for
funds
to raise
The Cooperative Circle of Cohran of Enon Springs Baptist 10, at the St. James AME
Directors of the building fund Collins Chapel CME church church.
church. Mrs. Elmer Martin,
are Messrs. Lewis Twigg and T. celebrated the past Father's — Other guests will include Mrs.
jr.
Hayes,
(Continued on Page 14)
Day with a delightful tea. A Lenora Hunter of Gilfied BapSpecial services celebrating musical program featuring some tist church, Mrs. Ceola Morris
the 64th Church Anniversary of the city's best talent added of New Salem, Mrs. Bessie
until much. Prizes were given Mrs. Howard of Progressive, Mrs.
deferred
have been
High fashion styling
September.
Elizabeth Proctor is the presi- Webb and Mrs. Pansy Powell of
Baptist dent. Rev. D. S. Cunningham is Grady Chapel CME.
superbly tailored
Metropolitan
The
church is pastored by Rev. S. the minister.
— at an economy price'
Mrs. Ruth Scott and Mrs.
A. Owens, a devoted and dyna- ST. JOHN BAPTIST
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
Annie L. Sanders are the sponUNIFORM COMPANY
mic leader who has been with The St. John Baptist church sors. Mrs. Anna Morris is
Jo o 364
the congregation for 37 years. of 640 Vance ave., climaxed chairman; Rev. C. L. Carhee 63 S Thod at Union
with
school
Bible
Vacation
its
CONGREGATIONAL
SECOND
Miss Junienne Briscoe, a sen-la commencement program the
for high school student and a past Friday at the house of wormember of Second Congrega- ship. Art and Handcraft were
tional church is the delegate to displayed.
, the Joint National Council Heading the school this sumMeeting of the Pilgrim Fellow- mer were Mrs. Maridelle Reed,
ship of the Congregational principal; Mrs. Ludie Lloyd,
Christian churches and Youth assistant principal; Miss Ester
Fellowship of the Evangelical Pulliam, music department;
ingredients.
Yes Madame,
and Reformed church. It is Miss Sallie Williams, secretary;
II. Orange Biscuits
Nothing adds more zest and appetite
being held at Elmhurst college, and Miss Gwendolyn Estes,
assistant secretary.
Before baking put 1/2 teaspoon orange
Elmhurst, 111., June 17-25.
appeal to a meal than the bread of the
•
marmalade on each.
day. Bread made from Jack Sprat enThis is the second meeting of The teachers were Mrs.
the organization. Its purpose is Alberta Riley, Mrs. Emma
riched wheat flour is full of vitamins
III. PEANUT BUTTER BISCUITS
Speaker — Mrs. L. Green — 3 P.M.
Guest
to plan a joint national youth Johnson, Miss Francetta Estes,
and chuck full of food value.
Work in 2 tablespoons peanut butter
program for the two denomma-,Mrs. Inez Morris, Mrs. Xenia
leaving in graining bits so it will show
The taste of bread can be changed to
lions.!Strong, Mrs. Ruby Lindsey,
when cooked.
jelly,
of
suit your menu by the addition
Miss Brisco will join 160 Mrs. Susie Hightower, Mrs.
the
by
IV. Poppy Seed Biscuits
or
nut
meats
raisins,
cheese,
young people representing Con- Ethel Capers, Mrs. Marguarite
Before baking put a few poppy seeds
dash of spices. So, as versatile as bread
gregationalism. She is the Morgan, Miss Barbara Brite,
all1;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
on top of each.
is it need never lose its appetite apdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lon- Miss Nita Peck, Nat. D. Wilpeal.
The variation of the breakfast biscuits
liams, Miss Roberta Lindsey,
nie F. Briscoe of 753 Boston.
much excitement when there
creates
Rev. John Charles Mickle is Bob Duffa and Miss Alice Mortoday
Buy a sack of Jack Sprat for
are small-fry in the house. There is
gan.
the minister.
and have fun too — pleasing Dad and
bustle to hurry, get dressed to see what
955 S. Fourth
Miss Gloria Weaver, Miss!
the small fry. Some Jack Sprat Biscuit
NEW SALEM BAPTIST
treat mom has in store for them. Good
Baptist Velma Spencer, Enus Moss,I
variations using the basic recipe for
The New Salem
REV. W. G. WILLIAMS, Pastor
with Jack Sprat!
Jack Sprat Biscuits:
church of 955 S. Fourth st. will Miss Emma Patton, Mrs. Mary
McCarrie
Mrs.
McLeod,
Bank
Sunday,
Day
observe Men's
Bye for now,
I. CHEESE BISCUITS
June 28. The main speaker for Leod, Mrs. Katie Powers, Mrs.
Sisrella
Jana Porter
2 cup of grated cheese to dry
1
Add /
this outstanding occasion will Irene Lowery, Mrs.
JANA PORTER
Guest Speaker — Rev. H. Y. Ward — 3 P.M.
be Rev. H. Y. Ward He will Maxwell and Mrs. Nevada
helpers. Mrs.
adddress an expected overflow- Jones were
Master Of Ceremonies, Prof. George McFall
ing congregation at 3 p. m. The Bertha Estes was the general,
ROBERT MALONE, Chairman
master of ceremonies will be chairman.
Prof. George McFall. Music Service was rendered by the
'1101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111 1'
will be provided by the male group while in session by Mrs.
chorus of Vollintine Baptist Riley of the Pet Milk company
church and Prof. McFall and
Singers.
The program chairman is
Jimmie Mountain. Robert Malone is the general chairman.
Ben Jefferies will give special
remarks. Rev. W. G. Williams
is the pastor of the New Salem
Baptist church.
BETHEL AME
The Bethel AME church will
bold its Annual Men's Day,
Sunday, June 26. The entire
Day's services will be carried
out by the men of the church.
The guest Sunday School
superintendent at the regular
hour 9:30 a. m. will be Robert
at any time. Pictured above are (left to right) first row:
A SPLENDID SHOW scintilated in sparkling fashion
Brown. Mr. Brown is a member
Patricia Connor, Loretta Cason, Valerie Walls, Barbara
50.000 powerful watts of Radio Station WDIA as
the
over
Friendship Baptist
of the
Lewis, Jeanette Willis, Lindsey Peterson, Booker T. White,
the regular weekly Big Star Radio Talent Show brought
• 1 H.P.-230 volts
church on Vollintine.
school
High
and Charles Page. Second row: Bobbie Brown, Frances
Junior
Lester
chorus
of
mixed
inspiring
the
Rev. C. Thomas Page, an inMitchell, Boddie Taylor, Sandra Owens, Tommiestein
model
its microphones. The chorus is under the direction
1960
to
•
structor at Rust college and a
Jones, Sammy Caviness, Eddie Scott, and Jessie Jordon.
Margaret Sanders. 11:30 any Saturday morning
Mrs.
of
Tri-State Defender columnist, • 9600 ST U.
Third row: Lenora Brinson, Lennie Pearce, Sandra Matmeans good listening on WDIA for the Big Star parade of
will bring the message at 11 a.
Sarah Cunningham, Eleanor Banks, Clara Rucker,
tie,
Williams,
C.
The
show, emceed by A.
youthful talent.
• 790 Sq. Ft.
Carol Morris, Edith Bulls, Elaine Dotson, Pisellx ChamAt 3:30 p. m., Rev. M. L.
comes to you every Saturday without fail; always new,
cooling capacity
bers. Fourth row: Melvena Conors, Carol Campbell,
Young of Mt. Zion Baptist
Evelyn Cortes, Mary Brown, Crystal Bynum, and Shit.always different. If you should like an audition try-out
church of 118 W. Trigg will be • 1600 watts
ley Roberts.
for the Big Star show you are invited to contact WDIA
the principal speaker. The
amperes
Bethel AME Men's Chorus will • 8
render the music. Instrumental
pints moisture
selections will be given by • 2.2
removed per hour
Thomas Pinkston and sons. The
Pinkstons are members of the
• 16 inches high
Mt. Pisgah CME church.
Edward Stevenson is the gen
2 inches wide
/
• 261
eral chairman and Jobe Walker
Is the program chairman.
• 19 inches deep
Rev. 0. T. Hooks is the pastor of the church which is locat. • 170 pounds
ad at 626 Wicks.
UNION VALLEY BAPTIST
At Perritst Pork
the Usher Board of the Union
Villey Baptist church is sponsoring Annual Friends' Day,

e
C THOMAS PAIGE

;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery I

stops Itch—Relieves Pain

CHOIR ROBES

AVERY CHAPEL AME
882 E. Trigg Avenue
REV. LOYCE PATRICK
•

JUNE BRIDE?
COMPLIMENT HER
HAPPINESS BY GIVING
HER ONE OF THE
LOVELY "Gifts For Brides"
AVAILABLE AT YOUR
QUALITY STAMP
REDEMPTION CENTERS

PROGRAM BY BLIND

Robert Singleton, Chairman

NEW SALEM BAPTIST
MEN'S DAY

75c DELI
$1381 oP::
You
PACKAGE DEAL
•
•
•
•
•
•

We Install (Normal)
We Pay For Wiring (Normal)
We Pay Sales Tax
We Finance
We Give I Year Free Service
We Carry Out Manufacturer's
5-Year Wirranty On
Compressor

Service Built Our Business
Filters For All Makes $1.75 Up

760 UNION

there, Sunday, June 25.

JA 7-2631
FA 3-8501

STORES
CASH FOOD

DEFENDER
Sot., June IS, 1960

_Spain Asks Increase In Jazz Tours From
Disc Stars Rated
Highest By Young
Dance, Concert Fans

.Duke's Grayson
Re-Discovered'

HOLLYWOOD — The recently involved Ellington, Grayson and
launched drive for youthful tal- Columbia executives are pleasMADRID — Promoters and ings sold over here at a very
ent headed by Irving Townsend, ed with the new setup and all
West Coast representative of Co- are predicting a bright future
producers here operating under high rate.
Little kids in the street know
lumbia Records netted one al- for the youthful singer.
a stringent economy are agreed
about
such American artists as
ready "discovered" youth, Milt Incidently Columbia is making
that success is just around the
Louis Armstrong, Frank SineGrayson a Duke Ellington find. a nation wide search for young
corner in the promised increase
a Nat King Cole, Ella FitzGrayson joined Ellington's talent that it hopes to spotlight
of jazz music tours from the
gerald, Johnny Mathis, Perry
band during its engagement at into stardom. At the same time
good old USA.
, Como, Bing Crosby, Duke ElLas Vegas and impressed The Grayson signed Townsend aickThere are many problems con- lington. Lionel Hampton, Benny
Duke sufficiently to be included ed up a talented young femme
fronting local promoters, Prob- Goodman, Dizzy Gillespie and
in a disc session for two sides. singer, Dotty Walters. Miss Wallems such as strict censorship many others. They have never
However Grayson who signed ters disced two sides for Columof filmed entertainment; long seen or heard the artists in
with Townsend for Columbia al- bia and is being scheduled for
lunches,
numerous cocktail hour person (there are few excepi)disced a pair for his new another session that may well JACKIE wrisoN, popular Columbo a n d his recording promotions and the customary lions) but of their artistry
record
star,
brings
his
own
orchestra,
Ruth
McFadden,
nsor. Incidently all parties Include an album.
late dinner hour system. Most via recordings that have
stage revue to the Regal the- Elmo Jamese, The Vibra- potential
theatre and music hall
atre Friday June 24 for one tions, King Coleman and goers have their big meal managed to break through the
week. Wilson is one of the three additional acts to be around 10:00 p.m. just two tightly knit web of censorship.
reigning rock 'n roll favorites announced. The Regal screen hours before midnight. This The net result is promoters are
today. His current record- attraction to be shown in means that during the house requesting more tours through
ings of "Night" and "Doggin' conjunction with the stage when patrons might be enjoy- their territory by the tops in
American Jazz and popular
Around," have brought him resue is "Valley Of The Red- ing shows or movies they are
music.
new acclaim from the rock 'n woods," adventure drama set finishing long cocktail partici- Several American agencies
roll music fans. Appearing in
northern
California's pation and regular dinner have indicated plans to send
With music, "live" as well as The Hill Top Lounge, Sylves- with Jackie Wilson is Chris famed Redwood country.
meals. And this, to quote pro- artists over here for tours dur- ATTY. RICHARD BASE. scene from "Portrait. In
of the platter spinning variety ter Washington's hot spot at
moters hurts plenty.
ing 1960-1961 seasons. Plan is HART resorts to force when Black" which will have its ;—
on menu at various night clubs 916 Oakwood boulevard is beHowever the clouds of uncer- to have same artists to annual- he discovers Lana Turner world premiere at the Room"- ,
things figure to jump along the coming a huge favorite with
tain promoting and bookings ly tour Europe hitting Paris and
has been an accomplice in velt theater, Thursday, June wen
stroll, this weekend.
wine and dine patrons. Especihave recently been pierced by London on all visits also invade
an attempt on his life. A 25.
Robers Show Lounge, tops ally prepared barbecue is quite
silver chords riding on jazz this country. The plan would be
for live" entertainment, will an item at the Hill Top. — The
music imported from America, two-fold indeed. It would mean
present a continuation of its C and( Lounge, 6513 Cottage
when legal restrictions have more saleable products for
highly successful "Prom Re- Grove, presents a terrific floor
permitted such. Majority of Spain and a much needed invue" promotions with stars ga- show featuring Marshall Thomlocal music lovers have learn- crease in outlet for artists leavlore carrying on for entertain- as' All-Stars Friday through
ed to appreciate such music ing America for over the oceans
ment of the prom guests. In- Sunday. A rock 'n' roll show
through the medium of record- tours.
cluded among the artists will with Disc Jockey Rick is the
Sarah Vaughan, one of the Show Club will be no cover or
be the Land of Red Saunders C and C feature Sunday after- nation's top singers, will open
admission charge at any time.
by OLE NOSEY
nd singer Jo Ann Henderson, noons and Monday through a one week engagement at
Seen shatting over future for the Salute to Sammy Dy
name a few. The Impala Thursday. Another Wed. and Roberts' Show Club, in Chicago. He is now trying to secure
pines for the 31st precinct was er's natal day on June 25 at
ounge will offer platter spin- Thursday feature at the C and The Show Club is now under top talent to appear at the club.
Slated to perform in coming,
ning sessions with the very C is the 25 cents party staged the direction of C. B. Atkins.
newly elected captain Chester the home of Mildren Long, 4717
weeks are Johnny Nash, JohnKimbark ave. Come one, come -"4
popular Earl Palmer in charge. both nights.
Atkins' policy at the Roberts' ny Mathis, Dinah
Henderson. According to ChesWashington,
all. The gang is saying hello
This will be followed Monday
ter, who is also night manager to a grand guy.
Buddy Rich and Sammy Davis,
night by "Jam With Red" feajr.
• ••
NEW YORK — Eddie Fisher will include likeness of several of a popular Southside tavern,
-ta
turing Stan The Man who will
Featured on the opening show whose appreciation for goodlook- will be part of the sales appeal the precinct should become one Adriona and Paul Roach
at
also have charge of the afterwith Sarah Vaughan will be the ing femn.es brought him as for the album. The 14 ''most
noon cocktail sessions, Sunday
of the best organized units in didn't realize that Vivienne -45
"M.J.T. plus 3," a rhythm sec- close to Elizabeth Taylor as glamorous women" featured in
Robinson, a sister, had so much
and Monday.
tion plus 2 trombones which re- marriage can get one and who the album and on its cover are Second Ward.
of an artistic touch, since the
•••
A Progressive Jazz and Varicently was named on several likes singing well enough to Elizabeth Taylor, Lena Horne,
celebration of the 18th wedding
ety S h o w" starring Juanita,
jazz poles as a top young group. make a career for himself has Grace Kelly, Greta Garbo, Brig- Vi (Northside) Brooks is still anniversary of theirs when the
Queen of Hi Fi, will be Friday
Drummer J. C. Heard, and his hit upon the idea of joining the itte Bardot, Ingrid Bergman, In Grant Hospital where she table decor came in for so
and Saturday attraction at Rose NEW YORK—Harry Belafonte ground scores for movies, con- quintet and vocalist Bill Hen- two into a most unique album. Marilyn Monroe, Zsa Zsa Gab- has been confined for the past many raves of beauty from
Blue Room, 3049 Indiana ave. has joined his group The Bela- cert material, seeking new and derson, will round out the show. The album, a "See-Hear"
or, Lana Turner, Audrey Hep- six weeks. However, Vi has had guests.
Sunday afternoon Juanita fonte Singers that recently tour- arranging folk music and spon- Atkins has installed a "Jazz special distributed by Morty
•••
burn, Natalie Wood, Ava Gard- her spirits bucked- last week
ed
America
and
will
begin
a
sorship
of
worthy
artists
for
moves to the Play-De-Cortez,
graduatDennis
Gallery"
for
those
who
desire
her
son,
when
titled
"La
discery
will
be
Craft's
Tid
Bits
from
here and there
ner,
and
Judy
Garland.
114 E. 35th street. Then Sun- world tour starting in Honolulu disc work where suitable con- to see and hear music. No Femme." It will include a series
ed from St. Joseph Elementary eyed by Nosey. Judging from
Fisher,
now
abroad
okayed
seJuly
2.
available.
tracts
will
be
day night she will be highlightheavy liquid refreshment is of specially written tome-poems lection of the 14 most glamorous school and ranked second in his the way "Bill" Robinson talks
er at the popular Chi Chi Club, The tour will carry the group
served in the Gallery, which dedicated to the 14 most glam- femmes just before leaving the class. As a reward for his he has put his singing career
1005 E. 43rd street. On Tuesday into Tokyo, Asaka, Melbourne,
makes it suitable for teens. Ad- orous women in the world as states. Eddie received interna- scholastic prawess he won a on the shelf for a time — Helen
HaiSidney,
Brisbane,
Tel
Aviv,
anita will be heard and seen
mission charge for the Jazz selected by Fisher and his ad- tional approval of his selection four-year scholarship to St. Shaw telling all what a time
her specialty at Smitty's fa, Jerusalem, Athens, Paris
Gallery is $2.
missed at her club's quarter
visers. The artists contributing shortly after arriving in Europe. Gregory High school.
London. During the London
Corner, 35th and Indiana ave. and
The
new
Roberts'
Show
Club
soiree
— McDuffie Howard and
Julie
will
be
the
album
to
concluding
A
contest,
in
its
appear
on
a
stay the group will
• ••
features dinner from 5 p. m. Styne, Jimmy McHugh and of stages promoted by a British ,Nosey was unable to be on Earl Taylor, Sr., trying to get
sustained television show for
and
harui
for
Evelyn
June's
Paul Banks announces openand is open seven nights a course Fisher who operates the firm had named a list of "most
those new Madison steps — Elseveral weeks.
birthday fete last Sunday at la Rose
ing of new room and bar at his
week.
planning the south of
includname
that
glamorous women"
disc company, under the
the 608 Club, but Nosey got the the border vacation
Club Trocadero, 4719 Indiana. In the meantime Belafonte
— Edna
several
Taylor
and
Elizabeth
ed
Records.
of
Bamford
horse's
from
the
news right
Entertainment attraction at will be expanding his musical
(Petite)
had
a
real
hostess
at
the
"La
listed
in
others
the
the
beauof
Special portraits of
mouth that Florence Palmer, her summer
Trocadero features The Sparks activities and other features conretreat — Eva
women and cover art that Femme" operated by Fisher.
tiful
AlEugene
Jones,
Geraldine
EsiterBelafonte
nected
with
with Singing Sam plus Lefty
(Beautician) Wheatley telling
len, Donald Allen, Dorothy all aboie brother
Bates and combo — The Town prizes. Warren Ling copyright By THEODORE C. STONE
Bobby AnderTaylor, Ellen (Saddle) Wilkens,
Casino, 7556 Cottage Grove, of- expert and Bob Bollard famous Timed like a professional
son (Salute dinner) at the
Bee,
Carol,
Bee
Rego,
Ines
fers Sunday afternoon cocktail music director have been sign- show at the precise instant the
Stockyard's Inn June 26 —
Clarence Matthews, Howard Ruth and Gene
party with special music as ed to direct the expansion of guest star of the evening MaSummers makEvelyn
Falls,
Muriel
Cotton,
They
will
Enterprizes.
feature. Mondays find the popu- Belafonte
halia Jackson rolled upon the
ing the Saturday night rounds,
WysinHoward,
Davis, Walter
lar Major Flemming directing be working in America but un- field escorted by Chicago Policeinviting all to the natal salute
go, Chas Simms. Nora Spen- June 25 for Sammy
a jam session at the Town Ca- der direct supervision of Bela- men.
Dyer —
Stevenson
(Paper
Leo
cer,
sino. — Tan Topper's New It fonnte, who will be in constant Mahalia Jackson, was assistLady
Birdie
Williams
taking
Branch) Williams and the Old driving
Club, 5450 Michigan, features contact by cable and phone with ed from her White Cadillac car
lessons
—
Lawrence
P.
Swinging Mr. Lee really part- Davis putting
music for dancers played by the pair daily.
to the performers platform in
down the welBenny Goodman and band, cessful career of orkster Lionel
Madam
and
Janice,
ied and
the popular Chang Evans Fri- Duties of Bollard and Ling will the center of Soldier field. She
slated for early return to the Hampton. Hampton, a great Adlaide Evault helped Johnny come mat at the Democratic
drummer
revibes
day and Saturday nights. Shirts consist of preparing music for was welcomed by an uproarous
artist
and
Headquarters.
Ed Sullivan television program,
Hall see that everyone got in
Jacobs, Marie Burnett and Dot- Belafonte TV w o r k; back- applause, and shortly after takW. Bestada trying to case the
that will also feature Della ceived his big push into the the groove of things.
ing off her mink stole, and
tie Tintley are among the
popularity of Schaffer Ashmon
•••
Reese as vocalist has had con- spotlight as a star with the
wrapping
herself in a ?ink
hoice group assigned to make
siderable influence on numerous Benny Goodman sextet, a solid Saturday, June 25, on the and John Ward — Sympathy to
woolen blanket to ward off the
added attraction for Mr. B's
atrons feel at home at the
Mr. ant Mrs. Leonard Adams
sepia stars.
chill of the falling rain, Miss
Upon leaving Good- lawn and in the palatial home whose new baby passed — Harew It Club.
Ben- big band.
about
no
doubt
There
is
Kimbark
4714
Long,
Mildred
of
Jackson, began her long awaitman, Lionel moved along at a
McKie's Disc Jockey Lounge
ny's influence in the very sue- fast clip and has now become ave., g reunion in show biz vey Bumpus in new car (no
SARAH VAUGHAN
ed performance.
comes on with music and song
gas) riders driven to gasoline
one of the world's foremost will get underway at noon until station — Ann Hill, Barbara
fealuring Wilbert Hi Fi White
Cameramen and newsmen
yesteryears
stars
of
all
the
bandleaders as well as vibes with
and Bobby Blevins on organ.
were swarming aropnd the
and today along with the host Chaney, Frances Jackson and
artist without a peer.
There is also combo music with
plaform like bees catching Mafriends to salute "Sammy V. Mae Robertson displaying the
of
The same Goodman push into
halia's every movement.
Carl Irving and group featured
greats in the new hair-do — Ann Brown getthe spotlight glitters around Dyer" one of the
Seemingly possessed with the
at McKie's. — Ramsey Lewis
Judging from ting through traffic in her tiny
world.
theatrical
Teddy Wilson, one of the greatspirit of the song Miss Jackson
end his combo star on bandwill be Lar — Argie (Bar-B-Q) Colest present day pianists. Teddy all committee plans it
stand at Sutherland Lounge in LONDON — For many years sang out of her bountiful soul.
to lins taking a breather after the
was pianist in the sextet at the a gay turnout saying hello
This was a deep and moving renightly sessions. Tuesdays the
greet- Baptist Convention — Ann Alliand
meeting
and
Sammy
same time Lionel played vibes.
son shopping for vacation togs
Sutherland stages weekly jam sepia musicians and artists ligious experience and for many
Teddy had long been recogniz- ing those most popular ones — Mattie Bumpus getting party
thrill.
unforgettable
an
have
been
favorites
of
parroyalty
galore
stars
with
sessions
a
it
is
when
appear
only
that
ed as a great pianist but the
here and in other parts of the MAHALIA SINGS WITH
ticipating.
a must on the social list together for daughter's
FERVER
Stan Williamson, Chicago art- Ditemann to lecture again this Goodman stint is what placed call or
birthday — Ann Roan wires
European territory.
agenda.
It is not the song that she ist and director of art and de- year on careers in children's him into world spotlight.
that she will fly here for Sam.
•••
This all began with the pres- sings that means so much but sign for the Pollett Corporation, book illustration.
Teddy has confined most of
E. 48th my's Salute Day, June 25 —
ence of the Fisk Jubilee Sing- the ferver and the feeling that has recently returned from a Following his lecture appear- his performing to the east with Aunti Clardy, 602
af- Emmett Beatty dieting — Mawiser
much
and
home
back
ers from America many years she pours into the words and lecture engagement at the Uni- ance he was besieged by stu- accent on New York, its clubs
dame Adelaide Evault toasting
cationv
a
weeks
two
doing
ter
dents to give an informal break- and theatres. Occasionally, in
versity of Illinois, Urbana.
(no
love lost) — Jimmie Davis'
ago. It continued through the music.
fast lecture in the dining hall recent years however, he has ing in Oklah-una.
Begining with a slow and
••
many friends inquiring "where
period when Layton and John- appealing song of the hymn-like Following the enthusiastic re- of the Urbana-Lincoln Hotel.
branched out on the national
sponse to his last year's lecture
be" — Delt (Deluxe)
son, a piano and singing duet quality, she sang as a follow- to art students in the Univer- Williamson returned home to limb to play as far west as Chi- The 13th annual tea of Berg- can he
Jones carrying on — Lucy TySunday
on
church
Baptist
an
hit this continent and was in- Up one that had more rhythm sity, Mr. Williamson was invit- find—three of his book designs cago. Following such brief
ler and Margie McCoy sipping
Now modern science has sucand finally one that carried the
received top honors from tours he has headed back to afternoon at the Parkway, fea- rare vintage — Thelma Graeeded in mixing wax and wa- creased with the arrival of Chil- audience away on the bounce, ed by art department profes- had
Magic"
Goose
tured "Mother
sors Nick Britsky and Charles the Chicago Book Clinic; his New York where work was alter—and, for the first time, you ton and Thomas, a dance team
and the theme "Build with ham important date, June 17
Battle" was
Fit
De
"Joshua
design
for
the
his
return
to
the
jacket
children's
ways
aweiting
can wax your car as you wash that specialized in the "Charles- her final song of the evening,
builders as another year.
book "The First Wheel" had re- main stem, as easterners say Berean'' and such
•• •
it.
ton." This pair of attractions and the audience didn't want Perrin, organist, and Josephine ceived an award in the New of Broadway a n d adjoining Mrs. Letitia Scott, chairman;
Leavell,
Billy
song writer and
Development of the revolu- was followed by Josephine Bak- her to stop. Yet the rain kept Bradley and Charles Clancy, York Truck & Reinfeld Jacket streets.
Mrs. Mary Jane Marshall, comanager
of
a
female vocal
Thomas,
tionary new formula, which
pianists.
F.
John
falling and the people kept callCompetition; and two of his Dizzy Gillespie, the Ravens chairman;
group called "The Renaults"
effectively combines cleansing er, who left a role in "Shuffle ing for more. Many of us wond- PRESENT NOTABLES
program;
Scott,
Gertrude
Mrs.
designs
h
a
d
received
book
agents with a polishing wax in Along" on New York's Broad- ered why she didn't sing Preliminaries to the mimic awards as best in the textbook and the Red Caps have also Morris Nickols, Mrs. Izetta Fa- has just signed a contract for
become
captivated portions of the old
them to record with Scarlet Redemcolorful
a water base solution, was an- way in the U.S.A. to
included
a
festival
"Didn't it Rain."
field from the American Insti- world but theirs have been gan, publicity; Franklin Donel- cords. They are predicted to be
Europe
the
toast
and
of
Paris
Comnounced by the Simoniz
Mrs. Lauby several bands, tute of Graphic Arts.
onstration
refreshments;
son,
Torrence,
disclosed
Sara
a
mostly in the Scandinavian
pany, Chicago, leading manu- as a whole. Nothing that had beautiful soprano voice in her bugle corps, and patrol teams,
rette P Naylor, decorations. a big hit. Their names are
facturer of polishes and waxes. come before Jo Baker or since singing of the solo to the tradi- and a procession of 25 open The New York Organization sections and some parts of the Robert W. Lofton, arrange- Jane Hall, Ruth Prather, Avite
has captured the European conIs recognized throughout the far east. Like Louis Armstrong
Mickie McKinney.
Called Wax 2-0, the new liq- tinent as did this little girl from tional spiritual "One Morning toped cars filled with national world--occupying a position of they have also been hailed by ments, music by the Berean- Rankins and •
••
other
dignitaries
diofficers
and
Lewis,
of
aires with James C.
Soon" with the massed chorus.
uid product is the result
the
section
respect
and
lovers
influence
America's St. Louis, Mo.
in
Israel
music
high
honest Jitney
the
Laurels
to
who were here to attend the
directed
more than two years or reof the world where Lionel rector, sponsored and Ander- cab driver (Hudson) who reIn later years the hailing has --Gelding the program short the sessions of the National Baptist the graphic arts.
Clubs.
laboratories,
Council
of
the
search in Simoniz
In zddition to these honors, Hampton has been a standout by
been for Louis Armstrong whose chorus sang Hine's "How Great
turned the purse to a Defender
according to Dr. Paul Wenaas, greatest and most loyal booster Thou Art" under the direction Congress.
Williamson, a nationally-known performer and gained recogni- son Brown, president; Mrs. employee who left purse is his
the
and
commentator,
the
secretary
Mamie
Lites,
The
skilled
vice president, technical re- was the then Prince of Wales. of John E. Rogers, jr., with
and avidly collected painter, tion from royalty. Yes, sepia
cab.
search. It is the first single The man who became famous Chambers Robinson taking the Rev. W. N. Daniel, who was has just received word from the entertainers a n d musicians Pilot at the Helm, the Dr. C.
chairman
of
the
pastor.
Flash! Flash! Just thought
also
Bradshaw,
general
L.
D.
actusolo.
product developed which
London art authority Cedric have been real goodwill amas Prince Edward of Wales lat•••
guests as Dover, that three of his paint- bassadors abroad. In fact those
old Nosey would like to know
ally washes a car clean and al- er gave up the British throne
As a final selection on the festival announced the
they were directed to the sec- ings are to be included in Dov- mentioned ahoy e, combined T'was nice bumping into that Miss Yum Yum (I Am a
so imparts a visible, hard wax to marry an American of his music festival the chorus again
tion which had been reserved er's forthcoming "American Ne- with the world traveling "Por- Chuck Watson and George (Joe professional model) Carswelt.
finish, he said.
choice but the Prince had giv- sang under the direction of Mrs.
the other is undoubtedly the most . ,
for
them.
Jester
Hariston'a
JubiPorter,
somegro Art"
gy 'N Beq0" shows have done Louis Milk) Jones
en up things before for
about the model in and around Chicago,
chatting
M.
and
A.
were
from
HousThe
bands
Follett
respect
than
this
Rock"
ending the
Corporation much more in
At the
Catherine Nesbitt Foster thing he wanted more. He sup- lant "Elijah
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ed trade He must be seriously
Dear Mme Chante:
I was recently honorably dis- interested in marriage with a
charged from the service and sincere understanding of life. I
would like some good, genuine am of the Baptist faith.
pen pals. I am 27, 5 feet, 10 Please plan on exchanging
inches tall, 170 lbs., tan com- photos ir first letter. Since the
plexion, brown eyes, good ap- object of my wanting to
pearance and personality. I am correspond is for the purpose
interested in business, photog- of marriage, please do not
raphy, travel and correspond- write if not ready or sincere.
ence. I was educated and rear- Indian Weaver, 1536 E. 69th St.,
ed in New Hampshire, Mr. c-o McCann, Chicago, Ill.
•• •
Kremshaw, c-o Halleck 32
Union St., North Arlington, N. Dear Mme Chante:
I am a Jamaican lady, who
J.
•••
BUI...RENEWW...I cir
would like to correspond with
a nice gentleman in the United
Dear Mme Chante:
6crt No "MEIN
I am interested in meeting States. I am 32, a dressmaker,
ladies between the ages of 26 5 seet, 7 inches tall, 140 lbs.,
and 35, about 5 feet, 4 inches dark complexion and interested
tall, color does not matter just in marriage. I will be willing to
as long as they are honest and answer all letters and exchange
sincere. I am 6 feet tall, weigh photos. Cynthia Smith, 8-A Perry
173 lbs , light brown complex- Road, Kingston 10 Jamaica, B.
ion, have a good job, like sports W. 1.
•••
and a good home life. Very
easy to get along with. Will Dear Mme Chante:
answer all letters. R. E. Moore, I was recently discharged
c-o Frank Ciresi, 176 Broadway, from the service. I read your
Buffalo, N. Y.
column overseas and also read
•••
it here in the states. I am interested in finding a wife through
Dear Mme Chante:
I have been a reader of your your column. My last wife is
corner for some time and know dead. Would like to marry a
people who were brought togeth- woman between 22 and 35 who
er through your column. I hope attends church. She dosen't
that you might assist me in have to be a beauty queen and
finding a good sincere lady to she can have children. She
take for my wife. I am 31, 5 must be willing to work with
2 inches tall, 147 lbs, me until we get a good start.
/
feet 71
with brown eyes, sandy hair I'll be a real good husband and
and fair complexion. I do not provider. I am from a real
drink or am I a nightlifer. I good family, no real bad habits,
NEW YORK — Thirty-five two months later, the projectila
love music, sports and nice a Christian, tall, brownskin, 34
from the North and and the participating studentall,
Negroes
times, but I love homelife years old, good appearance,
be included in a got unqualified praise from the
will
South
travel.
to
better. I would like to meet a employed and free
American college State Department. President
of
180
group
nice, sincere, home-loving lady Good education. All replies will
students who are going to Afri- Eisenhower has since specific- .„
don't
please
as
is
who
considered.
30
be
Mrs. between 26 and
ca this summer to work along- ally praised Operation - CrossWhen she was 13 years old, Today, some 30 years later, own native tongue is Yoruba. eight or nine persons,"
lonesome as I and wants a good answer unless interested in get- side college students of 10 Af- roads Africa in a letter to Dr.
sometimes
"And
said.
Akintola
Faderera
Emily
The
she
former
But
now
trading.
still
she
is
deEmily Faderera Awomolo
sincere husband. I love children ting ahead and ready for
Robinson.
rican countries.
cided that, among other things, is importing from Germany into Awomolo is also the first lady he doesn't get home from work and will accept them as my marriage.
This years project will take
made
She
midnight."
past
until
Nigeria,
Western
up
in
Lagos
land
of
the
busy
port
of
Nigeria's
be
trader.
particwill
a
involved
Those
become
to
she wanted
own. Race and looks are of no Edward Dallea, YMCA Hotel,
among
10 African countries — Ghain
age-old
observation,
her
Ladoke
Samuel
ipating in a student work and
Throughout West Africa (Emi- to 10,000 bags of cement each wife of Chief
with importance as long as she is 826 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. study project called Operation- na, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Nily was born in Western Ni- month; giving state dinners for Akintola, new Premier of the the wives of public figures,
•••
understand- sincere, honest, and understandCrossroads Africa. It was con- geria, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Dageria) the traditional role of an average of 30-40 persons; Western Region of Africa's larg- an air of pride and
ing.
Chante:
Mme
Dear
ing.
by the Rev. Dr. James homey, Togo, and Cameroon.
ceived
women has been the buying and negotiating with a West Ger- est Negro nation.
Please enclose address, phone I have been reading your
governa
in
live
Akintolas
a
The
for
in Africa the students will
tall
is
Akintola
Mrs
for
the
importation
man
firm
selling of goods. Even in the
photo in letter. corner and see how you have H. Robinson, Negro Presby- Once
uilt, two-story, four-bed- number and
ment-b
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foot
five
into 14 groups. They
almost
divided
be
Nigerian,
foundhas
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who
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minister
beer
a
brand
of
terian
famous
mathe
villages,
St.,
remote
Lewis
most
James, Thomes, 1362
helped others. I hope you can
ReservaNew
the
in
house
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room
carries
she
and
on
projects designatwill
inches,
work
center
community
many
ed
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eye
on
a
casting
speculative
jority of women are engaged
Apt. 9, Long Beach 5, Calif.
help me. I would like to hear
the peculiar grace tion suburb of Ibadan, capital
with
coast
they visit.
Eastern
height
the
the
on
countries
by
•
ed
•
programs
•
and
York
New
Stock
London
often
items,
small
between
trading
in
from nice young ladies
and dignity that characterizes of Western Nigeria. They drive Dear Mme Chante:
of the U S.
Their motivation is the deinterested
are
hawking their w a r es from Exchanges.
who
24
and
18
a four-door blue Plymouth and
the West African women.
He is pastor of the Church sire to come to grips with Af—
I am 48 years old, 5 feet, 3 in marriage. I am a young
around tin trays which they im- She has also ound time to
belong to the Ebenezer Baptist
the Master in New York rica on a strong personal basis.'
of
COUPLE
BUSIEST
My
lbs.
145
inches tall. weight
perturbably balance on their become a trained nurse, a gradman 29 who wants something
the They will be in an area that
church in Lagos.
medium length, out of life. Will answer all City and the founder of
black,
is
hair
uate of the Paris Dress Design Samuel and Emily Akintola
heads.
Community Center is rapidly coming of age in a
Marrieti for 25 years, the AkMorningside
of
one
as
described
all
be
could
first
Enjoy
in
complexion.
light
letters. Send photo
So at 13 Emily Awomolo ac- Academy in London, to rear five
which adjoins the church.
political sense. Ghana an
intolas' five children range in
quired a round tin tray, a sup- children and to learn English, West Africa's busiest couples. age from twenty-three to nine. sports, music and life in gen- letter. — Little RO6S Ryan, This will be the second sum- Guinea have recently becomb.
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himself
Akintola
Mich.
complete
Chief
Flint,
more
give
will
Dr.,
I
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eral.
describes
ply of assorted items which she French and what
5201 W. Blvd.
mer Dr. Robinson has led na sovereign nations, while Nigeria •••
The eldest, Mrs. Delle Odunjo,
•••
bought with her pocket money 35 a "smattering of Hausa," bined a career embracing news- lives in Lagos and has a one- information on myself to those
and interreligious will soon become a full-fledged
interracial
Dear Mme Chante: I am a group of American students to Commonwealth nation. Camand began her business career. the chief language of the Mus- paper editing, teaching, law and year-old child. Abayomi, 21, is who write. I am only interested
Nigas
served
settled
God
has
He
with
of
politics.
g
correspondin
lims of Northern Nigeria. Her
minister of the Church
STILL TRADING
to in
Africa. In 1958, the pilot proj- eroon, Togo, and Senegal reeria's Federal Minister of Com- studying in Dublin and hopes
men. Someone who is depend- in Christ—have been for many
their
and
r
cto
do
ect of Operation - Crossroads cently have become nations
a
become
munications and Aviation, depable, has self confidence in his years. I am 51 years old and
prefer interested in corresponding with Africa saw him lead about 60 within the French family of naWould
uty leader of the Action Group Lighteen - year - old daughter, capabilities.
school
to that con- tions.
attending
is
political party, and Leader of Abimbola,
someone over 5 feet tall with people everywhere. Sometime American students
In these new Negro nations,
anoth15,
Ladio,
tinent.
Yorkshire.
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skillHouse
or
Federal
the
people
in
profession
Opposition
some kind of
ago I heard from some
visiting Americans w ill
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project,
first
the
Laat
school
For
in
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er daughter,
of Representatives.
through the Defender but misbe exposed to an intense naThe
stuvisited.
were
countries
they
"Before he leaves the office gos as is the youngest, ninehope
placed the letters. I
dents built schools, a chapel, tionalism, the likes of which
in the morning he sees between year-old Tokunbo.
will write again. It is good to and a water supply system. they probably have never behave a column where we can Upon their return to the U.S. fore experienced.
all get together and have friends.
Rev. Gordon E. Watt, Church
of God in Christ, P.O. Box 1103,
MIAMI BEACH — Criminal "enormous magnitude" in this
Providence, R.I.
abortion, believed to end one out country.
•••
—
that
(UPI)
suggest
studies
"Several
—
Wis.
MADISON,
of every five pregnancies, canChante: I am 24
Mme
Dear
one out of every five pregnanA surprising increase in ap- years old, dark brown comnot be reduced unless "present
cies terminates in criminal
plications at Wisconsin state plexion, weigh 160 lbs, 5 feet, 7
unenforceable laws" are modi- abortion, or a total of more
colleges has promoted specula- inches tall, black hair. Would
fied, according to a California than one million abortions for
tion on whether the predicted like to meet ladies between the
psychiatrist.
1960. with a possibility of more
boom in college students has ages of 22 and 35—those who
Dr. Jerome M. Kummer of than 5,000 deaths resulting
occureo earlier than expected. are interested in marriage.
Santa Monica, speaking at the therefrom," he said.
types
The office of the Board of Vincent Ellis, 14 Sheffield rd., WASHINGTON — (UPI) — each of the basic
annual meeting of the American The answer, he said, lies in
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manufacture
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Trade
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Medical Association, said crim- broader therapeutic abortion
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the effects of the baby boom
inal abortion is a problem of laws and in prevention.
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labeling law.
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year, 1,013
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Principally
er," he said, but the scope of
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Irrepressible Mr. Truman
OcessiOnany in this world of ours, a
distasteful behavior of a prominent p4gsemolity kings gloom into our midst.
'There is niOmetre tragic a sight than that
of watching some men demolish with
their ow* hands the myth of their matDOSS.

So unpopular has lee become witit
grows that mere awntiom of his name
brings prolonged boos. This occurred last
Fticlay, when speaking to a meeting of
the local unit of the NAACP, Thurgood
Marshall, chief counsel of the Association, referred to Mr. Truman's observeMn that the Sit-ln demonetrations in
Dixie were led by Communists.
This is the man whe split the Demo.
rratie Convention in Philadelphia in 1948
by ills/0304 On a civtil rights plank ia the
Democratic platform and on which he
staked his political future. His victory
over the Republicans and Dixieerate was
the most Ottenomenal in Americen
histeer- The tate Rights Ticket
headed by J. Strom Tturreond of South
Carolina got 32 electors! votes, Thomas
dilpweY, the RePliblicsn candifiete for the
IOR.eeidency received 189, and Truman
:11311.
It was a calculated expediency which
netted Truman the needed liberal 'wpm t without which he could not have

SO WHAT?

been returned to the White House. With
that accomplished, and having no further political ambition, Mr. Truman be.
San showing his true colors.
The roan, who was, accused of being
a member of the mystic knight* of the
Ku Klux Klan, begin *Aim and talking
much in accordance with the dificInflne
of that hooded order. He is against
Catholics, Negroes and Jews. The three
groups against whom the KKK directs
its ciandestipe operations.
His vaunted liberalism is nothing
more than a smokescreen behind which
he hides the true motives for his disordered criticlerri of people and social acTruman could be the most venerated
elder statesman who has ever left the
White House. He participated in one ot

the most importapt phases of world history — the concluding period of the Seep
and World War—the era that ushered in
the atomic bomb that fell on iiiroshirea
and Nagasaki. But these events proved
to he beyond hts intellectual capacity to
understand them and to direct the subsequent course of human history. lie
had, proverbially, the world in a itur and
41111111
the stopper in his hand. Rut he fumbled Lonerosoisomommis
the set end does not know yet that he is chin ... it's too much work for ens."
a dead duck.
"As much as she gossi ss ... she hot to have ▪ double
.for

NEW YORK—Thare ii meth- camera in international rein. portant impact initio interim.
lag funny about the cut-rest does has bees world eases and tithe relations. The swine'
wisecrack in Washington that prosperity. On top of this, of nations which have their own
the White House has become course, we represented the es- axes to grind and are ahvayg
the "Tomb of the Well Known picnic military power on playing a game of expedieect
earth. There was no question soddenly found that it might be
Soldier."
possible to play the two big
The international mass hi about our supremacy.
which we seem to be widlowing For years the ahem% of the powers, the U. S. and the U.&
not a eubiect for humor. Russians to create a society SR., off against each other. Some Americans nlaY be sur- which could call itself competi• Some of our
jealous c
weneaalilf'maa
rob
prised that a great many Peo- five with ours was considered of whom have
ple de not "like," but many ridiculous. We laughed at the our position in the world, have
also play
others art 'hooked to leare that Russian efforts te creole an ef found that they could operators
The
games
sinister
to
besystem
seems
firient
whole
a
innuattial
America as
he testae the esteem in which cause we were so eertain that in the Kremlin, of course, have
it has been held among our Communism would not work always followed the divide-andand that the people would rise rule policy.
allies.
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller did up and throw the Reds out. Gov, Nelson Rockefeller
the nation a great service. We utterly failed to realize showed an awareness of these
Oh* ie spelling out in his lat. hew Much suffering and hard- developments in hi. speech. He
eat blast the sad decline in ship the Rutstein peoole were came out and flatly indicted
mu. highly touted military prow- willing to put up with tinder the administrative for failing to
make the most of ear scientific
the Red dictatorship.
ess.
His speech was played up in We were aimlaughing at the and technologiesl resources in
the American press as a polit- Russian "blockheads" when all meeting the new challenges of
ical attack on Vice President of a Midden the Russians start- Reside. He itiovoi we cannot
Ntsoe which, of course, it was. ed to demonstrate their tech- afford to be regarded as a secNevertheless. as I read the text nological prowess with Sputniks ond-rate power.
of aockefeller'S gpeech. it was and spate ships. No matter how This is a cold-blooded world
lys. Inferior the standard of Irving and mankind has not progressale sfaalet
onlistoicin
tar pu et sthttamen ar po
for the average Russian may ed beyond the stage in internaRe t his
be, we began to realize that tional relations In which might
that peed highlighting
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hav,, n,,
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the Rutile!, leaflets were sisal.
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beep longing us In an area hi which
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Vnitr
by t e States
a Ile rhansatio we have acknowledged master. ehoice, We must shoot for iii.
regarded
hirYths
as the meld civilized, the most The scientifte and technelogi- premier In this scientific Arm,
advanced leehnologically, the eal advanees of Resole cannot rae• or teener, to play nocnnd
meet progressive socially, the he laiiohed away. In the mod- flft,110 Governor Rockefeller ol
ntes. ungeltish and most pow- ern world everyone raecisniffhl alati that we have not dons
that mastery hi these fields our best In this regard and T
erful ostion In the world.
believe his voice should be
The Image of America was means mastery in arms.
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Patterson's Superiority ReeieustOf
May Halt Rubber Match

NEWS

first man in ring history to win Grounds. Irving B. Kahn, pres- es to the
body. Ingo came back (twice), B o b Fitzsimmons, Joe Louis, who had been
back the heavy crown, was es- ident of Teleprompter Corpora- and buckled Floyd's knees in James J. Jeffries,
Jack Dehp- advisor to Patterson while
timated to have earned about tion, estimated that the gross the second with a right. After sey, Max Schdeling, Joe Louis, training, achieved a somewhat
receipts from the sale of about that, Patterson took compiand, Ezzard Charles
(three tices) — though non-titular — code$50,000 from what shaped up as
500,000 theater-television seats particularly in the excangew
and Jersey Joe Walcott.
back against Max Schceli
the "richest fight" in history. in 123 cities in the United States
When Patterson scored his Johansson held the title six German
Max knocked out
Johanssen was estimated to and Canada would be more than 36th victory and 27th knockout
days less than a year, the third in the 12th round in 1936.
NEW YORK — (UPI) —Floyd talk about it now."
knockdowns from left hooks to have wound up with a similar $2,000,000.
of his career of 38 bouts in the shortest tenure in heavyweight
Patterson, who vindicated him- Brown-haired Ingo, with the the jaw in the
was before Joe won the title
final fifth ses- sum.
In addition, another 5500,000 fifth round, he succeeded when history. Marvin Hart, back ix from Jim Braddock
self heroically by achieving the nicked and nearly closed left sion.
in 1937.
The
show
eight
would
drew
be grossed from a
previous ex-champions 1905-06, held it ohly seven Schmeling tried to take the
a gross gate
ring's first recapture of the eye and the cut mouth and Patterson,
title
who became t h e of $824,811.07 at the Polo $200 000 guarantee for movie had failed to win back the months
and 20 days. Prico from Louis in 1938, but Joe
heavyweight crown, is willing to swollen nose, appeared still
crown.
rights,
from
$170,000
radio
in
Camera, in '33-'34, wore the turned the tables and knocked
fight Ingemar Johansson again woozy from the head blows he
the United States and Canada, They were James J. Corbett diaded 15 days less than a year. him out
within 90 days — but still grog- had taken before being counted
in the first round.
$35,000 for foreign radio and
gy Ingemar is uncertain wheth- out at 1:51 of the fifth round
$85,000
from a pre-fight TV
er to accept.
by referee Arthur Mercante.
show.
"However, ine decision may Patterson, an underdog at The
Fugazy said the total gross
be taken out of Floyd's hands to 5 becouse he had been called
receipts from
all
sources
by the National Boxing Assoch a "cheese champion" even beshould exceed $3,300,000. That
ation. Tony Maceroni of Provi- fore his first fight with Johanswould be greater than the fabudence, R. I. NBA president, son last June 26 and his thirdlous $2,658,660 "live gate" atsal.: the organization would not round defeat, vindicated himtracted by the second Jack
approve a third fight between self dramatically b beating the
Dempsey-Gene Tunney fight at
Patterson and Ingo because of odds and tradition.
Chicago in 1927.
the very definite manner in Although staggered by one
which Patterson established his of Johansson's stunning rights
Because of previous contracts
superiority.
Patterson gets 25 per cent of
to the head in the second round
Patterson, whose explosive 25-year-old Floyd quickly took
the Polo Grounds net gate, as
left hooks floored Swedish In- command of the fight again and
does Johansson. Patterson also
gemar twice in the fifth round gave Ingo a thorough battering
gets 50 per cent of the net —
for a knockout before 31,892 that was climaxed by the two
after the exhibitors and telepaid spectators in the Polo
prompter has taken their cuts
Grounds, said: "I'll live up to
— from theater-TV, movies,
our contract for a. rubber
radio. etc. Johansson gets 35
match. I always keep my
per cent, but he had the total
word"
rights to certain Scandinavian
Promoter Jack Fugazy said,
radio and movies.
Feature Sports, Inc., would like
Trainer Dan Florio said Patto promote the bout "within
terson's *eight of 190 — the
CHICAGO, Ill. —
320 days" but in some other Police of the
heaviest of his career — was
Hyde Park stacity unless New York's Police tion feel that it
partially responsible for the
was an accident
Commissioner could provide wl.ss two men tumbled
spectacular victory. It gave
onto a
better protection for the pro- bed in the home of Mrs.
him
more power. Johansson
Albermoters and the fans.
tine Jackson, 30, of 4637 Vinscaled 195 3-4.
It was estimated that more cennes and crushed out the life
When they fought last June
than 5.000 rushed into the ball of 2-year-old Vanessa Jackson,
and Ingo floored Floyd seven
park free after smashing three who sought refuge under the
times in the third round for a
gates.
bed.
technical knockout Johansson
Ingemar, who was flat on his It was during a scuffle bescaled 196; Patterson, only 182.
back for three minutes after tween George Ware, 27, of 4331 THE CHAMPION SMILE-, — after knocking out
Ingemar
Patterson started right off in
suffering the first professional Evans brother-in-law of Mrs. Floyd Patterson — a man who Johansson.
Handlers are cut- the first round as if to take ad- KAYO — Blood streaming canvas
after being decked match. Patterson, with his
defeat in his career of 23 fights Jackson, and Nathaniel Brooks spent a whole year in a night- ting off
Patterson's bandages. vantage of his weight. He stag- from his mouth, Ingemar by Floyd Patterson
in the win, is the first man in histold friends: "I don't know what I 35, of 4331 Evans ave., that the mare — smiles as he talks to (UPI Telephoto)
gered Ingo with a left hook, Johansson is protrate on the fifth round of their title
I want to do. I don't want to tragedy occurred.
fight tory to regain the heavynewsmen in his dressing room
and shook him with right smashweight title. (UPI Telephotclik

Marceroni Nixes Bout

Hides Under
Bed Crushed

Mikoyan Opens Industrial Fair In Norway Poland Convicts Attache In Absentia
OSLO, Norway — (UPI) — The
Norwegian foreign ministry
announced that Soviet Deputy Premier Anastas I. Mikoyan will
head a delegation arriving here Thursday in connection with
the opening of a Soviet industrial fair.

Cuba, Poland Iron Out Trade Agreement
WARSAW, Poland — (CPI) — A Cuban trade delegation
headed by Capt. Antonio Nunez Jiminez Monday opened discussions to settle details of a new Cuban-Polish trade agreement.
The Cuban delegation arrived by plane from Moscow where
It signed trade and cultural agreements with Soviet Russia.

Name Ex-Newsman Nixon Campaign Aide
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Vice President Richard M.
Nixon's campaign press aide will be Richard L. Bean, a former newspaperman and public relations executive.
It was announced that Bean, on leave from Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif., would work in the Nixon-for-president headquarters here.

FTC Chairman Cites Advertising Change
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Federal Trade Commission chair.
man Earl Kintner said Sunday there had been substantial improvements in all types of advertising since Congress began
'investigating ads.
Kintner, appearing on a local TV program said that as a
'result of criticisms of TV advertising before Congressional investigators, the FTC had extended its monitoring activities to
all kinds of advertising.
He said, "The greater volume of falseness is to be found
In printed advertising because there is more of it. We find
false advertising in all areas, all media."

Fire Destroys Chattanooga Orphanage
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — (UPI) — Firemen, policemen
and volunteers carried 116 orphans to safety Monday night as
fire engulfed the Vine Street orphanage.
The orphanage, a United Fund operation, caught fire on the
third floor shortly after 9 p. m.
Several hundred volunteers showed up and helped police
and firemen carry the children from the building. The three
alarm fire brought every available fire company in town. A
spokesman said more than 20 engines pumped water on the
flames. But the three story brick structure was a •'total loss."

WARSAW, Poland — (UPI) — The official Communist party newspaper Trybuna Ludu reported that Col. Pavel Monat,
former Polish army intelligence chief who defected to the U. S.,
had been sentenced to death in Absentia by a Polish military
tribunal.
As far as is known here, Monat, who formerly was Polish
military attache in Washington, is living in the U. S. He defected last summer. The court convicted him of "desertion" in
a secret trial.

Swedish Prince OK After Operation
LONDON — (UPI) — Prince Berth', 48, the second son of
King Gustaf of Sweden, was reported in "satisfactory" condition after undergoing an emergency operation here Sunday.
A Swedish embassy spokesman refused to disclose the nature of the operation. Bertil came to Britain to attend a Swedish
church anniversary.
Powers, 55, from the cross-road community of Norton,
Va., Monday obtained a passport from the State Department
and a visa from the Soviet Embassy for the trip sanctioned
by Russian Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev.
The cobbler told newsmen he would go to Russia in
about 60 days to see his only son, Francis G. Powers, whose
U-2 high-altitude spy plane was brought down far inside
Russia on May 1.

S. C. Primary Features One Major Race
COLUMBIA, S. C. — (UPI) — South Carolina Democrats
voted in a primary Tuesday featuring only one major race —
a bid for renomination by Sen. J. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C.).
Thurmond, who won his second seat six years ago in an
unprecedented write-in campaign, is opposed by R. Beverly
Herbert, sr., 80, a Columbia attorney who accused Thurmond
of failing adequate to defend the South's traditional pattern
of racial segregation.

Red Guns Fire On UN Plane In Korea
SEOUL, Korea — (UPI) — Communist anti-aircraft
guns fired "several rounds" at a United Nations command
plane south of the demilitarized zone last Saturday, the
U. N. C. has announced.
The announcements noted the Communists had called
for a meeting of the secretaries of the Joint Armistice Commission on Wednesday and "it is presumed . . . will protest an alleged violation" by the plane.

New Amusement Park Breaks Gate Record Solon Urges Eichmann Trial In Israel
NEW YORK — (UPI) — FreH

- eland, a 205-acre entertainment project, opened Sunday
broke the all time attendance record for an outdoor amu—sent park set by Disneyland in California.
When the gates closed at 9 P. M. — three hours ahead of
schedule — the management said 61,500 persons has visited the
park, topping the former record of 60,000 set by Disneyland
sst July 4.

Ike In Honolulu Enroute From Far East
HONOLULU — (UPI) — President Eisenhower will arrive
here at 12:15 p. m. HST Monday en route home from the
far east, Hawaii Gov, William F. Quinn announced.

Urges U. S. To Sever Ties With Cuba
WASHINGTON— (UPI) — A member of the House foreign
affairs committee said the U. S. should break off diplomatic
relations with Cuba and also stop buying its sugar.
Rep. Leonard Farbstein (D-N. Y.) made the recommendation to the state department.
He said the U. S. has been "insulted, maligned and pilloried" in the Cuban press and that the regime of premier
Fidel Castro has seized property owned by U. S. citizens
without proper compensation.

Chiang Predicts Return To Mainland
TAIPEI, Formosa — (UPI) — President Chiang KaiShek said Sunday that a general revolution may "break out
at any moment" on the Bed Chinese mainland making it
possible for the Nationalist government to return to China.
Chiang, in a 20-minute news conference with American
journalists, said the "inhuman" commune system which the
reds have instituted has made the mainland ripe for revolt.
He said Nationalist China would never give up Quemoy
and the other offshore islands it holds which have been under
attack from the mainland because they are visible "symbols
of hope to the people enslaved behind the iron curtain on the
mainland.'

Test Plan For Missiles In Railroad Cars

OMAHA, Neb. — (UPI)
The Strategic Air Command
begins tests today to find whether the nation's security can
be strengthened by firing Miuuteman missiles from roving
MOSCOW — (UPI) — President Rajendra Prasad of India
railroad cars.
arrived in Moscow by plane Monday on a state visit.
The tests will be conducted at Hill Air Force Base, Ogden,
Prasad is returning the state visit made to India last year
Utah, under the direction of SAC chief Gen. Thomas S.
by former Soviet president Klimenti Voroshilov. He was greetCAIRO, U. A. R. — (UPI) — Abdel Kader Hatem, Powers.
ed at the airport by the new Soviet president, Leonid Brezhnev,
Their aim, as described at SAC headquarters here, is to
and other leading members of the government and Communist U. A. R. Deputy Minister of Presidential Affairs, has accused Vice Presides Richard M. Nixon of trying to beg give the nation insurance from surprise enemy attack by
party.
for Zionist support in the forthcoming U. S. Presidential putting mobile launching pads on 13 railroad sygtems.
elections.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate, smarting under
Hatem was commenting on a letter made public in
criticism of House expense account abuses, voted Monday to Washington Sunday in which Nixon urged the United States
HAVANA — (UPI) — Cuban national bank President
require both Houses of 'Congress to make annual public re- to continue to press the U. A. R. on the question of free- Ernesto Guevara warned a television audience that the U. S.
ports of their travel expenses.
dom of navigation in the Suez Canal.
naval base at Guantanamo threatens to be another USS
The procedure was approved on a 56-23 roll call despite
Maine incident which the U. S. will use as an excuse for an
warnings from some members that the House in the past has
armed intervention in Cuba.
MOSTAGANEM, Algeria — (UPI) — Troops and planes
refused to accept Senate recommendations on the conduct of
Guevara said the Americans blew up their own warship
Tuesday were hunting for Moslem terrorist bands
which in lilavana harbor in 1898 in order to take
House affairs.
Cuba from the
massacred
six
Moslems and three Europeans in three Spaniards
The action came as the Senate stayed well into the night
to "impose land monopolists on Cuba."
separate
attacks
on
farms
in
Western
Algemia
during
the
considering a legislative appropriations bill. This is the second
Guevara also said that Cuba will go ahead with plans to
week of evening sessions for the body, which is driving for ad- weekend.
refine imported Soviet crude oil despite the fact that foreign
The
victims
included a Moslem farmer, his wife, son oil companies, including
journment before the national political conventions.
three U. S. firms, have refused to
and daughter and a French farmer, his wife and s on.
refine the oil at their Cuban refineries.

India President Returns Russian's Visit

Arab Says Nixon Begs Zionist Support

Senate Calls For Report of Trip Expenses

Warns U. S. Will Invade Cuba Again

Algerian Troops Seek Terrorist Killers

Senate Delays Action On Japanese Treaty

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate changed its plans
at the last minute Tuesday and decided not to take up the
Japanese-American security treaty as its first business today.
But Democratic leader Lyndon B. Johnson (Tex.) said he
expected action on the pact some time during the day.
The Senate had agreed earlier to put the treaty first on
the agenda but Johnson, anaounced just before adjournment
that an independent offices appropriations bill would be shoved
ahead of it.

Conservationists Honor Fred A. Seaton

SALT LAKE CITY — (UPI) — A "distinguished service
conservation award" was presented to the Secretary of the Interior Monday night by 15 of the nation's conservation groups.
Secretary Fred A. Seaton became the first cabinet member to receive the award. He was cited for "distinguished and
courageous service rendered in the conservation and management of the country's natural resources."
Seaton received the award after his address to 700 conservationists from 13 western states and two Canadian provinces. He spoke at the annual banquest of the Western Association of State Game and Fish Commissioners, holding its 40th
annual conference here.

Japanese Leftists Stage 24-Hour Protest
TOKYO — (UPI) — Japanese leftists Tuesday mobilized
for a 24-hour siege of strikes and mob violence in a dlimactic
attempt to derail the U. 8.-Japan, security treaty.
Zero hour was midnight, when the giant Sohyo labor confederation ordered its claimed membership of 5,800,000 workers
on a seven hour nationwide strike.
Fanatic leaders of the Zengskuren students' federation
supported the strike call by assigning 20.000 members to occupy principal railroad stations and mustering twice that many
for an attack on the Diet (parliament) later in the day.

Trucker May Form Third Party In Iowa

WATERLOO, Iowa — (UPI) — A third political party
appeared in the making in Iowa Tuesday.
Ernest Seemann, 54, a Waterloo trucker, said he would
form another party — the "Republicsons" — if he fails to
win the Republican nomination for U. S. Senator at next
month's GOP state convention.
Seemann, who ran last in a field of six for the nomination at the June 6 primary, said his supporters are urginc
him to form the third party in order to advocate a national
Republican ticket of New York Governor Nelson Rockefel
ler for President and Richard Nixon for Vice President.

Reds Say Ike 'Better Pray For Safety'
TOKYO — (UPI) — The Communist Chinese regime
mockingly suggested Tuesday that President Eisenhower
had better "pray to God" for his safety while in Asia.
The Soviet News Agency Tess, following the Peiping
line, said the American President's visit to the Philippitnheast.
Formosa and Japan was "dictated by evil will" and
Eisenhower actually is "afraid to meet the Japanese People."
The comments were typical of the vehement criticism
and dire predictions of disaster churned out daily by the
Communist propaganda machinery in (enneetion with the
current Eisenhower tour.
Western officials here feared Red china was preparing
to express its opposition to the trip in more active terms
than propaganda.

Nikita Says U. S. Planned Summit Flop
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Premier Nikita S. Khruschev
charged in a letter that the U. S. planned in advance to break
up the Paris summit conference last month.
Writing to Canon John Collins, British nuclear disarmament leader, Khrushchev also said the Soviet Union will
sign a pledge not to use nuclear weapons first "the very
days others do that too.'
Khrushchev's letter, dated June 13, was summarized by
the Soviet news agency Tess Saturday.

Reds Shell Quemoy For Ike 'Send-Off'
TAIPEI, Formosa — (UPI) — Communist Chinese coast
artillery opened fire on the Nationalist Quemoy offshore
island complex Saturday night and rained another murderous barrage of shells on the civilian and soldier population as a "farewell" to President Eisenhower, it was announced.
The Reds were true to a boast broadcast by radio
Peiping that the islands would be deluged with shells to
show "contempt and scorn" for Eisenhower during his visit
to Formosa.

Kennedy Wins Wis. 'Vote of Confidence'

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A member of the House foreign
affairs committee says Adolf Eichmann, accused Naiz massmurder of millions of Jews, must be tried in Israel.
Rep. Leonard Farbstein (D-N. Y.) said Sunday, regardless of the way Israel spirited Eichmann out of Argentina, it
should try him to show the "full magnitude of his vicious
program of gencoide in World War II.

U-2 Pilot's Dad To Visit Son In Russia
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A distraught Virginia shoemaker, Oliver Powers, Tuesday imposed a barrier of silence
around his forthcoming trip to visit his U-2 pilot son imprisoned as a spy in Russia.

Sound 'Gong' In Boxing Probe

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The opening bell-of the senate
investigation into underworld links with boxing Sounded Tuesday with former middleweight champion Jake LaMotta "
the center of the ring.
LaMotta, a star boxing attraction in the late 1940's, was
the leadoff and only listed witness for the opening of the inquiry. But waiting in the wings, subject to call, were several
unidentified fight managers and rackets figures.
Some of the underworld characters may even be brought
from penitentiary cells to testify, committee sources said.
Sen. Philip A. Hart (D-Mich.), pinch-hitting as chairman
of the inquiry for Sen. Estes Kefeuver (D-Tenn.), said the
investigation would try to determine if there was any "continuing conspiracy" between racketeers and "certain powerful figures in professional boxing" to control major fights.

Cancel Talk of 'Integrationist Editor'
GREENVILLE, S. C. — (UPI) — The local Kiwanis Club
cancelled a speech scheduled Thursday by Harry Golden after
receiving telephone calls protesting the appearance of the
author who advocated racial integration.
Golden, editor of the weekly "Carolina Israelite- in Charlotte, N. C., said he considered it "silly for anyone to be worried
about a little fat guy making a speech."

Negro Cardinal Is Reported 'Very Sick'
DAR-ES-SALAAM, Tanganyika — (UPI) — Laurian Cardinal
Rugambwa is "very sick" and resting at his palace in the We
Lake Province, it was announced Tuesday.
A source close to the Roman Catholic Churchis first Negr
Cardinal said, "he returned from Rome a very sick man and
the strain or constant welcoming ceremonies forced his doctors
to order an immediate complete rest." Cardinal Rugambwa
will not attend a three-day bishops' convocation beginning here
Thursday.

Hurricane Season Begins: Navy Scouts
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — (UPI) — The 1960 hurricane season
officially began Wednesday and the Navy sent two of its 70ton super constellation planes to scout the Gulf of Mexico and
the Caribbean for any sign of tropical storms.

Ike To Get Jug of 'White Lightning' Wine
TAIPEI, Formosa — (UPI) — Farmers on the shell-battered offshore island of Quemoy will send President Eisenhower
a jug of their own "white lightning" wine.
A delegation from the 42,000 farmers and fishermen, who
still live on Quemoy despite Red coast artillery shelling, will
travel to Taipei Saturday to greet the President after his arrival and give him the bottle of Kaoliang, a white wine made
from millet.
Meanwhile Communist shore guns shelled the island corn
plex Tuesday just as President Eisenhower was starting his
Asian tour, the Nationalist Defense Ministry announced. It sai
the guns fired V shells in a 23-minute barage.

Jap Labor Unit Calls Workers Off Jobs
TOKYO — (UPI) — The giant, Communist-dominated
Sohyo Labor Confederation called 5,800,000 workers off their
jobs Wednesday in an anti-government demonstration, but indicated it would cancel its planned anti-Eisenhower demonstrations Sunday.

No Date Set In Spy Trial of U-2 Pilot
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Russians have not yet indicated when U-2 pilot Francis Powers will be brought to trial on
spy charges, U. S. Ambassador to Russia Llewelyn E. Thompson said Tuesday on his arrival from London.
"There is nothing new on the Powers situation," Thompson
said. The Ambassador plans to confer in Washington with
Secretary of State Christian Herter and return to Moscow June
23

Filipinos Cheer Ike Again In Manila

MANILA — (UPI) — Thousands of Filipinos cheered PresLANnSvINerw, Mich. — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Ken- ident Eisenhower for
nedyEA
the second day Wednesday as he drove
won an
vote Of confidence for the pres- through the streets of Manila to
lay a wreath on the monument
idential nomination for Michigan's 51-vote delegation to the of Dr. Jose Rini, one of
the heroes of the Philippines.
Democratic national convention next month.
The crowds were not as large as the record-breaking mass
It appeared the Massachusetts Senator might only have
of 2,000.000 persions who jammed the streets Tuesday to give
to spell out more clearly his position on civil rights in order him one of the biggest
welcomes of his career, but it was a
to nail down almost the entire Michigan delegation.
happy, excited throng that surged forward to try to shake h.
WEST BRANCH, Iowa. — (UPI) — A 21-mile hiking trail
The delegation met here and took an informal poll of
named for Iowa-born former president Herbert Hoover was sentiment in which Kennedy gained 89-votes — more than hand.
Eisenhower and President Carlos C. Cards rode through
dedicated Saturday.
80 per cent of the total. Adlai E. Stevenson picked up 10, the streets in an open
green convertible Eisenhower stood
The trail, to be used primarily by hey scouts, begins and Sen. Stuart Symington (D - Me ) 8, and Sen. Lyndon B.
John- much of the way, bareheaded in the bright sunshine, waving
ends in Hoover memorial park.
son of Texas zero.
both hands at the crowds lining the way.

Dedicate Iowa Hiking Trail To Hoover
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•'Melody Lingers On ..

Can Scott Graduation-Revue Still Acclaimed 'Best Ever'
te•

•FORTY-TWO bright eyed young charm school graduates •'splayed
their artistic talents in a resplendent and spectacular graduation.
revue and then received diplomas in one of the most brilliantly staged

and glamorous productions. Recently staged in Dunbar Vocational
high school, the 1960 Can Scott Charm and Modeling school opus was
lavishly described as "the best ever witnessed." '

CHARM SCHOOL director Carl Scott, epitome of
charm and personality is shown at left.
•

•
•MODEL-GRAD Mabel Hunter pivots gracefully dur- group of models who received diplomas in an inspiring
lug one of the production scenes depicted before a climax. From left: Arlene Crawford, Beverly Blackbackdrop of pastoral setting. In background is another wood and Etta Hart.

Amessimemsomoropow,
•FASHIONS FOR every occasion added drama and charm of a commanding but delicate feminine personinterest to the Can Scott 1960 graduation-revue. Here ality." They are (from left) Dorothy Jones, Selma
trio of comely maidens exudes "the graciousness and Brown and Thelma Merchant.

• •

•
•MCONTENTED 'BEATNIK' Sylvia Samples (2nd extreme left) problem of finding a new and more acceptable way of life. Surroundponders her present status during production opener, "The Conform- ing the elaborate and colorful maypole on which is posed a demure
ers.' Miss Samples, who did the choreography for the revue, faced the and dazzlingly beautiful bride—depicting marriage, every woman's
ultimate goal—are women depicting various occupational groups.
*CHOREOGRAPHY WAS done by a graduate, Miss
Sylvia Samples, instructor of dance at the William
Penn school in Chicago. Miss Samples also captivated
in a modern dance version of "The Lord's Prayer."
Mrs. Scott's creative ideas and sensitive sense of the
dramatic was noted in picturesque and piquant stage
settings, executed by Dunbar Instructor Everett Renfroe. Exemplifying in enchanting manner the class

motto: "Striving for the graciousness and charm of a
commanding but delicate feminine personality," the
1960 graduation-revue is still widely acclaimed. Because of the enthusiasm with which it was received,
Mrs. Scott is seriously considering requests for "a repeat performance." Her school is licensed and approved by the department of registration and education.

•EPITOMIZING the poise, grace and charm which is stressed in
"personality development" courses at the Can Scott Charm and Modeling school is this bevy of beautiful and attractively gowned graduates. Posing with their instructor (center) they are Misses Sue Gordon, Sharon Foreman, Arlene Crawford and Beatrice Williams.

•LIKE THE 'song that's ended' the 1960 Can Scott
graduation-revue is a haunting "melody that lingers
on" and Defenderland is still acclaiming its producer,
the svelte and stunning young founder-director of one
of the most progressive charm and modeling schools
of its kind. Mrs. Scott, a graduate of the Academy of
Modeling and Charm and of the renowned Patricia

Vance school, presented her fourth graduation exerciae4 reFently in Dunbar high school on Chicago's
go'uth;si'de. A capacity crowd of parents, friends and
interested spectators lauded the spectacular for its
beauty, glamor and eye-appeal. They also applauded
42 graduates who took part in an elaborate and fascinating production which introduced exceptional talents withig the graduating class, itself.
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In one of the most fashionable
receptions of the sea.
wedding
0,
IL son Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
▪ House was complimented by
1 the bride's sister and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris

Waiter, at their home at 838
Ioka recently.
Mrs House is the former
Las Martha Belle Anderson,
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Anderson. Mr. House
is the son of E. D. House of
Hot Springs, Ark., and the late
•
win, LeMoyne 1949, a former Mrs. House,
•
instructor in biology
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The lovely home of the Mr.
medical bacteriology instructor and Mrs. Welter was
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In Chicago. While in Memphis throughout with
•••1
massive bouthey attended the recent Com- quets of white
gladiolas and
mencement exercises
at Le- greenery, with focal points in
Moyne.
the reception room. An oval
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bride's table was overlaid in
..••■•a•s•waa•..a•s• Email HOUSE
The members of the New white satin., centered with a
Lillian Hooks Sunday, a fort. Friendship Baptist Church had tierred wedding cake
•II
MISS BUSH MARRIES
topped
Friends of sophisticated Miss night ago. . .and well-known a house warming for Rev. and with wedding bells and garlandMargaret Bush, well-known Le- Charlie—dean of Memphis' pho- Mrs. W. M. Brown recently in ed with pale blue flowers and
•
Moyne college registrar, were tographers--chose the occasion their new home at 1268 Green greener'.
Mrs.
Josephine 4).
FETE MRS. LEWIS ... J•U- seated on floor: Miss Maria standing left to right are Mrs, Jone s,
overjoyed to learn that she was to fete his wife and invited a wood. The color scheme of pink In the dining
room, the table
recently married to Roscoe Mc- few of their intimate friends and blue was carried through- was overlaid with a white cut- G•S feted member, Mrs. Bradford, the honoree, Mrs. Johnella Buckley, Mrs. Nor- Bridges, Miss Rosemarie
Delores Lewis with a baby Lewis, Miss Mickey Fugh; ma Griffin, Mrs. Pearl Gor- Long, Mrs. Vera Stevenson,
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elaborate
the couple many more years of and blue hydrangeas and pink
at 850 E. McLemore avenue,
shower
last week . . . and Mrs Birdie Lenoir. Seated don, Mrs. Ruby Jean Lewis, Mrs. Wilma Campbell and
array of hot and cold canapes
Immediately the social ball nuptial bliss were Lonnie and sweet peas. The dining room and hors cPouvres
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of
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started rolling, and last Friday Lula Lee, The Bennie Walkers, table was lovely, the table over- smoked oysters, salmon, hot organizations and friends who Robinson, Mrs. Geraldine Juanita Lewis, Mrs. Zernia of the organization.
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•
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Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and Brewster Poston, Miss Alma- coln elementary
of recent activities of Alpha ter Guy who so dearly loved the only Negro delegate repre- zine Davis, Mrs. John R. Arn- City of Jackson while her hus- missed a treat if volt missed which number five in Jaekson
• s•
Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi each of her elementary teach- sentative of the U. S. to the old and Mrs. Charles Flowers. band is erenleeed et West high Perite showine the ten most are winding up two weeks of Virgie Collins and Mrs. 0, C. —S
Beta sorority were important era at Porter School, and who United Nations at the time of Mrs. House is a graduate of school in Madison Cniinty.
stunting outfits to be seen in camping. The camp site is near Cole. The activities include
on the agenda of the June meet- decided that though many years his passing. Married to the LeMoyne college, a member Miss Mary Rose Rodgers of .Taekson staring from morning enough for them to retern heme crafts, cook-outs, games and
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to
to
pilgrimage
assigned
still
Plane for the
Jachson is nrnud te annotmee Mrs. Carlotta Stewart Watson,
their Nsliona' Sorority Head- and others are teaching now in
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Miss Linda Kay shine as the will also visit Liberia and Niquarters in Washington, D. C. other schools. It was truly a
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new
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during
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The
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MRS.
tossed
marinated
donned
beef,
Rebecca Bontemps, daughter Mrs. Thomas received her Pre-Alumni on the cammus this
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school
this
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Ernest
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and
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able "fun clothes"
several Matthew Thomas, jr., recent- Diego Calif., where he will in- year, and a tiledeee to Delta
COLA
ted the heat by having a casual and cake. We've seen
sing- ly at St. Vincent De Paul terne in a hospital of that Sigma Theta Sorority.
bridge party in the cool and of the honorees, who are
Hy- Catholic church in Nashville. city.
A most enjoyable meeting
spacious den of Alice and Sam- ing the praises of the Mrs.
bestowed The groom was graduated
was reported and the hospitalter and the honor
uel Helm on Boston st.
As members and guests arriv- upon them.
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ed, the exclamations of delight MISS SOPHIA COGER
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Mrs.
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each
Mr.
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at the
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wedding
a
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p.m.,
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and photographing everything to follow afterwards
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everybody.
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made of Ezelle Parks, Ethel CHIT CHAT
Isabel Euralia Fletcher, Hazel Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Johnson
beLee, Rose Coleman, Wilhelmine were called home suddenly
Lockard and Alice Helm, all of cause of the death of his aunt,
whom were pictures of relaxa- Mrs. Mary Rucker, in Vicksburg Miss. The family attendtion themselves.
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- Members were especially hap ed the funeral in Vicksburg
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Tarpley,
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Hello Readers, sorry you dosed June 10 with great sucSat., Juno 25, 1960
missed your column last week, cm. 'The theme of the school
GRACE WILLIAMS
but your scribe was attending was,
__
"God's Word is for the iging1111111111tliiiiiit011110111111111iliellItI11111110
the State Federation of Colored
World."
The average attend
A chain is no stronger than
Women's Clubs in Dyersburg,
Tenn. and had a wonderful ance was 113 which means its weakest link—a salad is no
time. The meeting opened there were more than 100 better than its smallest particle.
Put your damaged and left-over
Tuesday morning, June 9 at the children each day.
Tabernacle Baptist church with
Mrs. Inez Bryson and Mrs food in your soups, stews and
President, Mrs. Cora B. Robin- Augusta King were were in casseroles but never in your
son presiding, and
closed charge of the juniors and with salad. The salad is no place to
Thursday afternoon with a the assistance of the Pastor sneak in wilted lettuce, limp
,icnic on the Reelfoot lake.
four young people accepted cucumber or rancid salad dressSpecial feature of the meeting Christ. They Joined the church ing.
was the Wednesday night's pre. and were Baptized Sunday On famous chef, Oscar of
gram when Dr. Zelma Watson morning. The school closed Fri. the Waldorf, has said, "Food
George of Cleveland, Ohio was day morning with a very im- never should be prepared in a
dim light. Turn the brights on
guest speaker. Dr. George held pressive program.
her audience spellbound with
The instroctors were 3fes- your salad and see how it looks
her charm, grace, dignity and dames Cornelia Walker, Verlene before your guest does." The
everything that go to make up Curry, Ruth Carr, Lena Yyons, selection care and prrviration
an outstanding personality. She Inez Bryson, Louise Croom and of salads, the assembly of the
spoke froth the 1 u bi e c t, 011ie Farmer. Mrs. Sula Elli- ingredients and finally the im"Musically Around the World." son, director, Calvin Farmer, mediate service all influence
After listening to Dr. George superintendent of Sunday the eye and anpetite appeal as
all of us have a better apprucia- school, Rev. W. A. Owens, pas- well as the vitamin content of BROOK BENTON headlines Memphis' Crump stadium for Brook Benton-A; Ella
James-D; Buddy Johnson-E; Along with the recording
John.
salads that are served at your
tion for the Negro Spirituals. tor.
annual show. Coming to the Starlight Revue will be son•R; Dee Clark-C; Etta
along with other name stars. stars still be station perThe meeting was well attend. Sunday afternoon at 3 p. m. table.
The revue is held annually sonalities A. C. 'Moohah' WilAll the clubs had delegates and Rev. W. G. Terry, Male Chorus Arrangement of salad maB o b 'Honeymoon'
defence. Really he almost said with proceeds going to aid liams,
representives attending. Dee- and congregation of First Bap- terial on a plate should be done
needy Negro children. The Garner, Martha Jean, Nat
that
he
did
not
care about
gates from the City Federation tist church, Jackson, Tenn., with a sort of careful careless:
fourth annual Starlight Revue Dee Williams, Robert 'Honey.
chzsting, but he was "smart'
were Mesdames Lerlia Cull- worshined at Morning Star Bap- ness to avoid the appearance of
is expected to be the biggest boy' Thomas, Rufus Thomas,
or
handled
nushed
ningham, Mattie Davis and tist church. Rev. Terry used having been
not to get caught What can I and
best show ever present- Willis Monroe, Ford Nelson
your scribe, Book Lovers club, as a subject for his message, and netted into °lace. Once a
tell him? Worried mother.
ed by Radio station WDIA. and Theo 'Bless My Bones'
should
it
plate,
on
the
salad
is
Carrie Seat; Literary Art "Let us go back and Pray."
Dear Mother! Scolding an
Wade.
Weis! club, Mrs. Ardella Cole; Everyone present enjoyed the never be rearranged or it will
lectures are useless, if he has
unand
overworked
tired,
look
Hawaiian
club, Mrs. Lucy message.
ta—n that attitude. As you
Collier; Progressive Mothers me Thursday Sewing club attractive.
te-- with him, accept your
club, Mrs. Emma Donald: met in the home of Mrs. Eva To improve root tossed salad
s',-^g of the responsibility for
Thursday Sewing club. Mes- Moody on Ethridge it.. June from the standpoint of nutrihis guidepost.
dames Addie Roe and Elizabeth 10. After the members arrived, ion as well as eastronomy give
You might !dart by telling
Ballard; Gloxinia
Art and the hostess served a delicious t a coating of nil. About ene
him
that cheating won't really
Carden club. Mesdames Alberta plate of southern fried chicken ablesnoonfol of salad nil will By CARLOTTA STEWART ways begins by deceiving one- heln
him in the long run, even
of
mediom-siaed
head
coat
a
Jamison and Jennie Vance: and all the trimmings. The
Musing: DEFLATE RO- self and one always ends by if he gets away with it. Once
leaf
every
Outlook club, Mrs. Addle Bawls, meeting was called to order by lettuce. Toss it until
MANCE. 0 Car Wilde wrote deceiving others That is what you accept cheating as a sym• A crackling array of stars— first engagement at mammoth
Representives attending were the President, Mrs. Addle Roe. is covered. At serving time "when one is in love, one al- the world calls a romance. The tom — like a high fever — you headed by Brook Benton—is Crump Stadium, a tremendous
from the Literary, Art, Music The minutes were read and follow It tip with dressing.
very nature of a romance is and your child can work back poised to uncork the most glit- stage will be erected, more
and Social club, Mesdames approved. After this the dele- !'.very good rook knows her
such
that it must be without to the real trouble. Perhaps tering Starlight Revue of all,
Olga Baskervill, Martha Lacey, gates Mesdames Addle Roe and ,salad oreens. Perham .the most "peppercress," is not new but so reason. Love, as a rule, cannot his schedule is too heavy. 8 p. m., July 1 at Crump stad- than 50 feet long and 23 feet
high. Special lighting effects
Velva Pulliam, Grade Pear- Elizabeth Ballard gave full re. familiar one to all of lit and often overlooked by homemak- afford to be too intimate with Perhaps he did not use his ium.
son: from the Loyal Friendship Ports of the meeting in Dyers- the most abused is iceberg ers. It's high nutritive value logic." Romance is the spice of time well. You will be workWDIA stages the show an- will be featured. Sound engiwere Mesdames Alice Williams, burg. The next meeting of the lettuce. It is never necessary should put it at the top of the marriage. It adds flavor, but ing on the root of the trouble nually for the benefit of needy neers guarantee coverage to
every seat.
Mozella Huddleston, 0. E. Sti- Sewing club will be with Mrs. to use a knife when prenarine food shopper's list as a salad not substance. Love gives a — and cheating automatically Negro children.
gall, Frances Givens, Little Addle Rawls, June 25 at 4 p. m. this veeetable—nnt even to re- green.
Advance prices are: reserved
Headliner
Brook
Benton
union height and joy, but not stands out as the inefficient
Francene Givens and Fred
Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Owens move the core, our techninue. When fresh, it is bright green. necessarily depts of faith or evasion it is. If he is a slow comes to Memphis with an un- section $2 and grandstand $1-75,
Lucus, jr.: from the Book Loy- and Bunice Carr from Morning and we'll pass it on to you. is to If too many of the leaves are length of life.
learner . . . constantly remind broken staring of record hits with children under 10 admitted
ers was Mrs. Esther Johnson; Morning Star Baptist church first pet a firm erin on the yellow, the watercress is probsmash personal appear- free with their parents. Tickets
Love can
he irrationally him that you care more about and
Supporting him will be are on sale at WDIA and all
ances.
Thursday Sewing, Mesdames and Mrs. Jennie Vance left head of lettuce, then smack the ably old and of disagreeable suspicious and
his
nrogress than his standing
insanely jealous.
the Coasters, Dee Clark, the over Memphis.
Eva Moody, Freddie Thomas, Wednesday morning for Buffalo, core against a hard surface flavor. To clean watercress,
in
class.
It
can
whip itself into such a
Five Royales, Billy Bland, Etta
le Barhara Moody and Doro- New York to attend the Na- such a your sink drain hoard untie, throw into cold water and
storm of hate and hurricane of Once you get launched on a James, Jimmy
McCracklin,
Ponular and with them was tional Sunday Schhool BTU or kitchen work surface. This soak for a good half hour when violence so as to sweep
real
talk
you
may
end
up
every
in
un,
c•
nernii.
iElla Johnson, Ron Holden, and IF YOU
Mrs. Oneen Vaultz: Gloxinia Congress. I am sure others loosens the core are1
all the sand will have settled thing before
expected
fields. You may on it to destruction.
Wynonie Harris. Buddy John- CAN
Art and Garden, Mrs. Carolyn from this area will attend this vou to twist It not of the hoar,. to the bottom. Lift out shake
Both love and romance must be cover a reading difficulty, son's big hand will supply FIND A
down
tin.;fie
head
the
hold
Wow
Garrett: Oirtlook, Mese,mes meeting shall report them as
free of water and place on ice. seen
in proper persoective. deafness, or other common musical background. Bobby BETTER
under running water. The water
Mary 11. Porter and Ethel I receive their names.
Escarole, spinach, endive and ThSay are wonderful while they learning problems. However,
BOURBON
pressure noshes the leaves
Lewis is M. C.
eta. wit them was Mrs.
romaine are other greens that last but it need not he the last you have all summer to work
Funeral services for Mr.
artists—including
the
Gospel
them.
bruising
BUY IT.
without
anart
Gertrude Lewis.
will add variety to your salads. of the marriage if they leave. on it. so don't give up . . . Caravans, Gospelaires, Charles
Washington Davis one of the
sometimes called
Watercress,
Mary Lois Newhouse and older citizens of Humboldt and
Try experimenting a bit — Much food and drink still re- In l',cy fall have a talk with the Taylor, Spirit of Memphis, and
Nancy Sherron were delegates member of Lane Chapel CME NAACP MEET
you'll take a gourmet's pride main. Happiness can still be tear' cg. on your discovery. I Dixie Nightingales—round out
from the Rainbow Girl's club church were held at Lane
am sure she will be glad to the program.
found.
The Memphis Branch of the in knowing your greens.
and Bunice Carr and Doris Ann Chapel Monday night at 8 p. m. NAACP will hold its regular ''A Guide To Good Eating" is Charlotte: T am worried sick help.
For the Starlight Revue's
Gentry were representatives with Pastor, Rev. C. D. Mc- monthly meeting Sunday, June a service provided to the read- Now that school is out and just
from the High Society Girls Kelvy offficiating. Mr. Davis 26, 1960, at 4 p.m., Mt. Olive ers of the Tri-State Defender as I decided to praise my son
FOR ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS
club. So you see Humboldt was was a fine Christian gentleman CME church, Linden at Lauder- through the cooperation of the for passing in all subjects. I
ORIOLE DRUGS
well represented at the State and will not only be missed by dale st. All members are urged Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. found out that he had cheated
THE SMOOTHER souneori
Prescriptions — Cosmetics — Sundries — Soda Fountain
Federation.
his family, church but by the to be present; business of im- Williams is a teacher of Home on the examinations. I want to
Kentucky Streight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs, 04
PROMPT FREE DELIVERY
The Vacation Bible school of entire community. Mims Fun- portance. Rev. D. S. Cunning- Economics at Manassas high talk to him about it. But I don't
90 Proof • itAncnot A Dist. Co.,
Frankfort. Xlig
'Georg* W. Irving, Pharmacist — Miss. 11. Walker, Memphis
Morning Star Baptist church eral home was in charge.
ham, president.
_
school.
want him to begin putting up a

40

airs.

Charity Show Slated
For Crump-July 1

ik

It's The Big One - July 1

.)<

WDIA'S STARLIGHT REVUE

Huge GOSPEL Show
•

FUN

PROF. CHAS. TAYLOR
CARAVANS
GOSPELA1RES
DIXIE NIGHTINGALES
Plus
SPIRIT OF MEMPHIS

FILLED POPULAR MUSIC SHOW
BROOK BENTON
DEE CLARK
THE COASTERS
FIVE ROYALES
ETTA JAMES
BILLY BLAND

JIMMY McCRACKLIN

ELLA JOHNSON

WYONNIE HARRIS

BROOK BEN'ION

RON HOLDEN

GET ADVANCE TICKETS NOW!

BUDDY JOHNSON'S
BIG BAND

$2.00 RESERVED — $1.75 GRANDSTAND
Children Under 10 FREE With Parents

TICKETS ON SALE ALL OVER MEMPHIS

BOBBY LEWIS, MC

Prices Higher At The Door

Plus All Your

LIVE OUT OF TOWN? SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

WDIA Favorites

STARLIGHT REVUE,s WDIA, MEMPHIS

Help Our Needy Negro Children At The Starlight Revue!
FIRST TIME AT BEAUTIFUL I CRUMP STADIUM
FRIDAY NIGHT, JULY 1 - 8 P. M.

1
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MISSISSIPPI

DEFENDER

able. The children knew their
PICAYUNE
lines very well. Superintendent
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
Sat., June 25, 1960
Cade was in charge.
Miss Bernice Norman, daugh- Mrs. S. L.
Kernney
has returned
Robert
lssiac
Mrs.
ter of Mr. and
Norman left last week for home after spending a week
in Columbus with his daughter
Southern University at ScottTENNESSEE
and htr husband.
will
she
LINDEN
landville, La., where
• • •
The Rev. W. G. Terry and his
classes.
summer
attend
the
State at large indorsement re- congregation of the First BapGOODMAN
and
McCormick
Rosetta
Mrs.
solutions for Ressley F. Thomas tist Church at 433 Madison St.
By
children spent last week at
by the 6th District Republican were guests on last Sunday
relatives and PEARLENE BILLINGSLEA
with
Heidleburg
Convention Centresville, Tenn. afternoon at Morning Star BapIt is very interesting to know
friends.
Resolve that whereas colored tist
Church at
Humboldt,
The Picayune Negro recrea- that Sam Wemms is home from
Republicans in this district and Tenn.
tion center opened the ball sea- the hospital and doing fine after
throughout the state are wel- Mrs. Anna Dunnigan, Mrs.
son last week playing Coving- having one of his legs ampucomed to participate in Repub- Hattie, Mr. Sam Felder and
ton, La. Picayune Old men de- tated.
lican politcal affairs and are the Askew children all of 112
feated Covington Old men 11 to Mrs. Octavia Jelk of Memphis
invited to share with us the bur- Madison St left last week end
10 with Bob K. Brown going is home visiting her sister, Mrs.
den of electing a republican for Chicago, Ill. where they will
all the way for Picayune. The Kate Gray, and other relatives
president and other party can- have a very extensive vacagirls known as the undefeat- and friends.
didates in the ensuing elections tion with relatives and friends.
able, defeated the Covington Those
attending
summer
this year, especially in the fall A very successful revival
girls 9 to 5.
school are Mrs. Lois Garland,
elections of 1960 as an incentive meeting was held at New Hope
Jerry Myles, grandson of Mr. Linzell Nelson, Jackson State;
to bringing them out and en- Baptist Church last week. There
and Mrs. I. V. Myles left last Mhs. Pearleane Billingslea
couraging Negro Republicans were 10 conversions. The Rev.
week for Milwaukee, Wis., and Kate Jordon, MVC, and
to take an active part in the Felix Jarman, pastor of Mt.
where he will spend the sum- Mrs. Maggie Brooks, Rust collegislation of the Republican Moriah Baptist Church was the
mer with relatives and friends. lege.
party. We; in cooperation with evangelist for the occasion. The
Mrs. Nola Vamado a n d Little Clara and Daniel
Smith
such a program; indorse Ress- Rev. L.R. Swinney is pastor.
granddaughter, Willie Ester are visiting their
uncle in Chiley F. Thomas for delegate The Annual Youth Day acleft last week for Chicago, Ill. cago. They are son and
daughfrom the state at large and call tivities were observed at St.
where they will visit with Mrs. ter of Prof. and
Mrs. James
upon the state convention which Luke Bapitst at 2.08 Madison St.
Vamado's daughter and other Smith.
meets in Nashville, Tenn., May last Sunday. The Rev. C. H.
granddaughter, Miss Nola EvMiss Eremnic and Lillie Har24th 1960 to elect Thomas dele- Murphy is pastor.
erlyn who was to be married
rington stopped here long enough
gate to the Republican Nation- The Methodist Church-Cenlast week.
for Miss Ophelia Redd to join
al Convention for the state at tral
Jurisdiction, Tennessee MEMBERS OF THE CLASS president of the General Demdee, N. Y., Mrs. Tennie Mrs. Lulu Harper McCree of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jackintroduced
were
last
of
1910
Reading
Association.
Alumni
Kemper Smith of Nashville, Roxbury, Mass., and Dr. C. L.
large which meets in Chicago, Annual Conference will conson are the proud parents of them then motored on to JackIllinois, July 25, 1930. This con- vene with Wesley Chapel Meth- week to the Fisk reunion left to right: The Rev. and Tenn., Mrs. Beatrice Walker Roman of Valleyfield, Canada.
their little daughter born to son to attend the wedding of
vention goes on record in sup- odist Church of which the Rev. classes by Dr. Ira B. Bryant, Mrs. William Lloyd Imes of Watson of Washington, D. C.,
them last week in the local Miss Dorothy Thomas.
Funeral for Mrs. Bertha Amport of Thomas knowing him M.L. Easley Jr. is pastor, — hospital.
to be a hard working, sincere, June 30, through July 3rd. 1960.
Mr. Percy Murdock, the brose was held at Georgiaville
true hearted, Republican who The sessions of the conference
Commercial Art instructor at ME church. Eulogy by Rev. M.
burial in the
will do all he can for the party will be held at WashingtonCarver High left last week for C. Billingslea;
ticket in all ensuing elections Douglass School auditorium.,
East St. Louis, Ill., where he church cemetery.
Mrs. Bessie Pickens has refor this year and in the fu- The Rt. Rev. M.W. Clair Jr.
will spend the summer.
ure as he has always done in is presiding bishop. The Rev.
Mrs. Lillie Abram, Mrs. Har- ceived her bachelor of science
•
the past. Seeing that Tennes- C. J. Reed, host district supt.
rett Abram and Mrs. Ellen degree in elementary education
Brown in care of 27 children at Rust college.
see is getting an increase in Rev. M. L. Easley, host pasdelegrates to the Republican tor. The general public is corlast week attended Annual Con- Miss Ophelia Redd received
ference "Youth Hour" at Gulf her degree in music from JackNational Convention we feel dially invited to attend these
son state college.
Side.
that Thomas as a colored Re- sessions.
This will be the NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The the Institute are teachers,
min- ment of Colored People,: Dr.
• • •
At the regular Annual Methopublican is the right man to first time in the history of the 17th annual Race Relations InRobert Johnson, New York City,
dist Conference held last week PICKENS
help carry an extra place for church that an Annual Confer- stitute, sponored jointly by the isters, social workers and consultant for the
Field Founin Gulf Side, Rev. Triggs who By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
his people and will reflect credit ence of this particular jurisdic- Board of Home Missions of other intergroup workers, he dation;
Mrs. Helen Peterson,
have been here for several Sunday
on his district and state with tion has been held in Jackson, the Congrev-ttional Christion said.
scool was well attendWashington, D. C., executive diyears as pastor of Weems Chap- ed last
the Republican party in Chi- Tenn. Congratulations to Rev. Churches and Fisk University EXPERTS IN FIELD
Sunday.
rector for the National Congress
CoMethodist
moved
to
was
el
Easley.
cago.
opened at the university here More than a score of experts of American Indians; Dr. ThomMr. and Mrs. Andrew Cyrus
•••
lumbia, Miss.
Funeral services for Mrs. on June 20.
of Waterloo, Iowa motored to
as
Pettigrew,
Cambridge,
Mass.,
will
discuss
various
facets
of
Willie
Longmire
called
was
Willie
B. McNeal were held Problems of Negro-white
CLARKSfILLE
re- intergroup problems
Department of Social Relations
last week to Waynesboro to Pickens recently and spent sevat the Inat 1 p. m. at the First Baptist lationships will
claim
s.
major
University;
Harvard
at
Selectees to Boys State were Church on Madison St. of
attend the funeral of his father, eral hours with her sister, Mrs.
share of the time of this year's stitute. Members of the Insti- Dr. Irwin Sobel, St. Louis, proentertained at the Ninth Street which
Mr. Will Longmire, age 95. Mr. Rosie Smart, and family and
she
was a member.
American Legion Club along The Rev. W. G. Te r r y Institute, according to Dr. Her- tute faculty have been recruit- fessor of economics at Wash- .1. ROBERT BRADLEY direc- Longmire was the father of six returned home accompanied by
with some some selectees to officiated Interment was in man H. Long, Nashville, sec- ed from all parts of the coun- ington University; Dr. Martin tor of music of the Sunday sons, two daughters, twenty her niece, Jean Smart.
Girls State Friday night, June Denmark Baptist Church Ceme- retary for race relations of the try from university campuses, Deutsch, Brooklyn, New York, School Publishing Board and two grandchildren and seven- Funeral services were he!.
at Lees Chapel CME church last
10, 1960 beginning
at eight tery. Survivors are her mother, missions board and director of government service and busi- co-director of the Research Cen- associate director of the Sun- teen great grand children.
ness.
the project.
ter in Living Disabilities, Down- day School and B.T.U. Cono'clock.
Edmond Marsh was confined Sunday for Mrs. Daisy Bostic.
Mrs. Lelia Fuller; three sisMr. Joe Smmers, local chair- ters, Mrs. Clara Burns, Mrs. "Pressures in this area are A "clinic" on religion and state Medical Center, State Uni- gress has been invited to sing last week suffering from an Survivors include, one so n,
man, served as Master of Cere- Gussie McBride and Mrs. Hat- growing in all parts of the na- race will be conducted during versity of New York; Dr. Ray at the Baptist World Alli- injured leg where a log jam- Wade; grandson, brother, Wilmonies. Meeting opened with tie McDuffy of Champaign, tion," Dr. Long said, but added the Institute by the Rev. R. J. Marshall, Cambridge, Mass., ance in Rio de Janeiro, June med him while at work at Hig- lie Clark and one sister. Rev.
The Pledge of Allegiance to Ill.; two brothers-in-law, Mr. that the two-week long seminar Oscar Lee, New York City, di- fellow in economics, Harvard 24 through July 5. Marking his gins.
Smith officiated with interment
Rev. Jessie James, W.M. of in Union cemetery.
the Flag and Prayer. Mr. Sum- Clifford B. McBride Bledsoe will also study problems faced rector of the Department of Ra- University; and Mr. Irvin Fer- second trip to Brazil on this
mers introduced the purpose of Funeral Home was in charge. by Puerto Ricans, Indian-Ameri- cial and Cultural Relations of man, Washington, D. C., execu- occasion Bradley traveled to Square Deal Lodge No. 562 and
the meeting and of the Boys A "Glamorous Hairstyle & cans, and other minority groups. het National Council of tive vice-president of the Presi- Rio from London in 1953 and Mrs. Willie Johnson, M.A.M. STARKVILLE, MISS. —
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after col'ege commencement. James H. N. Waring, jr., prin- the Board of Trustees, Morgat
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week Magna Cum Lauds honors as Ypsilanti, Michigan, Alpha Rap.i They are, left to right; Dr.
cipal of the Agriculture and Sate college.
ly made ber debut.
Detrioit, Mich. Mrs. Williams end in Illinois.
second high averages.
pa Alpha Sorority; Mr. Jamesi
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endure and fatal shooting of
ner and Mordis Burrow.
the infamous lawbreaker by the
TOP FELLOWS
John Wilburn, Melvin Rede- FBI. Ralph Meeker stars as
mer, William C a i n, Horace Dillinger and Steve Hill plays
Mitchell, Tommy Walker, Na- Melvin Purvis, who was in
than Becton, Eddie Bonner. charge of the FBI at the time.
John Coger, Frank Tuggle and 10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
"Look for the Silver Lining"
Zamack Jones.
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Hi there, all you lazy easy
going summer lovers. This is
the time of year that sort of
brings out the most in the funloving, happy-go-lucky set of
youngsters. And if you have
time from your busy sleeping
schedule, take a gander at these
eye-openers, okay?
FLASHES FROM FULLERS
There comes a time when all
good things must come to an
end and so it was with Schools
vile but none too soon for the
gang who had long-awaited for
this wonderful time of year.
Brother Parksville is really
jammed with the way outs from
all over our fine Metropolis.
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TELEVISION TIME

Probe Blaze,
Find Swastika
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Investment Corp.

NOW OPEN!

CALLING ALL
NEWSBOYS
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Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

which Bipo'ic'am I supposed fo /ook

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

SAVE NOW
AT

RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS

WEEKLY CASH PRIZES
GIVEN AWAY!
In Progress Now...Call or
Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington Si.

Cords
•nd Parts
Bowls Boot•rs
end Ports

Vaunt's' logs, Mom
sad Parts

Open
Nites
Free

Serving
You

Since '32

Parking
760 Union

Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Radio end TV Tubes Chnekogi Pre*

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Account Insured

7:00 P. M. — 9:00 P. M.
All Rides 5c For Kids Under 12 Yrs.

MUTUAL
FEDERAL
Each

TUESDAY
NIGHTS

To $10,000
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FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most Popular Priced
Mid-Way"

•
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Alpha Delta Lambda
Hosts Joyous Picnic

DEFENDER
Sat., June

, 1960

Rent Office Space
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT IN THE TH.State Defender Wilding. Reasonable
rest. 236 South Wellingtea Strout.
JAckseo 6-11397.

Spiritual Advisor
BRING YOUR MARRIAGE PROBLEMS TO
Marriage Cowasehag Service.
12B6 E. McLessere Ave. Oftke hears will
When the members of Alpha Wilburn the Ernest Youngs, S. frets 100 a. as. tali 700 e. s. U..Delta Lambda chapter of Al- the Dr. W. H. Youngs, Clyde day Hon, Saturday.
pha Phi Alpha Fraternity picks Venson and Miss Marie Brad- IF YOU ARE SICK, NEED ADVICE, I AM
willies to help yon. I have been
a 'rare June Sunday' . . extouched with Ws divine power et Gag
tends invitations to their an- ford, Lewis H. Twigg, jr., Wal- For
appointment, call JA. 5-1924 at woes
nual icnie at the expansive ter W. Wibcon, the Johnnie to 559 Weakiey Ave.
plantation of Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson, and Frederick LetchServices
Gammon at Marion, Arkansas er.
. nrovides endless servings Still others were the Hosea
ELROD AND SONAll
of succulent barbecued chicken Alexanders, Miss Shirley FinSERVICE STATION
. . . caldrons of piping hot corn ney, Claude Newson, Mrs. Ade- 843 Miss. et Crump Blvd.
Day & Night Service
in the esib . . . mounds of de- line P. Pears, Mrs. Emily BisExperienced Mechanics
licious potato salad ... endless hop; Mr. and Mrs. George
tubs of cooling drinks .. boats Saunders, the Onzie Homes, Dr. JUNE SALE — BIG REDUCTION
for fishing . . grounds for ball Leland Atkins, Mr. and Mrs. ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
games, a hay ride for the young Robert Lewis and daughter For a good tiro solo ask for Elrod.
TELEPHONE IA. $-94112
fry ... card games for the less Sharon, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0.
Billy;
Atty.
inhibited . . . and just plain Speight. jr and son
wonderful, Southern hospitality and Mrs. A. A Letting, with
. . needless to say — the end daughters Judy and Jean; Dr.
result is a picnic to be long re- and Mrs. Arthur E. Horne and Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
children, Dr. Stanley Ish, Ha- muscles with STANBACK Powmembered
Scores of family groups ex- rold Whalum and son.
ders or Tablets. SrANBACK'S
perienced such a delightful ocMrs Jnsephine Bridges, Miss, S. A.(Synergistic Action) brings
casion Sunday before last, when Erma Laws and Willie Lindsey, faster, more complicit relief from
thongs of automobiles made the Lynne Ulen, Mr. and Mrs. Jake pain. Remember...Snap back
trip to the well-known site that Barber, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
STANBACKI
is graced with such delightful McDaniels, the Dr. Ray Ander- with
owners — Mr. and Mrs. Gam- sons Mrs. Vera Clark, Thomas 4 Special Service
mon — whose plantation is a Deggett as.d Miss Mavis GohlSECOND ANNUAL PICNIC— Mrs. John Gammon at Mar- picnic of Alpha Delta Lambda Some of the scores of mem- perience are seen pictured
showplace of the Mid-South.
ston, Walter Evans, William BE HAPPY' HE HAPPY! BE HA.P
The verdant acres of the ion, Ark., was again the chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha hers and guests who enjoyed near the end of what was a
THE SECRET LAWS
Attending the picnic were Hawkins, Mrs. Helen Hsyrs and
plantation estate of Mr. and scene for the second annual fraternity Sunday, June 12. the delightful summer ex- "perfect June day."
OF LOVE
the Fred McChristians, the dauehter Miss Tommy'. Kaye
An Arabic Scholar's interpretation of
Herbert Mumms, the William Hayes, Atty. Ben Jun-s, Wil- Koranic
Law as it pertains to Lori.
young women and bachelors of TRAVEL
ent manner and his lovely Owens, and their daughter Miss liam and Andrewnetta Jones and Sex relations. A wonderful book
which every man and woman should
the city. A description of two After their wedding last week, family.
Angela Owens and son Bill; and son, Walter Martin and read. For the Mohammedans
the authis the Koran. their "Bible'
of these will follow.
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Thomas, Dr. E. A. Selby for his dig- Thomes Perkins, the Leortes Miss Charlotte Brooks, the El- ority
which is the written word of Mohamthe Father of the Islamic reliWEDDING — Miss Phillis (formerly Constance Bontemps) nity and expert business sense. Petermans, the Herman Rank- dridge Mitchells, Edison Mor- med,
gion. Ladies! The special chapter on:
Crowder wed Mr. Frank Lett in went to Columbia, S. C., where There are many more whom ins, The Dr Fred Rivers, the rison and Miss Mar,an Mc- "How to Attract Men and Money" for
a Happy Marriage to a Good Provider,
a very impressive ceremony she returned the courtesy oi I will mention from time to William Robertsons, the James Christian . . . and really —just is
wotrh ten times the
this fins
Swearengens
Smiths,
the
James
more,
their
youngscads
with
book costs Gents! Learn how to inCarole
Jenkins
by
being
her
time.
Sunday afternoon at the Holy
crease
and
maintain
your
Manliness(
0.
Smiths,
L.
Spencer
the
the
reknown
sters,
who
enjoyed
You all, men and women, must read
Trinity Episcopal church with Matron of Honor at the June Beautifully Dressed Wome n:
powerful book of 18 chanters.
Father James Williams officiat- 11 weddieg of Carole who was Mrs. Alice Archer leaving for Swingler, Jesse Lee Williams, A Phi A spirit to the hilt. Would this
Order
today! Satisfaction guaranteed,
now from:
ing. The Bride was beautiful her Maid of Honor on June 5. Summer School at Ohio State Charles and Jean Washburn, that every Suneey offered such Order right
AFRO BOOKS. Dept. 11
in an exquisite white wedding Then the couple returned to University in a lovely Summer the George Watkins, Wallace inters st mg csnviviality.
321a WEST 109th ST
INGLEWOOD 2, CALIF.
princess gown made of Peau de Nashville enroute to San Diego silk travel print suit. Mrs. Ruth
Soir with a deep nylon lace where iDr. Thomas will Intern Redd at Commencement in an
imported Salmon Colored Lace
yoke, long tapered sleeves, in a Sair Diego hospital.
very wide skirt which featured Mr. ind Mrs. Arna Bontemps, over silk finished dacron frock
a long chepel train. She wore both al little sad after giving which looked as if it came
a Tierra of Pearls and rhine- away 'their last daughter in directly from Balenciago of
stones from which flowed a marriage, left for Montreal. Rome. Mrs. Audrey Wall, PsyCanade where he will attend chiatric Social Worker at Melong full tulle veil.
(Continued from Page 4)
a field force of 10,000 men, For faster, sort timpitts relief of
the Conference of Library harry who always looks exactneuralgia, neuritis pains,
Her
bridal
bouquet
was
atwomen
and children have ac- headache,
NASHVILLE Tenn. — What a medics were also in the city.
ly correct. She was wearing a wife of the new minister of St.
take STANBACK Tablets or Ponds.
tached to an old fashioned Worker's.
cepted
a
mission
to
call
at
the
SOCIAL
—
The
Jim
Lawsons
busy week. I went to a few
STAfIBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Acti
white lace and mother of pearl Dr. atel Mrs. Harold West left slightly full summer lace Andrew AME church, will be home and deliver a miniature
—the combined act on of sin
things to which I was invited entertained for his class re- fan from which cascaded small immediately after Commence- trimmed organize in a soft the speaker at 11 a. m.
sermon to the millions of peomedically-approved ingredients in
union and when good fellows
shade of pink with a wide hat
because I was so busy with our
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
The two-weeks Vacation Bible ple in an eight-state area. The
get together after many years, white rosebuds and lilly of the ment at Meharry for another trimmed in a heavenly blue.
and tension, starts bringing relief
school is in session at the St. assignment covers the states of
commencement guest. I do be- they are likely to forget all valley. The attendants to the extended tour visiting Alumni
right away. t
wo vost ara
WEEK'S THOUGHT
Associations
in
bride
we
r
e
Misses
connection
with
Audrey
Tennessee,
Kentucky,
Indiana,
church.
Eighty
James
AME
lieve every senior invited at time—so, my guest, Mrs. Helen
When you start off on that students are attending, the Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Test
the
Fund
Campaign
Booker,
Drive
for
Bluefield,
W.
Va.,
Mitzi
least five people each. They Howard Davis who was a class
N BAC K
long trip in your car for the teachers are Mrs. Ann Parker, Georgia and Illinois, Mt. Gil- STA
against any
came in large numbers and we mate of Dr. Lawson was un- Sheppard, Pensacola, Florida; additional buildings and facilipreparation
summer, please remember that Mrs. Jean Simms, Mrs. Dora bert Branch, the local overseer,
enjoyed having them here to avoidably detained that night. Anita Merritt and Maxine Cun- ties of Meharry and Hubbard
you've ever
you must drive for yourself Whitson, Miss Earline Walsh, announced.
used
witness the graduation exer- The class of '35 was leading ningham, Nashville. They wore hospital,
and watch the other fellow. Miss Vera Williams, Mrs. Mable The 350 congregations will
cise. We were simultaneous in numbers and in vocal ex- identically styled Lime Taffeta Dr. Ildward Maxwell is atTragic endings sometime come Alcorn, Miss C. Harris, Miss spend the four days of June
with Meharry in our exercises pressions. Among those pres- bouffant waltz length dresses tending a Premedical Science
from
selfishness and disregard Liza White, Evangelist Arnice 23-26 at a training assembly at
with
inset
panels
of
lace
and
Workshdp
for
Teachers at
and
so
many outstanding ent were Dr. John Hope FrankSyah, and R. B. Thompson, jr., the State Fairground in Nashfor the safety of others.
wide
fluted
Organzie
hats.
They
Dillard
university,
New
Orleans,
Bennett,
and
lin, Dr. L. Howard
'The life you save may be Prof, R. B. Thompson, Sr. is ville. Delegates from the Memcarried
bouquets
of
green
and
La.
Los
Dr. William Ziegler. Maybe I
the dean.
phis area will number about
Mrs. Charlie S. Johnson is your own."
should not try to name just a white flowers colonial style.
Rev. E. M. Alcorn is the min- 450. Under the direction of the KINGS * LODGB
few but we do look forward to The Bride's mother chose a visiting with her ,children in
ister.
International Watchtower Soci- A VACATION FIT FOR 4 ruNa
having these people with us pink lace sheath and wore a the Eat. First Her daughter,
ety, the Nashville assemblage •
CME
MINISTERS'
WIVES
small
pink
flowered
hat.
Her
Mrs.
Maurice
Clifford
of
PhilaModem Motel DeLme Style taw Ina
and are always happy to see
will brace itself to accomplish
The
annual
picnic
given
by
Print* and Staii-Prlista Sethi
was
white.
The delphia snd then her sons, Dr.
them. They have many Nash- corsage
the
gigsntic
mission.
the CME Ministers' Wives was
0 Spacious Modern Dining Loin
Zemo — liquid or ointment — a ville friends. There were sev- Groom's mother was attired Robert and Jeh Johnson in New
a day of relaxation and fun. It Mr. Branch predicted that to
doctor's antiseptic, promptly re- eral representatives of the class in a lovely shade of chamois York City.
•
Filtered ssimming Pool
(Continued from Page 4)
was held on the farm of Rev. reach the eight-state population,
lieves itching, stops scratching of 1910. I got to know Mrs. nylon with soft pleats. She wore Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Creswell
•
fee
House—Cockttil Bat and BINA
and Mrs. Moses Johnson.
each witness by this period will
and s, helps heal and clear sur- Beatrice Walker Watson of deep blue velvet slippers and have gone East too. They will also for all with whom we
Dvcing sod Sports
have
contacted
about
3,500
perThe wives furnished plenty of
face skin rashes. Buy extra Howard university who stayed a small flowered hat in the return with son, Toni, who has come in contact.
sons. "Each of us will be call- Wilte v Plums IN latetnistise and Sown*
been in school at Amherst in The longer we live the more fried chicken, ham and barbeStrength Zemo for
with us for several days. A same shade.
ing at about 9000 homes," he lives Carly
ministers
furnishcue,
and
the
stubborn cases!
most charming woman and Mrs. Mr and Mrs. James Crowder, Massachusetts and daughter, important are our days. The ed ice cream and cold drinks. said.
W. C. Owes, Pica.
Ti!.: rumpi 11-7101
of parents of the bride entertained Miss Canal Creswell. who is a longer we live the greater are Seen enjoying themselves were
Williams Taborn
Alice
OtisvIlla. hew Ted
"Jehovah's
Witnesses,
he
said
with a reception immediately teacher in the public schools our responsibilities as we make Mrs. A. L. Turner, Rev. and have no
Springfield, Illinois.
paid clergy to do their
our contributions to this world. Mrs. D. S. Cunningham, Rev. preaching, but find
There was also a wonderful following the wedding in their of the District of Columbia.
DUE WAS
much
of our and Mrs. J. M. Hill, Rev. and greater enjoyment in their
The
consciousness
opportunity for all of our stu- home on Meharry Boulevard SADNESS
STIEL FM.0114
cHAtes
dents and the Nashville Public where many guest were greeted We deeply sympathize with numbered days should alert all Mrs. E. E. tlunigan and sons, religion by learning it so well
TV SERVICE
Moder* n.sirS.
545 E. Msliery at lauderaisie
to hear some great speakers. and wished the couple happi- our friend Mildred Freeman, of us to do all that we can with Rev. T. M. Davis, Rev. and that they can do their own
ilendso-ne Wort...nee. Rugged fonall
the
power
we
have.
An
Dr. Wm. Lloyd Imes was Bac- ness. The dining room was whose sister passed away in
WH 6-7133
Mrs. R. E. Honeysuckle, son preaching."
nruction. Very NW
M1; r
Dependable TV Service
calaureate speaker at Fisk. Ac- extremely beautiful as was oth- New York. The body was re- awareness of our numbered and daughter, Rev. and Mrs. EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL
him
was his er parts of the house and the turned home and interred in days should make each of us J. L. Griffin, Rev. D. T. Alcorn, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hunter
companying
SERVICE CALL
$250
was also a lawn where the wedding party the family plot at Memorial conscious that those talents that Rev. II. C. Bunton, Mrs. C. D. have left for Chattanoogo, Tenn.
charming
wife.
He
DAY—NIGHT
UV
have been entrusted in our Coleman.
graduate of Fisk in 1910. Then assembled. The table was drap- cemetery.
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
where
they
will
reside,
and
he
another two of the Boston Mc- ed in an elegant white satin and Nashville will mourn the pass- care must be fully used.
Mrs. J. L. Tolbert, Mrs. W. will be ordained an episcopal This ad is worth $1.00 tewani service
cowrtni Yrs
is any 117 repair.
Crees. Attorney Frank McCree lace cover with the wedding ing of Dr. Carl Seyfert, who Each of us is a steward—we A. Johnson, Mrs. E. L. Strong, priest at a local parish there.
POE VULENLE PRICES
RCA Authorized Service
and his wife who always bring cake in center and tall candles was a liberal and a very inter- are also bound by time. With Mrs. W. H. Taylor, Mrs. H. The Hunters lived here for
BERNATSKY B.
ROS I so much of the history of Fisk resting in silver holders. Guest esting newscaster. It was a these two factors playing such Massey, Rev. and Mrs. E.
a year. He was a deacon at the
IWO S. Main
s A 4.88a
to our minds.
registered on the patio where tragic end to a brilliant career. an important role in our lives Atkins and Mrs. H. L. Olaker. 2mmanuel Episcopal church of
WriliPhig. Yew.
and
running
time
out
we
must
Present also were house guests 425 Cynthia.
MEHARRY'S BANQUET — Miss Carol King presided.
I had just listened to his
Dr. Harold West and Dr. D. T. I really admire the spirit of weather forecast a few minutes work now as we have never of the Johnsons, Rev. and Mrs. Rev. Samuel D. Rudder is
Rolfe who held forth at the the Summer school attenders before the tragic automobile before that life and world con- McGhee and Mrs. Luella Bailey, the pastor.
ditions in all aspects may be a sister of Rev. Johnson.
Alumni Banquet both said that They sometimes have a week's accident occured which took
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
fuller for all of us and those
Settings ferSuperbShade
there were at least 500 people vacation and then right back his life. In fact, T am sure he who are to come behind us. We The CME Ministers' Wives The Men's Day celebration at
who
listeners
have
adjoined
their
monthly
present. This I do know, it was to the grind. Nashville is fill- had many devoted
the Oak Grove Baptist church
now must not only make life
September. of Fort Pillow, Tenn., has been
a magnificent affair with pro- ing up again with these seekers mourn with his family.
fuller for us, but fuller for those meetings until
Here's blessed relief from tortures of ole from all over this country. after knowledge. I learned that
SOCIAL—Mrs. A. D. Kelly who are coming behind us. This Their next project when the set. It will be held, Sunday,
vaginal itch, rectal itch chafing. rash
and eczema with an amazing new sci- I sat with Dr. Benjamin Mays, there are about fifteen hundred was the gracious hostess to the and this only will justify our meetings resume will be a tea July 10.
entific formula called LANA CANE
Mrs. W. H. Taylor is the re- C. H. Bursey has been apThis fast-acting. stainless medicated °resident of Morehouse college, out at A. and I. State university National Council of Negro existence here.
porter.
creme kills harmful bacteria germt,who had delivered a most im- and this does not include the Women on the occasion of their
pointed chairman with Odelle
while it soothes raw irritated and
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Morgan as co-chairman.
with new
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching pressive adderess to the grad- different Institutes and Work. closing meeting. It was a Lawn GRADY CHAPEL CME
Super
—so speeds healing. Don't suffer an- uating classes. exhorting them
enwas
which
More
than
350
congregations
Supper
Rev. R. C. Jefferson is the Blue
Bouffet
finishing
touches
are
The
shoes
that
will
run
for
short
today
ACANZ
Blades
other minute Oct LAN
at all drag stores.
not to seek personal haPpiness periods.
ioved by members and friends. being placed on plans for An- of Jehovah's Witnesses, with minister.
when
and convincing us all that My congratulations and best This is an annual affair
nual Youth Day at the Grady
TRY BEFORE YOU TAY!
WIVES!
AND
HUSBANDS
hapniness is not important in wishes to all of them but cer- friends get together in a relax- Chapel CME church. It will be
•
you itself.
Wet the PEP and ENERGY
Council is not a held Sunday, July 10.
way.
ed
The
tainly
to
the
Professors
and
No
Day!
or
Night
Anytime!
NEED!
more weak, tired out feeling for you. Appearing on the program administration who have just Social Organization and for this Rev. T. M. Davis is the minAmazing. B. le I.. will give you the
the few ister.
PEP you need or money-back. 60- were- Dr. it H. Walker. Dr. terminated one period of stren• reason, we do enjoy
tablets &S. Send 112. Balance IL week- Matthew
oth- CUMMINGS STREET
Walker,
Dr.
Wm.
with
have
affairs
we
social
ous
work.
Fisk
has
a
rather
WE TRUST YOU.
Vacation Bible school and
Lloyd
Garrison
Smith
of
Los
workers.
community
er
large summer school enrollWEAVERS DRUG CO.
Young People's Day are the
Angeles—Class of '30 and Dr. ment. I remember when it was PEOPLES I ADMIRE:
1752 Batt Street
Nsetgdocise 5, Texas
.Tohn Wells of Texas—Class '50, almost a vacation for those of Anna Ligon Booth, Y-Teen highlights of next month's servMrs. Dalton. of Lima, Ohio who us who worked here because secretary at Blue Triangle. She ices at the Cummings Street
represented the Women's Auld- we had no undergraduates but is better known as Ann Ligon Baptist church.
fiery: Mrs. Laurie Gunter, The we too have joined the ranks because she has only recently The pastor, Rev. W. L.
Varnado, and congregation plan
HURTING YOU? School of Nursing: Dr Wm. H.
of the busy with Undergradu- become Mrs. Booth. Her suc- to make these events the most
The
Allen.
School
Dentistry,
of
Imeamdlatg
ates. graduates, Science Work- cessful program with young outstanding of the observations
and Dr. John Coleman, Presi- shop, Economic Workshop and ring in our Y-Teen Program is
at the sanctuary.
•few drew et OUTGROS bons Maloof
dent of Chicago Alumni Chap- Rare Relations Institute.
a real credit to Anne and to
mile tram tersewiting pets of tnirr”vre nail.
OUTGO toughens the elds en•terneeth
ter.
Race Relations is a much de Nashville youth.
twa, Mews the safl S. S. net sad tiros the
mob fortbor Dais and
Please do not let me over- sired institute to look forward Mrs. F. B. Rosser, chair.0
RO
is available at ail drossdiscomfort
mammy
look the very sumptous Menu to because of the interesting man of The camp Program for
which included fruit cocktail, and well informed Consultants YWCA. She says little but does
broiled chicken with mesh- who come to be with us. The a real whopper of a job. Yr oo m s, parsleid potatoes, evening sessions are open to Camp will be July 30 to August
french style greens tossed the public and I am sure many 8 at Camp Dogwood. A campsalad, hot relic and strawberry Nashvilllans will take advant- ship is only $12.50 so why not
After 35, irregularity often beshortcake. Meharry is on its age of the opportunity to hear send a worthy child to camp comes a problem. What you need is
way to the general launching such notables ar. Thurgood and deduct it from your income something that aids nature and helps
Such an aid to
of their twenty million dollar Marshall, Dr. Robert Johnson, tax. It would really make the establish regularity.
rerzlarity is the daily use of sea Maw
campaign. Alumni have already Dr. Edward Tilson, formerly child happy and yea 'would feel Here's medical evidence: A group of
subscribed more than $65,000 of of Vanderbilt faculty who will so good.
men and women took sritrrAN daily
under medical supervision. In case
this
amount
before
the
camspeak
on
"Race
and
Christian
Hayes,
Ardent
Mrs.
C
AND
HOW TO LOVE
M.
after Case ttEllUTAN, taken daily,
paign is officially launched.
Imperatives" and Dr. Harold NAACP Worker, whe quietly helped establish regularity. Ss, for
BE LOVED
relief from constipation after
WEDDINGS and
RECEP- Fleming of the Southern Reg. gets results Also her beautiful realtrysts/UTAH.
powder or 'pannier.
Send $1 00 — ANN JONES TIONS.—Three very impressive ions! Institute whose subject daughter who is nresident of 3S,
Available in all sizes. Including Vs gannet.
100 or 80 PROOF DISTILL ED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRRI CTIRITS
dos 7762
Chic..., 80 and beautiful weddings in two will be "The South In Transi- the Young Junior Miss elub of
'days and one a few days before tion." The dates of The Institute the city
PRODUCT Of U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO.. *Isom oi MAUS 8 BEAM DISTILLING CO.. all1M011.
took from our eligible list of are Juni 20th to July 2nd.
efficissiet
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for
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ACHING MUSCLES

waive
HEADACHE

STANBACK
4z=1›

Helps Heal And Clear
ITCHY SKIN RASH

The Pulpit

1.

FORTUNE'S

Akiv/Gillette

ITCHING Torture
Stopped Like Magic

9

NOW

$1.95

DARK EYES

INGROWN NAIL

CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show

Memphis' largest selling

how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

91.1Ku7:1N
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town"

S

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
MD

3 Lines For Two (2.) Weeks
Misc. For Sale
CASH TALESI
WILL PAT CASE for property or
vacant lot. If priced right.
BR 2.1240
EL 1-772$
K E GODWIN • COMPANY
1568 troarise

.70

AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE

"BY THE NUMBERS"

SPECIALS

It your O.-tying License has
been revolted
2. If your insurance has been
cancelled
3. If your application has been
reiected
Call Adkins Insurance AgenrY3A. 6-6315. A Representative will
call at your home with full details

THIS AD WORTH $1 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MOPE.

BUICK - 1054
ROADMASTER-FtIVIERA
Air Cond-power equip. New paint-big
lagers car for fraction of coat
SEWN
IL E11171-PIL MU 2-2121

East 33rd St

Onie

Lorain

INSTRUCTIONS

OS

fltiLIP

1PrIl

3206 W. Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
WI Stomps With. Pureness

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

H. & R. GARAGE
HENRY REED PROPRIE10111
Auto Repairs - Brake Ser,ice
Body and Fender Work - Painting
5II7 Linden Ave. • larsasphls, Tenn.
Sus. IA. 1-2610 - Rea. FA. 4-3007

THE FIRST TIME!

JOSEPHINE
BEAUTY SHOP
IF? SO. ORLEANS ST
FOURTH ST. AUTO REPAIR SHOP
341 So, Fourth St. Record Service
CALL ANYTIME - JA 74703

Kay Punch,

Civil Service, Real Estat•

MARRIAGE

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.

MARTIN'S FISH MARKET

Henrietta
Martin

BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1,

ILI

ui

Dewey's Auto Service

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Valves-

SUNDAY
SL 11-1752

21" Gam Pleture Tube

$21 OS
$1791

AUTO SCHOOL "JAM.
,DYERTISINO SPECIALTIES
811M100GRAPHIN0
PRINTING
•
• RUBBER SI AMPS • SEALS
CALENDARS
• DECALS
790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, N.

1'.

-

-

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines NO Service charge
Call
All Work Guaranteed
In city
R&H Hotne Service
1457 Lamar arelltke
BR. 44050

Ave. IA 7-0321

TIRE SERVICE CO
TP YOU WANT TO El BILAUTD'UL
visit FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 131116
Grant Mgr. - Gleans
Thomas; Addle
*Lester. OPerotor.

Instruction

13

SPECIALISTS

RETREADING

SECRETARIAL

and

women for

Permanent

sales

repeat

year

round, full
protected

connection,

time

Kev

Act promptly. Give three references. Write:

TRI -STATE DEFENDER

Want Ad
RATES

No guarantee can be given as
to

2 lines

30c

3 lines

45c
. 60c

....

The

5 lines

2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
/
51
ordinary type
RATE as
10 pt.
lints ordinary typo.
SAME RATE es 4
/ tYPO
,
line, archer

24 PT.

SAME RATE AS
,ordieerf
S line
rrIn.

(Till
to

Forbid) orders
rate

in

change

notice.

'Fri-State

Defender

bens - the

or

and

street

The

Tri-State

erifiriery
nem

forward

at regular

rates.

box

Defender

nail

billed

excess

THE LAW

&

received
address,

ad
ad

but

Postage is to

charged to the advertiser.

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

Linden

ood
eitaleon

SPECIAL SERMONS
for $1.00 - 10 tor $2 00
Easter Series - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N.
Albion,

be

12

Business

We show

you

lists

counts

from

6-2854

Lowest Flat Rates In

our

for
a

garages,

We

nun..

No

pay

etc.

GENERAL

to us . .
to $1.25
Write to-

FINANCE

304 Pickwick

Bldg.

And Long Distance

Local

READY-CUT
EASY
'FPI
WOMEN
Home Zara
Aprons
Wrap-A-Round
Time
Write
Dozen-Spare
1134 16
ACCURATE MFOR 8
REEPORT, NEW VORA
MAIDS TO $50

Long Island. N. Y.
EXPERIENCE.) MAUL)
Dealrei Fine Dart A Week
CAI.L JA 5-S09'T
HELP WANTED, Male, Female

Men, Women, 18--55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No esperience necessary; grammar
si horn education usually sufficient.
Permanent jobs, no layoffs. short
hours, hiss pay, idvancementi. Send
name. address, phone number and
time home. Tri-State Defend, P 0.
Box 311.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN I S $
Presenting Beauty
For Refined Women
Counselor. A nationally known product
for care of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY'
Write Mitchell, P. 0. Box 311. Memphis
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
$63 TO $110 WEEKLY
Claesitted Jobs In Cincinnati. Northern
list
Classified
KY. Male or Female.
$110. Other large cities on request 52.10
UT
AND
WEEKLY
$65.00
WOMEN
voice.
Pleasant
Must have telephone
Detail 10c full information $1.10
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
MS Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio

latiON GLOBE GRILL
940 BO FOURTH TT
SAM AA! TO 100 AM.

Are

FURNISHED ROOM FOE RENT
3911 BOYD
JA 740011
ROOM FOR nmeT
rrs ST PAUL ST
JA 6-7473

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
'We like to say yes to rout
t!'
lean
teamined and Supervised ey the
Mato Cieeariment of iseurance and
eank,eg
2 LOCATIONS
JA. S-lilt
till ft. Slam
JA. 54611
IS'? Madison

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR

are rem

WIffP1, ;01KS lief YOU
Gil PRIttRINI141
SFr/VIC('

as ileac be
as even book

will read it, to you just as site would read
Tell you why rout job or business is not a success If yes have
failed in die rest come see MADAM BELL at once.

Readings Dilly now* se Sunday,
any ,etters

same.

de sure

11•4515

Co
634 & Coops/

eint
Ris
,
sts
lp
sunset.mui
RENT
'0
0
on •Isa
en
di
side of Duplex 3 rms. k bath-hot-cold
water Oss heater in front room Price:
$31 month Phniie PA. 44873
Agents Wasted

GUARAIFTEED HOtlEWORE
Mall out dropship catalog Kelp 40 pet
DeProven sellers
cent from orders
tails. sample catalog 111.00 Palinkus, 1637
Ohio
Lorain,
33rd
TSD IC
-

or unfurnish-

IIIONCY
EXTRA
NEED
Soli Family
Men or Women Age 2140
Group Hospital Insurance Maks, Use et
Your :anted*
W A Adkins-Metric! Mgr
COMPLUS
Casualty
Continental
JA 11-53114

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot. Bus Station. Etc.
GOODFOOD
In

Our

Madera

'lam

it

Base PO

Room for rent furnished
WHitehall 5-5218 1342 Luthun Street
Fah 'Re' 5 30 or before 700 A IS

ed

bow.
you
e
,ourse,1
per cent on each $1.06 Complete
order.
easy Initrucrions $1 00 PRET with
carload of other interesting offers Nilliam Brown Cross Country Publications.
301.0 It. New Tort 11. N Y
200 Ea
Mote

Furnished Rooms

Restaurant

Holmes. Owner

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

6

Correspondence Club

BIGGEST MAILS ythl ever got List Toole
name I year 2k World's Mall 'trod
T. Ot
&idle Cite It N
76 W 48th
Deist I'S
_
Happiness,
FIND
LONELY?
send two 4c stamps for list of
members

ms, any home calls or enliven
, the night sign and the right
to look f.)

BR

BEER Sc A QUART
22

Mississippi Stott

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Ham etas to 9 p39

end

•

15

STERICK BUILDING

advise roe

HAND %WA

WELLINGTON

PHA APPRAISED
This is a very otn• white stucco bungalow,
nal $ ecioma and tile bath downstairs
eery beautiful paneled den or bedroom
upstairs. Forced air heat in large basenen. Hardwood floors Fenced rear lot.
Osrage Price $11,000 00 $2.160 00 rash
closing coat Show.
10001111moot C W Henry BR. 11-6370.
Roan .1.

MORE

Tee

see MADAM KF,I,L'IS

1165 SO

Wilton Catreath

CAN YOU USE

t• Hernando Her borne Is a blocks below
day tight acid* the DeSo-to %Intel Se sore
to look tor the RFD BRIM HOUCK aria retell find her her.
at all tames, Ill" never had an ernes is West Memphis I
Caleb Talley bus marked Whitehareu State Line and gel

MOUNT)

ORANGE

I unar
2252 Progress At
a
Sh7Ph
Center, Melrose 1501001 5 r0004
bath 'wily 1.5500 - Must Sell
1340 MARECHALNEIL
baths, many
Reautiful, 10 rooms
tiara, in this floe nom'.
e UNIT APARTMENT
Wellington. North of Me.067 So
Leniore Completely furnished
Mrs 4 Polmennetmer - GL. 5-1107
Kemmons Wilson Rosati Co.
1741 Lamar - (IL 1.3334

P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 7:00
mxif rib
Home owned - Home operated

3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME
where to buy material and how to
manufacture Cheer:ay bead al 00 Montt
J
factoring Specialties. SicklervIlle, N

In your husband, wife or sweetheart?
knaltb? Are you discouraged? If any of these

I don't

WEEK. Guaranteed

lobs, best working conditions. FREE
room, board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency. 100A Main St., Hempstead,

Nights Until 8:00

City

VALUES GALORE! Sales Soot Me. fRefundable. with seePon
WA TILARI ILL PA.
ALTON

oft at Sta.. Liao sod walk 2 blocks and

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4660- BR 4-4551

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
h•lp you.
"Op-n Thursday and Friday

day.

BELL

Best Deal In Town

-Quick Loans-

All

collection

up

delay.

you lost faith

problems, come let MADAM

GL. 2-5474

GL. 2-9507

MAGGIE'S SUNDRY
356 LINDEN AVE- - JA 74235
500 A M. TO 11:00 P.M.

doctors, dentists.
lumber

experienced

service.

City

Insured Moving

pay ac-

en the way
where Abe toted le

and Rebuild's*

W. P. SHELTON

FREE! to
slow

Line.

PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
t
\ 24 Years in Piano Tuning

E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597
JA. 7-2597

SICAITTIEUL DUPLEX RIGHT BEHIND
Kimberley Clark - North Memphis INNS Morris. - Tel. JA 114235.

sanitari•rms,

Locates oe Highway S1 South. lust over

Services

For Complete Quality

how

of

hack to stay Is her new borne
Are von Dissatisfied with marriage? Have

hi bad

MOVING

Specials

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
secure

Moving

f)pportunities

This is her new orrice at She Mississippi
Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
away and at last she II
long time of bete

JA 7-4917

JAtison

NEED CASH?

suds Walker
JA 6491117
grsident - FA calms

State

Business &Practical
Art College

BREWER

LOANS & MORTGAGES

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

Special

80

BELL
MADAM
(English Lady)

JA 6-4756

GRIGGS
11

Dalrymple
Michigan

1576 Getwell

Bleaching

you do is send them
OF AVERAGES

Upholstering, Inc.
PA 7-0744

Booths For Rent
business in aearrilOWD lo-

companies,

4

Ave.

Moorman's

in Hair Styles Of
Al! Kind

•pecializes

Kansas

Filing

Low Rates - Insured

Female Help Wanted

CUSTOM MADE
REFINISHED
RESTYLED
ANTIQUE
RESTORED
• REPAIRED
•
•
•
•

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando

grocers,

"BE JAMMED"
Toes any coin Bead •r tails as you
cheese,-Any coin! Anytime! Any Placid
-A startling statement, • n• lees sterilise performance. This easily mastered
teohnieu• is a emeyrighted manual sent
roe immediately fee $1
AFRO-FLIP
CRAFT. Bes 1145-0, Bridgeport I, Con n,

will

u out of town

dressed to lur

be

telephone, or
Defender

he given until 12 noon SaturCopy cancelled after 12

the

SPIRITUAL HELP

For Sale Misc.

TRAINING

492 Vance Ave..

day

will

num

number - will be charged for

The Tn-Stste

Dryers

Tinting

4-2133

Are you worried over
money
matters,
strange unnatural ev11 Influences, 5, rou
tick, filen write Bishop Baker Enclose
$1 00 ove offering There is help for your
troub'ed soul You can be eucenssful. Writs

Day & Evening
Classes

the address - whether name

vertisers

Saturday

box

•
*
•
*
*

words comprising

Cancellations of want-ads can

noon

subject
without

as part of the advertisement.

SAMS
SAYE AS
1 line

36 PT.

column. T. F

position in

2

18 PT.

530

Miscellaneous

15e per agate line
5 words to a 'Inc

WA

Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.

Memphis, Tennassee

12 Noon Monday

ZION

ELECTRONIC
ILTPNOTLZER $14 00 Translator Radio $15 95 Pocket ear Gas
OUL1 - $9.95 - Extra 10 caliber shell's
Radio
81.50 earn
Wilkie - Talkie
$1915 - Any Radio TV Tube $1 00 each.
Transworld Elestronics - Post Office See
153 - Indio California

Processing

Typing

DEADLINES

CHRIST

•

309 E. 47th ST.

leads.

CLASSIFIED

•
Mr*

POE BLESSED AMULET. ILELP MONTT.
UNCROSSED
RUSH $2.00 DONATIli
r
:
NOW.' JOY PEACE UT PEOPLELOVE SO VOCE CHICAGO 53, ILL. .

Punch

Data

Post Office Box 311

•

We specialize in gaol used pianos
$10 down will put a piano In Your
home FRET DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
Also
5-0356
Linden - HP..
1100
Night, S Sundaya,
BR. 114356

Night & Day Classes

Salary, bonus plus commission.

4 lines

MOSES
SINAI

3923 Prospect Ave.
Suite 100
Cleveland. Ohio

+

Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising..
men

Micas* M.

BISHOP BAKER

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE

PHONE M. 11-5111

TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
We need

Freezers

Piano Warehouse Sale

AVE. - MEMPHIS

UNION

•

-Amethyst pendants, earmark bracelets,
Brubaker.
$1 23 each item, postpaid. V
540' W
Lancaster. Calif."

AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
1004 Joseph
Service
IL
JA 7-0016

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am

Op

YO. 9-4462

Gil Gabrielli

'7" 01was Picture Tube
Installed
City Ride TV Servie•
8604 Gneiss*

3111

Refrigerators
Washing Machines

tie

•

Automobile Body
Work and Painting
47$ Linden

chth, Ave.

1
3

Owner &
Operater

Serviee

se....

vicroRT

JEtiIiiii.13-ina
.........z........fikeL,

Mich.

lv

•

•

AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
Iscluoino "tweet Mast•r Code, ir
Numbers and Days
Combinatios Codes,
3 Dion Floaret etc. Pele•

4.,
§-It
0,I!IS" wei'a•K

-

DAY. NIGHT

ON

WE NEED names Will Pay you 2k Iret
imam for obtaining them for our mailing list. Complete instructions sent for
el 00. Harry M Young. 917 Broad Street.
aristol, Tennessee.

ART LOVERS. NOW it YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLEct UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, Is
FOR 81.00 START YOUR COLL ECTLON
THAWS biliOIC SAMMY POWER
NOW SiteCil E CARD 15 CENTS. P. O.
any BOX .13.
Stop
repaired
AND MOTOR TUNEUPI
ROOPING. root,
ANSONIA STATION N. V U
leveled
work, floors
leak Carper,er
N. V
Keep
Instant dare in •ny weather
repaired,
cleaned,
totters
Chimneys.
bottoms fully charged to 80 below zero
stucco concrete, plaster do my own work
;or QUESTION • ANSWERS TO cold
You'll piss your radio all
FRE
pries!Pres) eat Reasonable
pass written test for drivers Ii
in Winter 'nth tear of battery failure More
T. Z. diDencer BE. 64843 SR. 6-2920. NEW YORK STATE Send fil eeota is winter miles per gallon on
as Blazing
cover rest rt mailing and needling - Sew Power. Pei) BIG
PROFITS rot'
SERVICZ
d
plus
add
stamped
and deself
•
en...elope.
sample
for
AOENTS1 Send $1.91
4-SPECIAL
la tails
BET _ * PRODUTS CO. BOX
And get FREE 30 day Gulled)
STATION,
NEW
YORE
A Mew
Tablets)
ta„
Potency
!HI
of TRAMS
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND N. V.
tril and Pep Stimulant - the very best.
burglar alarm system Efficient and lin WI will at.. incluel• free ef eh•ree the Theo - 6920 Vernon
37. Dl.
Chicago
eXPenzive. For borne and business Klett= leglesed Lesensis Molder with every order
Distributtne Co. 1199 Linden Office No II* emerived.
formula
RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep
Phone 1534
$1.011 Refundable Ca Rumbels Pleasant
NOW TO WIN! LOVE. SIONET. ETC.
and cliine for information Dale Nebraska,
Send birthd
1310-5th
sealed SIMS.
Ave.,
Chicago
Heights

":1, i' T• I i °;
'
ill;:1.6
ill:

WRECKS
REBUILT

ESTIMATES

irtiviiklA

1020 MISSISSIPPI BLVD
Fresh Seafood Daily
FREE PARKING IN REAR

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

THE

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

U
int

AY ALINO LISTED for life for no. Mon
paying out dimes: quarters, dollars for
on. time listing Tour name in our files
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers. *tea samples, big mall. etc for
life Details for siiii-iddressed
envelope Andy's Trading Post Route IT,
1111
Bryson City N C.

-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
3

Bank Terms

ELECTROWARMTH

FREE

TROUBLE? LOVE. MONEY PROBLEMS?
Solution available. Don't dive up. Write
Dixie - P. 0. Box 1854 Ocala. Florida

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

APPLIANCE SERVICE

Post 31 00 NOV. Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOF. Health Center. Adelaide Road, Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Airmail).

Sundays

one

catalog
today.

STOP SUFFERING! I !

EX 7-0022
Third St.
PRACTICE PIANOS $71
Terms
Easy
and
down
7-6700 Rites Is

CERTIFICATE
LOOM. Printed Forms, GUARANTEEDI
Any State Names Dates. Omitted Used
is oriel:Ai. Duplicate, coplet or gifts.
$2 each 'three, 115 Prompt Confidential
Postpaid Service

E. Hunter Construction
Company

WPTIIITUAL ADV/SOR

BROWN'S PIANO CO.

TR2

Center.

Direstor

Moving & BedIng

30

Illinois

BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG
Huge discounts Low wholesale prices
1334 111$
BARGAIN
THE
, alloy *acing catalog 21k
misuse.
J Co Sax 434. Levtftown S.
Smith St., Charleston, Nett Vs. able,
Pa
Be Wise. send 25 cent for
ADULTS. INTERESTING MAIL Earnings.
Photos, booklets, catalogs $1 refunded
1000 books, 35 cent up
40c Olft with order Alvin - Boa
364-TRD Hicksville. Long Island, N. -T.

of

LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
235$ park Avenue
PA. 441411

BRINCI TOUR MARRIAGE PROM EMS
to Miller's Mamas, Counseling Ikr•les.
lOSS K. iect.en,o,t Ave Office Hours are
from 5 00 • m until 1:00 p at Monday
thru Saturday Call BR. 641045 for so
apPataleaent

THE RUMTOREX CO.

JE 5-6161
St.Louis 8, Mo.
4448 Washington

Appointment
1351 So.
GOOD
117 50
EX.

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

Catalog etts rtqlort I
Elmer L. Hvbbord, M.A.

45.

sums.

Students

JAKE/MORI, BARBER SHOP
3316 Park Avenue
PA 4-9148

Peterson -

2639 West

Take New RUMTORXX And Ettiov t.if•
dietary preparation RUMTORZX takes up POR SALE, JACKS. TOOLS. AND OVigi
pie. e eipment
nt
to run a
ft A PHYSICIAN'S
where nature I
FORMULA only $500 for a 2-week sun- rent building to reliable person Janina
ny Money-back if not satisfed aftei 3 IKON
Money
or
Cheek
bottle Selig CO 13
Order NOW)
1.000.001 BOOKS 10e teem Free emir
Ilaileray. Box l24-T, NYC-11
-REBUILT I II 55 swine typewriter sUll
10
factory erase S29.01 Guaranteed.
239 E. 115th St. - tot 17
Southside Printing. sea 1401. DT Hunt.
YORK 29. 14. Y.
NEW
Instep 3, West Va.

Veterans Approved
Welcomed
Rehobiloonon
Out- 01 -town Students Invit•d

OPPORTUNMES

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED ssrosus rat*
. amethyst. obsidian.
hare of ti
Y.
Postpaid.
agate other 13 95 pound
Brubaker. 5318 W L-12, Lancaster, Calif.

Memphis Business
Directory
Service
•

and

Cow's,
Sine. 11.48
DaI add Enslog Gusts

Court Reporting

Hurry!

2-BUSINESS

BUSINESS SERVICE

Personality Development,

Spiritual Adviser

DIVoRcE or marriage,

Businege Machines, Secretarial, ISM

DEAR JANE. DID YOU KNOW THAT
you can get • Summer dress for 81.25.
for 7k and Men's suits
children's d
toe $295 WHERE? At the Junior League
HurThrift Shop. 4 North Prone
ry! Bargains Oalorel

CLOSING OUT SALE
VAUGHN FURNITURE CO.
JA 5-3249
411 LINDEN AVE

business Administration,

Accounting,

54 95

UZZICAN
NITA, easy Details
either
HOE 141 Twee. BC, nekleo

Distinctively serving the Midwest with

TYPE SUS. 39
POE SALE - CITY
Passenger O.M.C. Good Chevrolet motor,
Terms.
$700.
Price
Tite• and Body
Telephone MU. 3-3107 Call after P. M.

ron Satz
CITY
TYPE
BUS. se
Passenger 0 M.0 (1160d Chevrolet meter.
tiros and batty. Prise $700. Terms. Tele.
phone MU 3-1107 Call after
P. M.

tiered:,

Ciskei°

7726T Se. Clyde Ave.
Chico,* 49 III.

00
IRO N AME 3, ADDRESS LABEL/
51*
Pocket Rubber Stomp
SRC Book Company Box No 3233
Nashville 3, Tenn.

Prete/time Yee ..... la Your Purse
Startle and distract pros lees. wouldbe attackers with this
ile•
Point
signed
Ball
Mtn. line .22 call.
sir blanka with ex•
tra Wed Mkt. Ca:'
be hosed for miles
around. No permit'
1"
'
needed.
*Unlined postpaid
rompletely assembled from Otte teetoo! in Europe. send Wet es -is,
enmity order or theca re:
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO,

VICTORY SERVICE

Services

HOSPITAL AND SICKNESS INSURANCE POE PEOPLE WHO
HAVE HAD CANCER, DIABETES.
HEART DISEASE MID OTHER
SRIOUS zuNass.
FOR MORE DETILS CALL
ADKINS
AGENCY
INSURANCE
GENERAL AOENT - DISABIL
ITT DIV. - CONTINENTAL CASUALTY CO
734 VANCE AVE
MEMPHIS. TENN
PHONE - .IA. 6-5385

•

NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology RESULTS
Will AMAZE Yoe With Our Weak.
ly NUMBER Card. Doily Vibrations
Per Any Front - CUBA, RACE
MUTUILS, STOCKS is BONDS.
Solite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Seed $2.00 With Birth Date. Full
Nem* And Your favorite Method
Of Play. (N• Checks Moose).

GEORGE PALINKUS
1621-TFU

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

a.

•

$7.95
$1.57 Doz.

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

S COINS Donato.Send Coins, Will Send Check Not Pleased,
Return Check.
Sought
Serious use Invited
COLNIP Sold
Appraised
PAY AT A 11 COIN EXCHANGE
Flushing SR L.I., N T.
4344 195th St
Member AN A.

L

Embossed Rushton Cords
at 63.99
UP
liner) color (Black or Lust
Business Cards • ADM Cards
Personal Cards
87 50 value at the new low •rte• of
per 1000
Write roe lor sample cards and stele
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST

1960

48 Misc. For Sele

NEW AWING "BC POINT GUM
4.11111MONSION

1000

SHOP AT BOB'S
POP THE BEST IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR

88118.011LULNII05S FOR IALE

Regardless To Past
Accident Record!

KISCELLANEOU3

SERVICES

11-SPECIAL

Sat., June

PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

Real Estate
INSURANCEAGENCIES

15

DEFEhOER

East-Cozy Many
for Prof woman

Conveniences

Suitable

Can OL 34841 After 4 p.m.

and

details,

KIAH CLUB, 1310
cago Hts.,

HEZK

Fifth, Chi-

16 DEFENDER r
Youth's Arrest
,Stirs Row In
'Housing Unit
Sat, June 25, 1960

TWENTY
REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A

siNeEKS CAN GO 61Y
WHEN "IOU HAVEN'T
A °DATE, AND NOBODY

CALLS)
JACK EDWARDS CALLED, AND
DEXTER HALL CALLED, AND
TENI BOTH t.NANT TO
TAKE YOU OUT
SATURN*/ NIGHT!
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Born at E. H. Crump Memorial Son, Patrick, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Robert Jackson of 1348
Richard Lacy of 659 St. Paul. Gleason.
Hospital June 2, 1960:
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and Daughter, Margaret, to Mr.
Elliott Cottrell of 1286 N. Mc- Mrs. A. L. Brown of 1507 Vic-1 and Mrs. John Wright of 772
tor.
Neil.
Hazlewood.
Daughter, Donna, to Mr. and Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
Son, Harold, jrno Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Lewis of 2483 Park Mrs. Clem Buchanan of 364 N 'Mrs. James Hughey of 783
Manassas.
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Buntyn.
Son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy
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Daughter. Carol Ann, to Mr. Georo.e Gholson of 1095 St. Webb of 1706 Rayner.
and Mrs. Louis Miller of 3053 Charles.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Son, Timothy, to Mr. and Kirkwood of 312 Linden, Apt.
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Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and Mrs. Garland Cribss of 242 204.
Mrs. Atha Porter of 303e Driver.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Son. Artis. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ford of 1876 Glory
Autumn.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Montgomery of 1032 N. Circle.
Seventh. Apt. 1
Daughter, Emily, to Mr. and
James Rowe of 2016 Swift.
Son, Mon. to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Timothy, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Curly Jackson of 770 BaltiGilbert C. Smith of 340 Ingle. Lenoir Vaulx of 1051 Delmar. more.
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Son, Meath, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James Melvin of 749 Tate. Mrs. Jessie Hubbard of 2389
legal processes in stopping un- Heath Boyd of 1494 S. Willett. Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Hunter.
fair a n d deceptive business STN
onr. A:drew, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Cleveland Goodman of
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
practices," Morse concluded.
Aedrew Hogan of 1382 Robert 1499 Tunica.
Mrs. Stanley Levy of 196 S.
The Memphis Bureau is one rd.
Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs. Parkway W.
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of 117 affiliated Better Business JUNE
Ernest Dotson of 1612 Rise.
Son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bureaus in the United States, Son, Marlon, to Mr. and Mrs. Son. Dereck, to Mr. and Walter McGaughy of 518 Wicks.
Canada and Mexico, supported Rufus G. Carter of 345 Cam- Mrs. Wohbie Lee McDonald of Daughter. Cynthia, to Mr.
entirely by business, to protect bridge.
692 F. Wortbam.
and Mrs. Horace Smith of 311
the public, and business, against Daughter. Rosalind, to Mr. Daiichter, Willi,
' R., to Mr. E. Trigg.
A folio chock full of pracA deceptive mail order scheme form letters addressed to busi- fraud,
schemes, and 'business and Mrs. Samuel Mines, jr. of and Mrs. Joe Burns of 520 Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Cleotha
tical ideas. Have 'dates" to sell pencils has been stopped ness firms from the Union Pen'deception, and to raise and 305 N. Dunlap. Apt. 3.
Luaz.
Stallings of 2953 Hall.
in its tracks through the prompt cil Company, of Yonkers, New maintain fair advertising
every day!
and Son, Daryl, to Mr. and Mrs. NINE 15
Son. Malcolm, to Mr. and
and effective work of the Better
SEND $1.00
York," Morse explained. "The selling standards. 950 firms in Leonard S. Mitchell of 2175 Son, -Tames. to Mr. and Mrs Mrs George Jefferson of 441 C.
Business Bureaus, George W.
the area belong here.
James virvwood of 1047 Turley. Landerdale,
Kansas.
I Morse, jr., manager of the letter said that the company had
erroneously printed up 100 ballSon, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Jardie, to Mr. and Mrs. Son. Randy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Memphis Bureau, said today.
point pens with the recipient
Moses Ranier of 951 N. Seven- John Bailey of 616 Linden. Lester Hudson of 1568 River"The first week of June, the
company's name on it, and since
No. 5.
St. 8
th N
side.
Memphis area was flooded with
the error was theirs, invited the
Da uchter. Cynthia, to Mr. JUNE 12
recipient to obtain the pencils
Dauchter. Corliss, to Mr. and and Mrs. Shelby Dugan of 377
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
at an implied price reduction,
Mrs. T. C. Rogers of 588 Edith. Simpson.
Mrs. John Rucker of 1216 Weakwith a free watch thrown in for
Son, Vincent, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Solomon ley.
their co-operation. A number of
Son. John. to Mr. and Mrs.
lzoirston Braswell of 1524 Gold Hardy of 1488 Davis.
Memphis firms called us to inSon, to Mr. and Mrs. Cordell John Harper of 2224 Clarksdale.
St.
quire or complain about this MONTREAL- (UPI) - Son. Marvin, to ^Tr. and Mrs Miller of 163 Modder.
Clarksdale.
scheme."
Josephine Baker, former star John Curry of 610 Georgia, Son, Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
"Upon advising the New York of the Folies Bergere, and her Ant. C.
Arthur Rutter of 1624 Patton. and Mrs. Samuel Fentress of
City BBB of this apparent director, Stephen Papich, were Son rlarenoe, to Mr. and Son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. 598 Lipford.
scheme to sell pencils, that Bu- cleared last Friday of charges 7,p
Mrs.
.,,
Rsos
a scoe Woodard of 331 N. Leon James Mitchell of 575 Daughter, Kim, to Mr. and
reau took prompt action to get that they brought $10,000 worth
Linden.
Mrs. James Hampton of 919 H.
the scheme stopped, as evi- of stolen clothing and music .tvwx: 9
Daughter. Lorenetta. to Mr. LeMoyne Drive.
denced by the fact that just six from the United States to Can- Son, to Mr. and Mrs. John H. and Mrs. Samuel Clark of 999 Daughter. Catherine, to Mr.
days later, we received word ada.
and Mrs. Ben Frazier of 779
Lavon.
Gillisnio of 57 Honduras.
that the company admitted that Judge M A. Blais acquitted mr
Tate.
rais, to
of Mr.
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the whole mailing was a decept.
Son, Renard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Sbaron, to Mr. and
the pair when their accuser
ive gimmick, and the company's
ave.
ionv ‘cTnN
Mrs. Curley Mays of 811 N. Charles Hallowell of 1036 N. 7th
er iliT
wn
91,
11rv
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counsel had assured the New did not appear in court.
St.
Second. Ant. 6.
York BBB that the practice was Miss Baker's attorney, Phil lfinePTTAT, .11111V1i 16
Daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
being immediately discontinu- Cutler earlier told the court nau rrto.r. enndra to m••• P",4 Mrs Riohard Green of 973'
ed," Morse related.
it was ridiculous to accuse her Mrs. Edward Lurid of 221 W Woodlawn.
"This prompt co-operative en- of stealing such items as three Peebles.
Son, Jeffery, to Mr. and Mrs.
deavor by the Better Business
to Mr. John Quinn of 1655 Clancy.
straw hats when she was the Tiltl"hter.
Bureaus is further proof that
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Wriiskey •6 Years Old • 90 Proof
and Mrs. 1•Taior Jackson of Daughter, Barbara. to Mr.
voluntary action, through Bu- owner of "the most fabulous 2,95 Stovall.
and Mrs. Charlie Williams of
°Ancient Age Distillers Company, Frankfort, Kentucky
reaus, can often be far more ef- collection of chapeaux, in the Daughter. Trudy. to Mr. and 1064 N. Seventh.
fective than lengthy and coLtly world "
Mrs. Albert cawyer oe 734 Vaal, Son, Jeffery, to Mr. and Mrs.
Son, to mr. and mrs. Percy Willie Hicks, of 154 Ma ii,ha
Daughter. Felita. to Mr. and
Thomas of !tog T-Tarrell.
Son. Rocseeelt. to mr. and Mrs. Curtis Gouldin of 2339
Cr Reosevelt Hazwood of 611 Sparks st.
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Dauchter. Theresa, to Mr.
Collins of
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. Burgess
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TEA
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Annual Tea of the 13th 59
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ward Civic club will he held
Sunday, June 26. at 328 E. Trigg Jess" Arnette of 256 Grace236 South Wellington
ave., from 4 to 7 p.m. The nub- wood.
lic is invited to attend and hell) Son. Raymond. to Mr. and
Post Office Box 311
make this a glorious occasion Mrs. Raymond Sims of 951 D
ow.
for the club.
We will be happy to
n a V 1(1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Lester Robinson is presi- LeStl
dent of the club. and Mrs. Car- David Woods of 1696 Pritton.
publish it for you
Son. Anthony, to Mr. and
thenia Fields is reporter for the
"Free" Of Any
Mrs. James Moss of 2448 Spottsclub.
charges.
wood.
Daughter. Sharon. to- Mr. and

ST. LOUIS-(UPI)- A rockthrowing crowd estimated at
150 persons gathered at the
Pruitt Public Housing Project
Saturday night, protesting the
arrest of a Negro youth by project watchmen, police said.
The watchmen were attempting to arrest Curtis Covington,
17, for throwing a ball through
a window. Covington's sister,
Mary, 24, attempted to intervene, threatening one of the
guards with a pair of scissors.
The youth, his father and his
sister were arrested, police said.
Also arrested was Earline
Harris, 20, a bystander w h o
tried to intervene, police said.
Two juveniles were taken into
custody and released to their
mother's.

"33 Ways To
Meet Women

BBB Works Fast To
Stop Wily Scheme

Drop Charges
On Jo Baker

NOTICE!

IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

1. More home for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.
3. Nice neighborhood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
5. Near Churches.
6. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping center.
8. College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
9. Spacious land.
scaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary de.
signed homes.
11. Air conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
1
14. and 2 ceramic.
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
Paneled den and
fireplace.
17. Carports and
concrete drives:
We take your
present house
in trade.
19. Select hardwood.
floors.
20. Quality material*
and worlunaa.
ship.
•

Tri-State
Defender

Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home DeliveryService

Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service

Home-style douches can't do
the job that "Lysol" can-can't
keep you sure of your daintiness
the way you want to be!

Driya south on Highway

YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. --11 A.M.
4:00 A M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.

But "Lysol" does! "Lysol"
kills the very germs that cause

embarrassing odor!
Every time you douche with
"Lysol" you can be confident!

I

Try it and see. "Lysol" brand

Address
1 City

disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt

I understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every Wednesday and costs
15c per copy. Thank You.
(NOTE- Bring or mail this apple
I 236 S. Wellington, Memphis,

on how to douche.
write: "Lysol,"
F3loom6eld, New
Jersey, Dept. D259.

you!

For free booklet

PHON

KY

DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
COLE
3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.

Ladies, Step In Style
With Shoes From The
MARY JANE SHOE STORE
11 S. Main

61 to Horn Lake Road,
south on Horn Lake to
one block south of Gee.
sr School.

